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Introduction 
Background 
Rationale 
!f\JTRODUCTION 
The curriculum described in Foundation for the Atlczntic Can1zda Scie11ce 
Curriculum and in Grade 8 Science Curriculum Guide was planned 
and d eveloped collaboratively by regional co1n1ni ttees. The p rocess 
fo r developing the co1n1non science curriculu rn fo r Atl antic Canada 
involved regional consultation \Vith the stakeholders in the education 
system in each Atlantic p rovince. T he Atlant ic Canada science 
cu rriculun1 is consistent w ith the science framevvork described in the 
pan-Canad ian Conzmon Fra1neiuork of Science Learning Outcornes K to 
12. 
T he ain1 of science educati o n in the Atlantic provinces is to develop 
scien tific li teracy. Scientific literacy is an evolving combination o f the 
science-related attitudes, skills, and knowled ge students need to develop 
inq uiry, problem-solvi ng, and decisio n-m aking abilities; to become 
lifelo ng learners; and to maintain a sense of wo nder abou t the world 
aro und thetn. To d evelop scientific literacy, students requi re diverse 
learning experiences which provide o pportunity to explo re, analyse, 
evaluate, synthesize, appreciate, and understand the interrelatio nships 
amo ng science, technology, society, and the enviro n1nent that will affect 
their personal lives, their careers, and their futures. 
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PROGRAM DESIGN AND COMPONENTS 
Program Design and Components 
Learning and 
Teaching Science 
What students learn is fundamentally connected to how they learn it. 
'The aim of scientific literacy for all has created a need for ne\v fonns of 
classroom organization, cornmunication, and instructional strategies. 
The teacher is a E1cilitator of learning whose major tasks include 
• creating a classrootn environnient to support the learning and 
teaching of science 
• designing effective learning experiences that help students achieve 
designated outcomes 
• stin1ulating and managing classroo1n discourse in support of 
student learning 
• learning about and then using students' motivations, interests, 
abilities, and learning styles to in1prove learning and teaching 
• analysing student learning, the scientific tasks and activities 
involved, and the learning environment to make ongoing 
instructional decisions 
• selecting teaching strategies frotn a wide repertoire 
Effective science learning and teaching take place in a variety of 
situations. Instructional settings and strategies should create an 
environn1ent which reflects a constructive, active view of the learning 
process. Learning occurs not by passive absorption, but rather as 
students actively construct their own meaning and assin1ilate new 
information to develop new understanding. 
The developn1ent of scientific literacy in students is a function of the 
kinds of tasks they engage in, the discourse in which they participate, 
and the settings in which these activities occur. Students' disposition 
to\vards science is also shaped by these factors. Consequently, the airn 
of developing scientific literacy requires careful attention to all of these 
facets of curriculum. 
Learning experiences in science education shou ld vary and include 
opportunities for group and individual work, discussion among 
students, as well as between teacher and students, and hands-on/minds-
on activities that allow students to construct and evaluate explanations 
for the phenomena under investigation. Such investigations, and the 
evaluation of the evidence accun1ulated, provide opportunities for 
students to develop their understanding of the nature of science and the 
nature and Sldtus of scientific knowledge. 
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The Three 
Processes of 
Scientific Literacy 
Inquiry 
Problem Solving 
Decision Making 
4 
An ind ivid u,d Cdn be considered scien Lifically literate vvhen he/ (d ie is 
fa1nil iar with, and able to engage in, three processes: inquiry, probletn 
solving, and decision n1aking. 
Scientific inquiry involveC\ posing ques tions and developing 
explanations for phenomena. While there is general agreen1ent that 
there is no such rhing as rhe scientific n1erhod, students require 
certain skills to participate in the activities of science. Skills such as 
questioning, observing, inferring, predicting, ineasuring, hypothesizing, 
classifying, designing experiments, collecting data, analy~ing data, 
and interpreting data are fundarnental to engaging in science. These 
activities provide students opportunities to understand and practise the 
process of theory developn1en t in science and the nature of science. 
The proces~ of problem solving involves seeking solutions to h u1nan 
problems. It consists of the proposing, creating, and testing of 
prototypes, products, and technique~ in an atte1npt to reach an 
optim un1 solution to a given proble1n . 
'The process of decision-making involves determi n ing what we, as 
citizens, should do in a particular context o r in response to a given 
situation. Decision-n1aking situations are not o nly important in th eir 
own righc they ell.so provide a relevanc con lexl for engaging in scientific 
inquiry and/ or probletn solving. 
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Meeting the Needs 
of All Learners 
Foundation for the Atlantic Canada Science Curriculum stresses the 
need to design and itnplement a science curriculum that provides 
equal opportunities for all students acco rding to their abilities, needs, 
and interests. Teachers must be aware of and make adaptations to 
accom1nodate the diverse range of learners in their classes. In order to 
adapt to the needs of all learners, teachers n1ust create opportunities 
that permit students to have their learning styles addressed. 
As well, teachers must not only ren1ain aware of and avoid gender and 
cultural biases in their teaching, they must strive to actively address 
cultural and gender stereotyping with respect to student interest and 
success in science and mathematics. Research supports the position 
that, when science curriculu1n is n1ade personally tneaningful, 
and socially and culturally relevant, it is more engaging for groups 
traditionally under-represented in science, and, indeed, for all students. 
When 1naking instructional decisions, teachers must consider 
individual learning needs, preferences, and strengths, and the abilities, 
experiences, interests, and values that learners bring to the classroom. 
Ideally, every student should find his/her learning opportunities 
maximized in the science classroom. 
While this curriculum guide presents specific outcomes for each unit , 
it must be ackno\vledged that students w ill progress at different rates. 
Teachers should provide materials and strategies that accommodate 
student diversity, and validate students when they achieve the outcotnes 
to the maximum of their abilities. 
It is important that teachers articulate high expectations for all students 
and ensure that all students have equal opportunities to experience 
success as they work toward the achieve1nent of designated outcomes. 
A teacher should adapt classroom organization, teaching strategies, 
assessn1ent practices, titne, and learning resources to address students' 
needs and build on their strengths. The variety of learning experiences 
described in this guide provide access for a wide range of learners. 
Similarly, the suggestions for a variety of assessn1ent practices provide 
multiple ways for learners to de1nonstrate their achieven1ents. 
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Communicating in 
Science 
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Learning experiences should provide opportunities for students to use 
writing and other forms of representation as ways to learn. Students, 
at all grade levels, should be encouraged to use writing to speculate, 
theorize, sutnmarize, discover connections, describe processes, express 
understanding", raise questions, and n1ake sense of ne\v information 
using their own language as a step to the language of science. Science 
logs are useful for such expressive and retlecrive writing. Purpo~eful 
note-n1aking is also an intrinsic part of learning in science that can help 
students better record, organize, and understand infonnation fro1n a 
variety of sources. -rhe process of creating webs, 1naps, charts, tables, 
graphs, dr~nvings, and diagran1s to represent data and results helps 
students learn and also provides then1 with useful study tools. 
Learning experiences in science should also provide abundant 
opportunities for students to con11nunicate their findings and 
understandings to others, both formally and inforrnally, using a variety 
of forn1s for a range of purposes and audiences. Such experiences should 
encourage students to use effective ways of recording and conveying 
information and ideas and to use the vocabulary of science in expressing 
their understandings. It is through opportunities to talk and wri te about 
the concepts they need to learn that students co1ne to better understand 
both the concepts and related vocabulary. 
Learners will need explicit instruction in and demonstration of 
the strategies they need to develop and apply in reading, vievving, 
interpreting, and using a range of science texts for various pu rposes. It 
will be equally important for students to have demonstrations of the 
strategies they need to develop and apply in selecting, constructing, and 
using var ious fonns for con1municating in science. 
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Assessment and 
Evaluation 
Inquiry 
The terms assessment and evaluation are often used interchangeably, 
but they refer to quite different processes. Science curriculun1 
docu1nents developed in the Atlantic region use these terms for the 
processes described below. 
Assessmfnt is the systematic process of gathering i1if0rn1ation on student 
ler1rning. 
Evaluation is the process o_f analysing. r~fiecting upon, and surnrnariz ing 
assessment information, and makingfudgrnents or decisions based upon the 
information gathered 
The assessment process provides the data, and the evaluation process 
brings rneaning to the data. Together, these processes in1prove teaching 
and learning. If enjoyment in learning for students is to be encouraged, 
now and throughout their lives, strategies n1ust be developed to involve 
students in assessrnent and evaluation at all levels. When students are 
aware of the ourcon1es for which they are responsible, and the criteria 
by which their work will be assessed or evaluated, they can make 
informed decisions about the n1ost effective ways to demonstrate their 
learning. 
Regional curriculu1n in science suggests experiences that support 
learning within Science-Technology-Society and the Environn1ent 
(STSE), skills, kno\vledge, and attitudes. It also reflects the three major 
processes of science learning: inquiry, problem solving and decision 
making. When assessing student progress, it is helpful for teachers to 
know some activities/skills/actions that are associated with each process 
of science learning. Exan1ples of these are illustrated in the following 
lists. Student learning may be described in terms of ability to perforn1 
these tasks. 
• defi ne questions relared ro a topic 
• refine descriptors/ factors that focus practical and theoretical 
research 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
select an appropriate \.Vay to find information 
make direct observations 
perform experiments, record and interpret data, and draw 
conclusions 
design an experi tnent which tests relationships and variables 
\Vrite lab reports that nieet a variety of needs (limit the production 
of "fonnal" reports) and place ernphasis on recorded data 
recogn ize that th e quality of both the process and the product are 
1n1portant 
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Problem Solving 
Decision Making 
Assessment 
Techniques 
Observation 
(formal and informal) 
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• clearly define ,1 problen1 
• produce a rangt of potential solutions for the proble1n 
• appreciate that several solutions should be considered 
• plan and design a product or device intended to solve a proble1n 
• construct a variety of acceprable prototypes, pilot te~t, evaluate, and 
refine to n1eet ,1 need 
• present the refined proces~/p1oducr/device and \uppotr why iris 
"preferred" 
• recognize that the quality of both the process and the product are 
Hnportant 
• g~uher infonnation frorn a variety of sources 
• evaluate the validity of the information source 
• evaluate which information is relevant 
• identify the difTerent perspectives that inOuence ,t decision 
• present inforrnation in a balanced 111anner 
• use information to support a given perspective 
• recon1n1end a decision and provide supporting evidence 
• comnu1nicate a decision and provide a "best'' solution 
Assess1nent techniques should match the style of learning and 
instruction ernployed. Several options are suggested in this cu rriculun1 
guide fro111 which teachers n1ay choose depending on the curricu lum 
outcomes, the class and school/ district policies. It is important that 
students knovv the purpose of an assesstn en t, the tnethod used, and 
the rnarking schen1e being used . In order that formative assessn1ent 
supports learning, the resu1rs, when reported to students, should 
indicate the irnprove1nents expected. 
Thi) technique provides a \vay of gathering information fai rly quickly 
while a lesson is in progres~. When used formally the studen t(s) would 
be n1ade a\vare of the observation and the criteria being assessed. 
Infonnally, it could be a frequent, but brief, check on a given criterion. 
Observation may offer information about the participation level of a 
student for a given ta k, use of a piece of equipment or appl ication of 
a given process. The results n1ay be recorded in the form of checklists, 
rating scales or brief \\Titten notes. It is important to plan in o rder that 
specific criLeria are idencif1ed, suitdble recording forn1s are ready, and 
that all students are observed in a reasonable period of ti1ne. 
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Performance 
Journal 
Interview 
Paper and Pencil 
(assignment and test) 
PROGRAM DESIGN AND COMPONENTS 
This curriculum encourages learning through active participation. 
Many of the curriculum outcomes found in the guide pron1ote skills 
and their application. There is a balance between scientific processes 
and content. In order that students appreciate the in1portance of skill 
development, it is important that assessment provide feedback on 
the various skills. T'hese may include the correct manner in which to 
use a piece of equjpn1ent, an experi1nental technique, the ability to 
interpret and folJow instructions, or to research, organize and present 
information. Assessing performance is most often achieved through 
observing the process. 
Although not assessed in a formal manner, journals provide an 
opportunity for students to express thoughts and ideas in a reflective 
way. By recording feelings, perceptions of success and, responses to new 
concepts, a student n1ay be helped to identify his or her most effective 
learning style. Knowing how to learn in an effective way is powerful 
information. Journal entries also give indicators of developing attitudes 
to science concepts, processes and skills, and how these 1nay be applied 
in the context of society. Self-assessment, through a journal, pennits a 
student to consider strengths and weaknesses, attitudes, interests and 
new ideas. Developing patterns may help in career decisions and choices 
of further study. 
'This curriculum pro1notes understanding an<l applying scientific 
concepts. In te rvievving a student allows rhe teacher to confirm char 
learning has taken place beyond sin1ply factual recall. Discussion 
allo\vs a student to display an ability to use information and clarify 
understanding. Interviews may be a brief discussion between teacher 
and student or they may be more extensive and include student, 
parent and reacher. Such conferences allow a student to be pro-active 
in displaying understanding. It is helpful fo r students to know which 
criteria will be used to assess formal interviews. This assessn1ent 
technique provides an alternate method of expression to students whose 
verbal presentation skills are stronger than their written skills. 
These techniques can be formative or surnmative. SeverJl curriculum 
outcomes call for displaying ideas, data, conclusions, and the results 
of practical or literature research. These can be in written fonn for 
display or direct teacher assess1nent. Whether as part of learning, or a 
final staternent, students should knO\\' rhe expectations for the exercise 
and the rubric by which it wiJJ be assessed. Written assign1nents and 
tests can be used to assess knowledge, understanding and application 
of concepts. They are less successful at assessing skills, processes and 
attitudes. The purpose of the assessrnent should detennine what fonn 
of pencil and paper exercise is used. 
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Presentation 
Portfolio 
10 
The curriculurn includes outcomes that require students to analyze 
and interpret inforn1ation, to identify relationships between science, 
technology, society and environn1ent, to be able to work in tean1s, and 
to co1nn1unicate information. Although it can be rime-consuming, 
these activities are best displayed and assessed through presentations. 
l 'he~e can be given oral ly, in \vritten/pic toral fl)nn, by project sun1n1ary 
(science fa ir), or by using electronic sy~ten1s such as video or cornputer 
software. Whatever the level of con1plexity, or forn1at used, it is 
irnportant to consider the curriculum outcon1es as a guide to assessing 
the presen ration. 'The outcornes indicate the process, concepts, and 
context for which and about vvhich a presentation is n1ade. 
Portfolios offer another option for assessing student progress in meeting 
curriculum ou tcornes over a n1ore extended period of rin1e. This fonn 
of asse~sment allo,vs the student to be central to the process. There 
are decisions about the portfolio, and its contents, which can be 
n1ade by the student. \X!har is placed in the portfolio, the criteria for 
selection, hovv the portfolio is used, how and where it is stored, how 
it is evaluated, are so1ne of the questions to consider when planning 
to collect and display student work in this way. The portfolio should 
provide a long-renn record of gro\vth in learning and skills. This record 
of growth is important for individual reflection and self-assessmenr, 
but it is also in1portant to share with others. For all students, bur 
particularly younger students, it is exciting to review a portfolio and see 
the record of de\ elopn1ent over tirne. 
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Outcomes 
Outcomes 
Framevvork 
STSE 
Nature of science and 
technology 
Relationship between 
science and technology 
Social and 
environmental contexts 
for science and 
technology 
OUTCOMCS 
--- --------
The science curriculum is based on an outco1nes framework that 
includes statements of essential graduation learnings, general 
curriculum outco1nes, key-stage curriculum outcomes, an<l specific 
curriculu n1 ourco1nes. 'The generJI, key-stage, and specific curriculurn 
ou tcon1es reflect the Pan-Canadian Comrnon Framez,uork oj'Science 
Learning Outcomes K to 12. The conceptual map shown in Figure 1 
provides the blueprint of the ourcotnes fra rnework. 
FIGURE 1 
Essential Graduation 
Learnings 
I 
A Vision for Scientific 
Literacy in Atlantic 
Canada 
I 
Four General 
Curriculum Outcomes 
SKILLS 
Initiating and planning 
Performing and 
recording 
Analysing and 
interpreting 
Communication and 
teamwork 
KNOWLEDGE 
Life science 
Physical science 
Earth and space 
science 
Key-stage Curriculum Outcomes 
I 
Specific Curriculum Outcomes 
·-
ATTITUDES 
Appreciation of science 
Interest in science 
Science inquiry 
Collaboration 
Stewardship 
Safety 
This curriculurr1 guide outlines course-specific curriculum outco n1es 
and provides suggestio ns for learning, teaching, assessn1ent, an<l 
resources to support students' achievetnent of these outcon1es. 
Teachers should co nsult the Foundt1tion for the Atlantic Canada Science 
Curriculurn for descriptions of the essen tial graduation learnings, vision 
for scientifi c li teracy, general curriculum outcomes, and key-stage 
curriculum outcon1es. 
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Essential 
Graduation 
Learnings 
Aesthetic Expression 
Citizenship 
Com1nunication 
Personal Development 
Problem Solving 
Technological Competence 
Spiritual and Moral 
Development 
12 
Essential graduation l earning~ are staten1ents describing the knovvledge, 
skills, and attitudes expected of all students who graduate fron1 high 
school. Achievernent of the essential graduation learnings \vill prepare 
students to continue to learn throughout their lives. These learnings 
describe expectations not in tenns of in di\ idual school subjects but 
in tern1s of knowledge, skills, and attitudes develo~""'ed th roughou t the 
curriculun1. ~rhey confinn that srudenh need to 111.-Ike connections anJ 
develop abilities across subject boundaries and to be ready to meet the 
shifting and ongoing opportunities, responsibilities, and den1and~ of 
life afte r graduation. Provinces rnay add additional essential graduation 
learnings as appropriate. The essential graduation learnings are: 
c;raduates \vill be able to respond \Vith critical awareness to various 
forn1s of the arts and be able to express the1nselves through the arts. 
Graduates will be able to assess social, cultural, econon1ic, and 
environmental interdependence in a local and global context. 
Graduates will be able to use the listening, viewing, speaking, reading, 
and writing modes of language(~) as well as mathetnatical and scientific 
concepts and syn1bols to think, learn, and co1nmunicate effectively. 
c;rJduates will be able to continue to learn and to pursue an active, 
heal thy lifesryle. 
c;raduates will be able to use the strategie" and processes needed to 
solve a wide var iety of problen1s, including those requiring language, 
rnarhen1atica1, Jnd scientific concepts. 
Graduates \vill be able to use a variety of technologies, demonstrate 
an understanding of technological applications, and apply appropriate 
technologies for solving problen1s. 
Graduates will den1onstrate understanding and appreciation for the 
pL1ce of belief syste1ns in shaping the developn1ent of moral values and 
eth ical conduct. 
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General Curriculum 
Outcomes 
Science, Technology, 
Society, and the 
Environment 
Skills 
Knowledge 
Attitudes 
Key-Stage 
Curriculum 
Outcomes 
Specific Curriculum 
Outcomes 
OUTCOMES 
--------- ·-
The general curriculum outcomes form the basis of the outcornes 
framework. They also identify the key components of scientific literacy. 
Four general curriculurn outcomes have been ident ified to delineate 
the four critical aspects of students' scientific literacy. ·rhey reHcct thL 
\vholeness and interconnectedness of learning and should be considered 
interrelated and tn utually supportive. 
Students will develop an understanding of the nature of science and 
technology, of the relationships between science and technology, and of 
the social and environmental contexts of science and technology. 
Students will develop the skills req uired for scientific and technological 
inquiry, for solving proble1ns, for con1n1unicating scientific ideas and 
results, for vvorking collaboratively, and for making inforn1ed decisions. 
Students w ill construct knowledge and understandings of concepts 
in life science, physical science, and earth and space science, and 
apply these understandings to interpret, integrate, and extend their 
knowledge. 
Students will be encourage<l to develop attitudes that support the 
respo nsible acquisition and application of scien rifle and technologica l 
knowledge to the mutual benefit of self, society, and the environn1ent. 
Key-stage curriculum outcomes are statem ents that identify what 
students are expected to know, be able ro do, and value by the end 
of grades 3, 6, 9, and 12 as a result of their curnulative learning 
experiences in cience. The key-stage curriculum outcom es are frotn 
the Con1mon Frameiuork for Scie1tce Learning Outcomes K-12. 
Specific curriculun1 outcon1c statcn1etHs describe what students are 
expected to know and be able to do at each grade level. They are 
intended to help teachers design learning experiences and assess n1ent 
tasks. Specific curriculum outcom es represent a framework for assisting 
students to ach ieve the key-stage curriculu1n outcomes, the general 
curriculum outcomes, and ultimately, the essential g raduat ion learnings. 
5;pecil1c curriculum o utcon1es are organized in units for each g rade 
level. 
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Curriculum Guide 
Organization 
14 
Specific curriculun1 outcon1e stcl temenrs describe whJt students should 
know and be able to do at the end of each course. They are intended to 
serve as rhe focus for rhe de~ign of learning experiences and assess tnent 
tasks. Sptcific curricu lu1n outco 111cs represent a reasonable fr~1mework 
for assisting students to ach ieve rhe key-stage, and the general 
curriculum outco1nes, and u lri1narely the essential graduation learnings. 
Specific cu rriculun1 outco1nes are organized in units for each course. 
Each unit is o rganized by topic. Suggestions for learning, teaching, 
assessment, and resources are provided to support student ach ieven1ent 
of the outcornes. 
The order in whi ch rhe units of a course appear in the gu ide is rneant 
to suggest a sequence. In sorne cases the rationale for the reco1nn1ended 
sequence is related to the conceptual flow across the year. That is, one 
unit rnay introduce a concept \vhich is then extended in a subsequent 
unit. Likewise, iris possible that one unit focuses on a skill or context 
which \vill then be built upon later in the year. 
It is also possible that units o r certain aspects of units can be combined 
or integrated. This is one \Vay of ass isting students as they attempt to 
1nake connections across topics in science or between science and the 
real world. The intent is to provide opportunities fo r students to deal 
\Vith science concepts and sc ientific iss ues in personally meaningful, and 
socially and culturally relevant, contexts. 
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Unit Organization 
Column One: 
Specific Curriculum Outcomes 
Column Two: 
Elaborations - Suggestions for 
Learning and Teaching 
Column Three: 
Suggestions for Assessment 
Column Four: 
Resources 
OUTCOMES 
All uni ts comprise a two-page layout of four columns as illustrated in 
Figure 2, p. 16. In some cases the four-column spread continues to the 
next two-page layout. Each unit comprises outcomes grouped by a topic 
which is indicated at the top of the left hand page. 
The first colun1n lists a group of related specific curriculun1 outcon1e 
statements. These are written in the context of Newfoundland and 
Labrador c; rade 8 Science and based on the Pan-Canadian Conunon 
Franzez,uork ~{Science Learning ()utcon1es K to I 2. The staten1ents in volve 
the Science-Technology-Society-Environn1ent (STSE), skills, and 
knowledge outcomes indicated by the outcome nu1nber(s) that appears 
in brackets after the outcorne staten1ent. Some STSE and skills outcorn es 
have been written in an age-appropriate context that shows how these 
outcomes should be addressed. 
Specific curriculum outcon1es have been grouped by topic. Orher 
groupings of outco1nes a re possible and in some cases may be necessa ry 
in order to take advan tage of local situations. The grouping of outco1nes 
provides a suggested teaching sequence. Teachers may prefer to plan their 
own teaching sequence to meet the learning needs of their students. 
The second column provides suggestions for the learning environment 
and experiences that will support students' achieve1nent of the outcomes 
listed in the first column . Elaborations of the outco1nes may also be 
included in this colun1n, as well as background infonnation . 
T'he suggestions in this column are intended to provide a holistic 
approach to instruction. In some cases, the suggestions in this colu n1n 
address a single outcome; in other cases, they address a group of 
outcomes. 
The third column provides suggestions for ways that students' 
achicven1ent of the o utcomes n1ay be assessed. These suggestions rcAect 
a variety of assess1nent techniques which include, but are not limited to, 
informal/fo nnal observation, performance, journal, paper and pencil, 
interview, presentation, and portfolio. Some assessrnent tasks may be used 
to assess student learning in relation to a single outcome, others to assess 
student learning in relation to several outcomes. The assessment ite111 
iden tifies the ou tcome(s) addressed by the o utcon1e nun1ber in brackets 
after the ite1n. 
T'he fourth co lumn identifies sources of rnareria ls and ideas, which 1nay 
assist in the learning and teaching of the outcomes. These resources do 
not address the entire scope of the science curriculum. Since a resource-
based learning philosophy is espoused , teachers are encouraged to use 
other appropriate resources, which will contribute to the achievement of 
the outcomes. 
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Topic 
Outcomes 
• Outcome based on 
pan-Canadian outcomes 
(###,###) 
- clarification outcon1es 
• Outcome based on 
pan-Canadian outcomes 
(###) 
- clarification outcon1es 
- clarification outcon1es 
Unit Overview 
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FIGURE 2 
Curriculum Outcomes Organization: 
The Four-Column, Two-Page Spread 
Suggestions for Learning Suggestions for Assessment 
and Teaching 
Suggested activities and 
elaborations of outcome 
Suggested activities and 
elaborations of outcome 
Informal/Formal Observat ion 
Performance 
• sample assessment item (###) 
Journal 
Paper and Pencil 
Interview 
• sample assessment item (###) 
Presentation 
Portfolio 
Resources 
Authorized and 
recomn-1ended 
resources that 
address outcomes 
At the beginning of each un it , there is a two-page synopsis. On the 
fir~t page, in t roductory paragraphs give a 11nir overv ievv. 'These a re 
follo \\'eJ by d section that specifies the focus (inquiry, problem solvin g, 
a nd/or d ecisio n rnaking) and possible contexts fo r the uni t. Finally, a 
curriculum-links paragraph specifies h ow rh is unit relates to science 
concepts and skills that vvill be addressed at later g rades so teachers will 
u nderstand how the unit fits \virh the students' progress th rough rhe 
complete science program. 
T he second page of the n vo-page overview provid es a table of the 
outcomes fro m the Connnon Fr1zmczuork of Science Learning Outcomes K 
to 12 that \vill be addressed in the unit. T he numberin g syste1n used is 
the o ne to llovved in the Pan-(~anadia n docu 1n ent: 
1 OOs - Science-Tech nology-Society-Enviro n m ent (STSE) outco n1es 
200s - Skills outcornes 
300s - Knowledge outcon1es 
400s - Attit ude outco1nes (see pages 18- 19) 
T hese code 11 u 1nbcrs appc.ir in brackets afrer each specific cu rricu lu n1 
outco rn e (SCC)) . 
W ith in each u ni t Pan-Canad ian outcom es are written in the con text o f 
N ewfoundland and Labrad o r's G rad e 8 Science curriculurn. 
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• 
Introduction 
Focus and 
Contexts 
Curriculum 
Links 
FIGURE 3 
Unit Overview 
OUTCOMES 
UnitTitle: Unit Overview UnitTitle: Curriculum Outcomes 
Synopsis of the unit STSE Skills Know ledge 
###Science- ###Skills ###Knowledge 
Technology- outcornes outcomes 
Focus: inquiry, decision making, or Society- from Comrnon from Comrnon 
problem solving. Possible contexts Environment Framework of Fran1ework of 
suggested outcon1es Science Learning Science Learning 
from Common Outcomes K to 12 Outcornes K to 12 
Framework of 
Science Learning 
Links to concepts studied within the Outcornes K to 12 
K to 12 science curriculum 
Attitude Outcomes It is expected that certain attitudes will be foste red and developed 
throughout the entire science progran1, entry to grade 12. The STSE, 
skills, and knowledge outcomes contribute to the developtnent of 
attitudes and opportunities for fostering these attitudes are highlighted 
in the Suggestions for Learning and Teaching section of each unit. 
Attitudes refer to generalized aspects of behaviour that are n1odelled for 
students by example and reinforced by selective approval. Attitudes are 
not acquired in the same way as skills and knowledge. The development 
of positive attitudes plays an important role in students, growth by 
interacting with their intellectual development and by creating a 
readiness for responsible application of what they learn . 
Since attitudes are not acquired in the same way as skills and 
knowledge, outcomes statements for attitudes are written for the end 
of grades 3, 6, 9, and 12. These outcomes staten1ents are rnean t to 
guide teachers in creating a learning environment that fosters positive 
attitudes. 
The following pages present the attitude outcon1es from the 
Pan-Canadian C:ommon Franzeu1ork of Science Learning Outcornes K to 
12 . 
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Unit 1 
Water Systems on Earth's Surface .. 
Specific Curriculum Outcomes 
Suggested Time: 25 Hours 
Unit Overview 
Introduct ion 
Focus and Context 
Science Curriculum 
Links 
20 
Over f\vo-thi rds of the Earth's surface is covered bv oceans and 
, 
freshwater features. Because of this, our planet has been nickna1ned 
the "Blue Planet" due to its appearance from space. A study of the 
Earth's n1arine and fresh\vater syste1ns provides opportunity for students 
to learn about the relationship between the geornorphology of the 
Earth, and the dynatnics of oceans and freshwater basins. As students 
develop these understandings, they should be able to explain how these 
geological features have developed and their irnpact on society. 
In Nevvfoundland ;ind Labrador, we h;ive considerable shorelines, 
ranging fron1 towering .)teep cliffs to flat sandy beaches. In addition, 
most people in our province live close to the ocean and have 1nany 
experiences with it. ()ur province's close proxirn ity to the ocean, as well 
as the inA uence the ocean has on our climate, economy, and lifestyles 
should make this unit particularly relevant to rnany students. 
The focus of this unit is inquiry. Students should also have the 
opportunities to investigate how the oceans and the shorelines interact, 
what relationships exist between ocean Lurrcnts, \Vind and climates, and 
how these abiotic factors in1pact upon life in and around the oceans. 
l 'he context of this unit could include the local coastlines in a region as 
well as how the ocean and local coastlines interact. 
At the eli..:rnentary level, students are introduced to and explore the 
effects of \vind, water and ice on the landscape and they should be 
able to den1onstrate a variety of methods of \Veathering and erosion. 
As well, students \vill have learned about the constant circu lation of 
\Yater on Earth through the processes of evaporation, condensation, 
and precipitation. In high school, students will investigate heat transfer 
in the hydrosphere and atn1osphere, its effects on ocean currents as 
well as the develop1nent, severity and move111ent of \veather systerns. 
At later grades, students tnay opt to study earth systems in which they 
investigate the 1najor attnosphere interactions a1nong the hydrosphere, 
li t hosphere, and the attnosphere. 
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Curriculum Outcomes 
STSE 
Students will be expected to 
Nature of Science and Technology 
l 09-13 explain rhe importance of 
d10osing words thar arc scientifically or 
technologically appropriate 
l 10-8 describe examples of how 
technologies have been improved over 
umc 
Relationships Between Science and 
Technology 
111 -3 provide examples of technologies 
tlut have enab led scientific research 
1 11-G apply the concept of systems as 
a rool for interpreting the structure and 
interactions of natural and technological 
system s 
Social and Environmental Contexts 
of Science and Technology 
112-3 explain how society's needs can 
lead to developments in science and 
technology 
I 12-5 provide examples of pub I ic and 
private Canadian instirution'i that support 
scienrific and technological research and 
endeavours 
11 2-6 provide examples of Canadian 
contributions to science and technology 
1 13-2 describe possible positive and 
negative effects of a p;irricular scientific or 
technological development, and explain 
how different groups in society may have 
different needs and desires in relation to it 
1 13- 10 provide examples of problems 
that arise at home, in an industrial setting, 
o r in the environment that cannot be 
solved using Kitn ri fie and technological 
knO\ivkdae b 
Skills 
Students zuill be expected to 
Initiating and Planning 
208-2 identify questions to investigate 
arising from practical problems and issues 
208-8 select appropriate methods and 
tools for co llecting data and information 
and for solving problems 
Performing and Recording 
209-1 c1rry our procedures controlling the 
major variable 
209-4 organi'lc data using a format that is 
appropria te to the task or experiment 
209-5 select and integrate information 
from various print and electronic ~ourccs 
or from several parts of the same source 
209-6 use tools and appara tus safely 
Analyzing and Interpreting 
210-3 identify ~trengrhs and wc~1knesses 
of different methods of collecting and 
displaying data 
210-4 predict the value of a variable 
by interpolating or i.:xtrapolating from 
graphical data 
210-G interpret patterns and trends in 
dara, and infer and explain relationships 
among the variab le~ 
210- 11 state a conclusion, based on 
experimental data, and explain how 
evidence gathered supports or refutes an 
initial idea 
Communication andTeamwork 
2 11-2 communicate questions, ideas, 
intentions, plans, and resu lts, using lists, 
notes in point form, sentences, data tables, 
graphs, drawings, oral lang uage, and other 
means 
211 -4 evaluate individual and group 
processes u~ed in planning, problem 
solving, d ecisio n making, and completing 
a task 
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WATER SYSTCMS 01\J CARTH'S SURFACE 
Knowledge 
Studfnts will be expected to 
306-3 describe interactions between biotic 
and abiotic factors in an ecosvstcrn , 
31 1-7 describe processes that lead to 
the development of ocean basins and 
continental drainage systems 
31 l-8 analyse factors that affect 
productivity and species distribution in 
marine and fresh water environments 
31 1-9 describe the interactions of the 
ocean currents, winds, and regional 
climates 
31 1-10 explain how waves an<l tides arc 
generated and hovv they interact with 
shorelines 
31 1-11 describe processes of erosion and 
deposition rhat resul t from W<l\'e action 
and water flow 
31 l-12 describe factors that affect glaciers 
and polar icecaps, and describe their 
consequent effects on rhc environment 
332-3 describe major interactions 
among the hydrosphere, I itho~pherc, and 
atmosphere 
21 
Water Cycle's Vit al Role 
Outcomes 
Students u1iff be expected to 
1. 1 f)escribe n1ajor interactions 
an1ong the hydrosphere, 
lithosphere and atmosphere 
(332-3) 
1.2 Define water cycle 
1.3 Den1onstrate rhe importance 
of choosing \vords that are 
scientifically appropriate 
by using these words in 
context. Include: 
(i) hydrologist 
(ii) oceanographer (109-13) 
1. 4 Sketch and label a d iagra1n 
of the water cycle 
22 
Elaborations- Strategies for Learning andTeaching 
To begin this unit, teachers should revievv the distribution of \Yater on 
Earth and the viral role that the water cycle plays. Teachers could have 
students co1nplete a K-W-L chart ()ee Appendix B). leachers should 
note that the \Yater cycle was previously introduced in the (;rade 5 
\Xleather unit, in \vhich students related the constant circulation of 
water on Earth to the processes of evaporation, condensation and 
precipitation. These topics \vi ii also be covered in greater depth in 
Science 1206 an<l Science 2200. 
To introduce \vaves, tides and water currents, students could be asked 
if they have ever seen or experienced exceptional events involving waves 
or tides. Pictures or video of extraordinary local events could be viewed. 
Surge tides and large wave~ produced by storms could present a context 
to set the scene for this topic. Students could also be asked if they have 
ever felt the force (energy) of waves and/or currents while standing or 
swi1nming in a body of water. 
Teachers should ensure that students are able to label a diagran1 of the 
water cycle. 
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Water Cycle's Vital Role 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
joun1al 
• Describe a situation where you have witnessed an exceptional tide or 
wave event. 
• Describe a personal experience in which you have been affected by 
waves or currents while in the water. (332-3) 
• Compare and contrast the work of a hydrologist and an 
oceanographer. ( 109-13) 
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WAl ER SYSl EMS ON EARTH'S SURFACL 
Resources 
www.gov. n I .c1/ eJ u/sciencc_rcf/ main .h Lm 
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, 
Sources of Fresh Water 
Outcomes 
Students zuill be expected to 
I. 5 Distinguish bet\veen ocea n 
water and fresh 'Nater. 
Include: 
(i) salinity 
(ii) density 
(iii) freezing point 
1.6 Identify sources of fresh 
water. Including: 
(i) drainage basins 
(ii) ground water 
(iii) glaciers 
24 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
When distinguishing bet\veen fresh water and ocean water, teachers 
should recognize that this be done qualitat ively. 
Teachers could have students research local sources of fresh water. 
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WAl t:F~ SYS fEMS ON EARl 1-i'S SURFAC[ 
Sources of Fresh Water 
Suggested Assessment Strategies Resources 
VV\.Yw.gov. n I .ca/ cdu/ science_ref/ main. h tn1 
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Climate Changes and the Water Cycle 
Outcomes 
Students u1if/ be expected to 
l. 7 [)cscribe ho\v long periods 
of global \varn1i ng atfect 
glaciers and describe the 
consequent effects on the 
environtnent. (3 11 - 12) 
l.8 Identify when the last ice 
age began and ended and 
what parts of North A1nerica 
were covered in ice. 
1 . 9 Apply the concept of 
systerns to show how a 
change in one component 
of a body of water causes 
change in o ther cornponents 
in that systen1. ( 111-6) 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers could have students complete a KWL chart (see Appendix B). 
ln a tin1e of debate about global \vanning, teachers should have students 
explore the topic an<l speculate about the effect global \vanning \Votdd 
have on glaciers and the polar icecap and consequently on ocean levels 
and coa~tal co1nn1unities in our region. 
Teachers could also engage students in discussions of everyday exatnples 
o f liquids expanding when heated, such as \Vater in a radiator or gasoline 
in a gas tank on a wann day. This could lead to predic tions about the 
volurne of ocean water if heated . 
The interactions between the aunosphere, the ocean and the land are 
con1plex and necessary for the <.;urvivaJ of most life fonns. 
For exan1ple, teachers could have students invest igate ho\v the sal inity 
of a body of water affects the types of organisn1s that live in a particular 
region. An investigatio n could be conducted into the relationship 
between \Yater ternperature and its ability to hold dissolved gases (i.e. 
~altnon are more active in cold water than in warn1 water). 
Th is section provides J.n excellent opporru nity for stud en ts to n1ake local 
connections. The convergence of the Labrador current and the Gulf 
Strcan1 inAucnccs the productivity of rhc (~rand Banks, the rnovcrncnt 
of icebergs and the rni gration of species such as capelin and whales. 
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Climate Changes and the Water Cycle 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Presentation 
• Students will be given the following role: 
You have just been elected as president of the Worldwide Glacial 
Conservation Society and your job is to convince people around 
the world that glaciers need to be protected and preserved. You 
will create a visual display which conveys this message for your 
organization. Your display may be a poster, a brochure, a webpage, 
or even a short video. (311-12) 
Pencil and Paper 
• Create a graph or poster illustrating the extent of sea ice in the 
Canadian Artie over the past decade. (3 11-12) 
• Write a newspaper article about the affects a rise in sea level would 
have in cities or towns in our province. (311-12) 
• Construct a flow chart which shows hovv climate change afTects 
glaciers and consequently, the environment. (31 1-12) 
• Research the periodic ice ages and construct a ti me line. (311-12) 
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WATEfi SYSTEMS O~~ EARTH'S SURFACf: 
Resources 
wwvv.gov. n I. ca/ cdu/ sciencc_ref/ m;ii n. h rm 
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Climate Changes and the Water Cycle (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students u,if/ be expected to 
1. 10 Provide exa1nples of 
problems related to the 
oceans that cannot be 
con-lplerely resolved using 
scienrific and technological 
knowledge. ( 113-10) 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Often, group and societal need~ and \vishes dictate the direction of 
ocean resource use and developrnent. Problen1s and issues that are 
often encountered and debated could help to illustrate those decisions 
and actions by groups are no t ahv<lys completely based on scientific or 
tech no logical knowledge. 
When students recognize that science cannot ans\ver all questions, this 
indicates an a ttitud in al ou tcon1e rdated to the appreciation of science. 
1eachers could have students participate in debates adopting the roles of 
various stakeholders. Some suggestions for these debates are: 
(i) seal hunt 
(ii) cod 1noratoriu1n 
(i ii) regional food fishery 
(iv) oil and gas exploration 
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VVATER SYSTEMS ON EAFlTH'S SURFACE 
Climate Changes and the Water Cycle (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Interview 
• Students will interview any person who spends titne on the water, 
this n1ay include: 
(i) Fishennen 
(ii) Conse rva rion officers 
(iii) Tour boat operators 
(iv) Recreational boaters 
(v) Representatives of governn1ent agencies or departn1ents such 
as: Environment Canada, Federal Fisheries, or Coast Guard 
(vi) Representatives of research facilities such as: Ocean Science 
Centre, Centre for Cold Ocean Research, or the Marine 
Institute 
• Students will generate a list of questions relating to factors that 
affect ocean waves, tides, and storms. Students should also have 
some background infonnation on the person they are interviewing 
and may include career related infonnation, if applicable. ( 113-10, 
112-5) 
Paper and Pencil 
• Students will create a chart of positive and negative effects of 
stopping the sealing industry. ( 11 3-10) 
journal 
• How does the conrinu~Hion of rhe food fishery for cod affects us on 
a societal level and on an ecological level. ( 113- l O) 
• Write a journal entry which responds to the following staten1ent: 
The problem \Vith the cod stocks cannot be solved by scientif1c 
knowledge alone. (113- 1 O) 
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Resources 
wvvw.gov. n I .ca/ ed u/ scicnce_ref/ ma in. h tn1 
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Exploration of Ocean Basins 
Outcomes 
Stude11ts will bt' expected to 
1. I 1 De<>cribe proces~"-·<> that 
lead to the develop1nenr of 
ocean hasins and continental 
<lrainage systen1s. (31 1-7) 
l nclude: 
(i) volcanic action 
(ii ) plate tectonics 
(iii) erosion 
(iv) glaciation 
l . 12 I nvcstig:.He technologies 
that hdve assisted scientists 
to research ocean basins. 
(111-3, 209-5) Include: 
(i) sonar 
(i i) satellites 
(i ii) core sampl ing 
(iv) underwater 
photography/ 
videography 
(v) deep sea subrn ersibles 
(vi) <liv ing 
1. 13 Provide exan1ples of how 
technologies, used to 
inves tigate the ocean Aoor, 
have irnproved over tin1e. 
(1 10-8) 
1 .1 4 Research undenvater 
exploration technologies to 
note signihcant changes and 
i1nproven1ents fron1 past to 
present. Include: 
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(i) diving vs. subtne rs ible~ 
(ii) vvire line depth probes 
vs. sona r 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Srudenrs have hcen introduced ro so111e of these concepts in grade 7 
science \vhen the theory of pla re tectonics \Vas discussed. 
Teachers should ensure that student(\ are able to explain ho\v vok .lnoes 
helped to fonn the Earth's oceans. In the description of these processes, 
teachers should ensu re that C\tudents recognize the role of volcanoes and 
the role of glaciation. 'fhe discussion of glaciation shou Id be limi red to 
its role as a force of erosion in developing continental drainage systen1s. 
The CORE~ TSE co111ponent of this unit incorporates a broad range of 
G rJd e 8 science ou rcomes. !vlo re specifica lly, ir rargets (in whole or in 
part) 110-8, 111-3, 209-5 and 210-3. The STSE con1ponent, "Undersea 
Adventun:" can be found in Appendix A. 
'J'he STSE for this unit will explore the use of deep sea subrnersibles. 
Teachers could have stud en ts explo re these technologies vvi th a jigsaw 
activity (see appendix B). 
The investigation and study of the processe<; that lead to the 
developrnent of ocean basins and continental drainage system~ are often 
based on evidence and data collected frorn indirect observations (e.g. 
sonar, satellites). Invesrigdti ng the uti li ty of these technologies wou ld 
help student<; to better appreciate the inter connectedness of various 
science disciplines as well as ho\v we learn fro 111 indirect observations. 
Teachers could highlight exan1ples of recent underwater explorations 
including the discovery of the 'Titanic and o ther shi p'v\rrecks. 
Local diving club n1embers or fi~hers could be invireJ to give 
presentations ahout ho\v technology has changed over the years. 
Teachers could h~1ve students choose one of the exploration techniques, 
investigate it, and create an historical rimeline. This could then be 
presen red to the class. 
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Exploration of Ocean Basins 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
journal 
• Explain how new ocean floor is fonned at n1id-ocean ridges. (311-7) 
Presentation 
• Students will be divided into groups and each group will be assigned 
one of the following investigative ocean technology tools to research: 
(i) Sonar 
(ii) Satellites 
(iii) Core sampl ing 
(iv) Undenvater photography I videography 
( v) Deep sea submersibles 
(vi) Diving 
• Students will research the fo llowing: 
1. How does the technology work. 
2. What infonnatio n does it give. 
3. I-low has the technology evolved fron1 past to present. 
4. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the technology. 
5. Give examples of public and p rivate institutions who use this 
tool. Make sure that so1ne of your examples are Canadian. 
G. Include a picture. 
Each group \vill then present their findings to the class. This can 
be done in a variety of ways, for example; multin1edia presentation, 
webpage, whole group presentation, poster etc. This can also be 
done using a paper template and assen1bled in a booklet fonn so 
that each student has a copy. (11 1-3, 209-5, 110-8, 210-3, 112-5) 
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WATER SYSl EMS ON EAllTH'S SURFAC!:: 
Resources 
www.gov.nI.ca/ cd u/ science_ref/ main . h rm 
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Exploration of Ocean Basins (continued) 
Outcomes 
St11rle1tts z,ui// he expected to 
1. 15 Idcntif)· <.)Otne strengths and 
\veaknesses of technologies 
used to investigate the ocean 
floor. (210-3) 
1. 16 Recognize that no single 
d.ita collection inethod 
provides a complete picture 
oft he oceJ n Hoor. 
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Elaborations- St rategies for Learning and Teaching 
' feach(:rs should ensure stude nts understand that all technologies 
have their O\vn particular strengths and \veaknesses. This could be 
accon1 pl ished using investigation, research and/ or discussion. 
Classroo1n activities designed to gather data using indirect observation 
\vould pern1 it students to extrapolate their experiences to a greater 
~cale. For example, to simulate "raking soundings", teachers could place 
Plasticine™, or other rnaterial, on the botton1 of a ~hoehox to create 
an irregularly shaped surElce. ~fhe cover on the box should then be 
sealed. Students then collect data about the surface by 1naking holes in 
the cover of the hox and using a n1easuring device, such as a calibrated 
stra\v. Teachers could then have ~tudenrs graph their data in various 
\.vays to create cross-sectional vievvs of the ''bottom". 
Teachers should encourage students to identify the strengths and 
vveaknesses of this collection rnerhod. Teachers should ensure that 
students underst~lnd that al though relative depths can be determined, 
the co1nposition of the botton1 cannot be derern1ined using this 
n1ethod. 
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WATEI~ SYSTEMS ON EARTH'S SURFACE 
Exploration of Ocean Basins (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies Resources 
www.gov.n l.ca/edu/science_rcflmain.h rm 
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Continential Margins 
Outcomes 
Stud en ts zui/l be expect('d to 
1. 17 Using a diagran1, illu~trate a 
typical continental 1nargin 
fron1 coastal <;;horeline 
to rn id-ocean ridge. 
l ndudc: 
(i) continental shelf 
(ii) continental slope 
(iii) abyssal plain 
(iv) n1id-ocean ridge 
1.18 Provide examples of public 
and private Canadian 
institutions that support 
scienrific and technological 
research involving the 
oceans. (112-5) Include: 
34 
(i) Environn1ent Canada 
(ii) Federal Fisheries 
(i ii ) Ocean Sciences Centre 
(iv) (-::cntre fr)r Cold Ocean 
Research C-C() RE at 
Me1norial l Jniversi ty 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
rfeachcr~ should ensure students understand that as scdirnents are 
created fron1 \veathered rocks, they are carried by rivers into oceans and 
eventu,1lly to continental shelves and abyssal plains. The continental 
slope is the steeply sloping area on the edge of the continental shelf 
Mid-ocean ridges are a chain of volcan ic n1ountains rising in the rniddle 
of oceans. 
'Teachers could provide students with maps that illustrate the continental 
shelf and continental slope that surround ou r province. 
References to, and investigation of, Canadia n institutions involved \Vith 
research of the oceans and the ocean f-loor could be n1ade throughout 
the unit. 
Environment Canada (weather), the Oceanography Departn1ent at 
Metnorial University, the Federal Deparunent of Fisheries, Fisheries and 
Marine Institute of Men1orial University, C-COR E, and the Oceans 
Sciences Centre of ivfernorial Un iversity, are only a fe-vv of the rnany 
institutions and groups which research ocean related topics. Teachers 
could encourage stud ents to inquire about the general focus at these 
ins ti tu tions and organizations. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Continential Margins 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Pencil and Paper 
• Students will dra\v a cross section of a typical continental 1nargin 
fron1 coastline to mid-ocean ridge. Label your diagratn with the 
foll owing: 
• Continental shelf 
• Continental slope 
• Abyssal plain 
• Mid-ocean ridge (210-3, 311-7) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRI CULUM GUIDE 
WATER SYSTEMS ON EAf~TH'S SURFACE 
Resources 
www.gov.11 I .c1/ cJ u/ scicncc_ref/ ma in. h tm 
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Ocean Currents 
Outcomes 
Students u,if/ he e-'.:pected to 
1 .19 D escribe:. t h e intc1actions 
o f the ocean currents, 
' "i nds, and regional cli m~nes 
(3 11-9) 
l .20 Define oce<1n current 
1.2 1 Identify the t\vo types of 
ocean currents. Include: 
(i) surfilce currents, and 
(ii) deep water currents 
1.22 Identify and explain how 
ten1 peratu re differences 
create deep water currents. 
1.23 Identify wind action as a 
cause of surface curren rs 
36 
Elaborations-St rategies for Learning andTeaching 
Teachers could have students begin a 1nind inap (see appendix B). 
Teachers shou ld have students identify that tem perature differences in 
water 1nay cause vertical convection currents. This explanation should 
include that \i\larmer water is rising and colder water is sinking. Teachers 
should note tha t convecti o n curren ts were covered in (;rade 7. 
Teachers could den1o nstrate convection currents usi ng an aquariun1. 
Place a hearer at the top o f one end of the aquariutn and a container of 
ice at the top of the other end. Use two bright colors of d ye. Using an 
eyedropper, p lace a fe\v drops of o ne colo r close to the container of ice. 
Using another eyedropper, place a few drops of the o ther color near the 
heater. Ir ~·otdd be a good idea to have holes in the botto n1 of the ice 
conta iner so tha t the cold liquid can sink. 
Teachers should have students ide n tify the horizontal n1ove1n en t of 
surfa.ce currents as cau~ed bv \Vind action. 
J 
Teachers sho uld have students experience the effect of wind act ion on 
Roaring objects . This could be done by plac ing sn1dll pieces o f paper in 
an alun1inun1 tray of \Yater. Working in pairs, one student blows gently 
through a straw n1oving the paper in one direction. Next, have the 
other student blow gen tly through a straw in the opposite di rect ion at 
the same tin1 e. This should generate a current that rn oves the paper in a 
c i rcu Jar pattern. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
WATER sys-r EMS ON EAR I H'S SURFACE 
Ocean Currents 
Suggested Assessment Strategies Resources 
W\vw.gov. nl.ca/edu /science_n:f/ main. htm 
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Ocean Currents (continued) 
---------·---------- ----- ----------------------
Outcomes 
Studfnts zuill be expected to 
1 . 2 4 Id c n ti fy and exp la i n how 
o ther t~1crors i11Au(?nce the 
fonnation and 1noven1ent of 
ocean currents. Include: 
1.25 
1.26 
1.27 
1.28 
1.29 
1..30 
l.31 
38 
(i) sali ni tv ,. 
(ii) Earth's spin (Corio I is 
effect) 
(iii) sh.ipe of continents 
(iv) tetnperature 
Identify local ocean currents. 
Include: 
(i) Labrador current (cold) 
(ii) (;u}f Strean1 (\varn1) 
Carry out procedures in 
order ro in\ es ti gate how 
ten1perature differences 
cause deep water currents. 
(209-1) 
Select appropriate 1nethods 
and tool) for collecting data 
(208-8) 
Use tools and apparatus 
safely (209-6) 
Interpret trends in data, and 
e>..plai n relationships arnong 
the variables (210-6) 
( ~on1 n1 uni cate question"\, 
and results using notes, and 
dr;rwi ngs (211-2) 
State a conclusion about 
the forn1ation of d eep \Va ter 
currents (209-4, 210-11) 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
l~hese explanations should be brief. For exan1 ple, as air currents n1ove 
over the surface of the spinning Earth, their 1noven1ent gets redirected. 
As a result, air currents Ho\v in a clockwise panern in the northern 
hemisphere and a counterclock\vise pattern in the southern hen1isphere. 
Teachers could detnonstrate the Coriolis effect by rolling a ball across a 
nierry-go- round found in a playground, or a tnarble across a large lazy 
Susan. When the 111erry-go-round does not spin, thL ball rolls ~traight 
across. When rhe inerry-go- round spins, the ball's movement is deAected 
in the san1e manner as the direction of the wind changes as the Earth 
. 
spins. 
Teachers should give students the opportunity to observe the 
relationship benveen \Yater depth and \Yater temperature. Data can be 
pre<;ented for students to graph. 
1eachers should lirnit this discussion to include where the ocean current 
originates as \Nell as the direction of" its flo\v. 
Later in the unit, students \Nill relate ocean currents and winds to 
regional clirnates. 
(-.:ore Laboratory Activity: The Effect of Salinity and Ten1perature on 
Water Density. 
The laboratory outco1nes 208-8, 209-1, 209-4, 209-6, 2 10-6, 210-11, 
2 1 1-2 and, in part 311-9 are addressed by completing C<1RE LAB 1-3 
"The Effect of Salinity and ·ren1perature on Water Density". 
This is a two-part lab in which students \Yill investigate the relationships 
benveen te mperature, salinity and ocean currents. 
J--leating the liquid fron1 belo\v simulates the action of a hydrothermal 
vent in the n1id-Arlantic \vhich causes \Vater to rise. Varying the salinity 
of the \Vater sirnulares the effects of freshwJ.ter rive rs entering a rnarine 
en\ tron1nen t. 
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Ocean Currents (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Presentatio1z 
• Students will research an assigned current from the following list: 
(i) Labrador Current 
(ii) Gulf Strean1 
(iii) Hun1b0Jdt Current 
(iv) El Nino 
They will prepare a brief presentation on the following: 
1. Where does the current exist? (use a n1ap) 
2 . Direction of the curren r 
3. Factors affecting its formation (209-4, 210-11) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
VVAT l R SYSTF.::MS Of\J EAR f"H'S SURF-AC[ 
Resources 
vvww.gov. n I .ca/ cdu/ science_ref/ rnai n. h rm 
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Ocean Waves 
Outcomes 
Students ruil! bf' expected to 
1.32 Explain ho\v \vaves an<l rides 
are generated. (.) 1 1-1 Oa) 
1 .33 Define wave 
1.34 Identify that waves on the 
surface of water are the 
result of a transfer of energy 
from 1noving air to the 
water. 
1 .35 L)eflne and illustrate the 
follov.,ring ~'ave features: 
(i) \vave length 
(ii) wave height 
(iii) crest 
(iv) trough 
40 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Mosr shorel ine processes, such as cro'iion, arc either directly or indirectly 
related to the action of waves. An understanding of V\ aves is very 
in1portant for the study of shorelines. Waves are generated prin1arily 
by the \Vind as when the energy of the wind is tran~ferred aero~~ the 
surfaces of bodies of water. ·rhe siLe of V\·aves is inHuenced by the speed 
and duration of the wind :ls \veil as the size of the water area it passes 
over. When the waves co1ne into contact with rhe shoreline, the energy 
is then used to erode the ,tnd reshape the coast. 
Teachers could have students investigate wave structure by generating 
waves in a basin, sink or large baking pan. Ropes and slinkies could also 
be used to illustrate and investigate wave action and how wave shape is 
directly related to the forces used to create to thc:m. 
Have students identify and illustrate the wave length, height, crest and 
trough. This should be a qualitative description only. 
GRADE 8 SCI ENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Ocean Waves 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
• Teachers can use a large plastic container or wave tank to 
demonstrate wave generation by wind. Stu den ts can investigate 
trends in the size and types of waves created by placing a fan or 
other wind source at a variety of locations relative to the water 
container. Note: This should be a teacher d erno nstration due to the 
potential hazards of water and electricity in close proximity. 
Students will draw diagrams and explain the trends they observed, 
such as wave shapes and where the largest waves occurred. 
Extension: Teachers tnay consider varying the size of the water 
container and/ or the fan speed to shovv the effect on wave size. 
(31 1-1 Oa) 
Portfolio 
• Students \vill research and collect pictures showing the effect 
of wind in creating ocean waves. Students should n1ake note of 
the geographic location of these pictures and make conclusions 
regarding size of the waves and the impact of the wind in that 
situation. (311-1 Oa) 
Paper and penc ii 
• Construct a graph of the mean high and low tides of several 
com111unities on our province. Using this graph predict the rnean 
high and low tides in the neighbouring communities. (3 11 - 1 Oa) 
• Students will dravv a n1odel of a wave and label the following parts: 
(i) wave length 
(ii) wave height 
(iii) crest 
(iv) trough ( 3 11 - l Oa, 208-7) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
VVATER SYSl EMS ON t:AR n-rs SU Fl FACE 
Resources 
W\Vw.gov. n I. ca/ cdu/ science_ ref/ main. h tm 
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Waves and Shorelines 
Outcomes 
Studn1ts 1oi!I he expected to 
1 .36 Distingui sh be t\veen ocean 
vvavc ... , S\vclh, and breakers 
1.37 Iden tify th.1t as \vaves 
approaLh a sho reline the 
\V ave length decreases and 
\Vave heigh t inc reases 
1.38 Defi ne tsunan1i 
42 
Elaborations- Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers should ensure that studen ts understand the relationship 
between the change in \Vave length a nd height as \vaves approach the 
shoreline. 
Other ty pes o f \Vaves o n oceans are quite rare. Tsu nan1is are brge waves 
tha t can be se t in n1otion by ea rthquakes on th e ocea n floo r, landslides 
o r volcanic eruptio ns near the shorel ine. 
Teachers sho uld reference th e tsunan1i that hit the south coast of the 
isla nd o f Ne\vfoundland in 1929. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICU LUM GU IDE 
Waves and Shorelines 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
journal 
• Pretend that you are a water droplet in the ocean and write a 
journal entry describing your location and n1ove1nent in each of the 
following: 
(i) An ocean wave 
(ii) A swell 
(iii) A breaker (311-1 Oa) 
Presentation 
• Students will research tsunami occurrences, including the 
Newfoundland tsunami of 1929, throughout history and will 
present this inforrnation in one of the following fonnats : 
(i) M ultitnedia 
(ii) Webpage 
(iii) Poster 
(iv) Brochure 
• Research inforn1ation should include date, location (include a map), 
cause, destruction, and pictures. (3 1 1-1 Oa) 
Pencil and paper 
• Research the Newfoundland tsunan1i of 1929, report its cause and it 
effects. (311 - l Oa) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GU IDE 
WATER SYSTf:.MS ON EARTH'S SURFACE 
Resources 
w\.vw.gov. n I.ca/ edu/ science_ ref/ 1113 in . h tm 
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Tides 
---- - -------------------------------------------
Outcomes 
Students u1i// hf expected to 
1 .39 l)cfl ne ride 
1.40 E>..plain <ind illustrate ho\v 
tides are generated by the 
gravitational pull of the 
1110011 . 
1.41 Define tidal r<lnge 
1.42 D istinguish between spr ing 
tides and neap rides 
44 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Students \vere introduced to this concept in (;rade 6. T'hey observcJ and 
explained how the relative positions of Earth, the 1noon and the sun are 
responsib le for the tnoon phases, eclipses and rides. 
The dailv rise and fall of the oceans is connected to the tnotion of the 
, 
n1oon and the spinning of Earth. Both the sun and the tnoon affect the 
pull on E;uth,s \Vater, hur rhe rnoon e>.erts rhe greater influence due ro 
its closer proximity to Earth. 
Teachers should have students illustrate hovv the gravitational pull of the 
moon creates a pattern of high and lovv tides on the surface of the Earth. 
Teachers should ensure students understand that high ti des occur on 
nvo sides of Earth at the san1e time. 'The side that faces the tnoon and 
the side opposite both experience high rides while the re1naining areas of 
Earth, not in line with the n1oon, will experience lo\v tides at the satne 
. 
tune. 
Teachers should have students explai n that spring tides occu r nvice 
monthly when the Earth, nioon and sun line up c reating a greater 
gravitatio nal pull. During spring tides the t idal range is greatest. Neap 
tides also occur n.vice monthly w hen the posi tio n of the sun and rnoon 
creates a lesser gravitational pull. During neap t ides the t idal range is 
smallest. 
Teachers could use th is as an opportunity to bring in local professionals 
such as fishermen or engineers, who use tidal information related to 
their profession. 
Note: The spring tides in Nevvfoundland are also referred to as the 
" . ,, " . . ,, 
sp n nges or spnng1s . 
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Tides 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Performance 
• Students will tnodel tides on the surE1ce of the earth as they are 
caused by gravitational pull of the n1oon and to lesser extent, the 
sun. Each group will be con1prised of at least 4 students representing 
the earth, the moon, the each of the bulges of \\'ater on the surface, 
a fifth person may represent the sun. (311-1 Oa) 
• Create a song, rap, or poern that describes the movernent of a 
particle of sedin1ent as it is carried from land to an ocean basin. 
Remind students that forces such as glaciation, water and wind 
erosion and even gravity provide the means by which particles move. 
(311-7) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GU IDE 
W.6-TER SYSTE:rv1s ON EARTH'S SURFACE 
Resources 
www.gov.nI.ca/ e<lu/ scicncc_rcf/ nu in . h rm 
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Interactions at Shorelines 
------
Outcomes 
Stude1lts 1vilf be expected to 
1.43 Describe the processes of 
erosion and depo~ition in 
relation to the interaction 
of wave<; and tides with 
shorcli nes. (311-1 Ob, 
311-11) 
1.44 Identify that \Vave and tide 
in teracrions \vi th shorelines 
depend on: 
(i) shape of the shoreline 
(ii) slope of the shorel ine 
(iii) type of rock n1aterial 
(iv) vvave energy 
1.45 Define headLtnds and bays 
1.46 Explain how waves affect 
headlands and bays 
differently 
1.47 Investigate how shoreline 
slope and rock type 
determine the type of 
interaction between waves 
and shorelines 
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Elaborations- Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers cou Id ask studen t'i to id en rifv the sirn iLui ties and d iffcrences 
~ 
benveen a variety of shorelines. This can be pre<;ented in the forn1 of 
photographs, slides or a video. Students can then begin to explore the 
rea~ons for the differences and similaritie~. 
Teachers should ren1ind stud en ts that weathering is the breakdown of 
rocks into <;n1aller particle<;~ erosion i'i the movernent of those \Vea thered 
particles; and <lepos i ti on i.) \vhen eroded n1aterial is dropped or left 
behind. 1 'his topic is covered in grade 7 science. 
Waves have the po\ver to erode shorelines and deposit sedin1ents on 
the shore. Tides work together with waves and detennine the range of 
shorel ine that can be affected by 'Nave action. 
Teachers should focus on hovv vvave energy is concentrated on headlands 
and spreads out as it reaches bay<i. 
Teachers should have students observe that deposition occu rs on 
shorelines vvith shallow slopes \vhile erosion occurs on shorelines with 
steeper slopes. Teachers could use a strean1 table to den1on~trate these 
processes. 
Teachers should have students observe the relationsh ip benveen 
the an1ount of erosion and particle size. Smaller particles are more 
easily eroded \vhereas larger particles are left behind. l 'h is could be 
d en1onstrated usi ng the strean1 table. 
Teachers should ensure students recognize that less resistant rock types, 
such as sandstone, will e rode at a faster r,ue than n1ore resistant types, 
such as shale. Red Rocks in Bay Sr. c;eorge's erode faster than the cliffs 
of Bell Island in Conception Bay. 
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Interactions at Shorelines 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Portfolio 
• Present the follo\ving situation to students: 
You have just been hired by the Newfoundland and Labrador 
governtnent to promote tourisrn within our province. Your job is 
to create a tourist brochure advertising attractive shoreline features 
of our province. The shoreline features should include exa1nples of 
both those created by weathering and erosion, as \vell as, deposition. 
Students should also include a brief description of how these 
features \Vere formed. (209-5, 311-11) 
Performance 
• Con1pose a poen1 or a song which describes the action and effect of 
waves on a shoreline. (3 1 1 - 1 Ob, 311-1 1) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CU RRICU LUM GUI DE 
V\1ATER SYSTEMS ON EA~lTH'S SURFACE 
Resources 
WW\,..r.gov. n I .ca/ edu/ sci~ncc_ref/ ma in . hl m 
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Interactions at Shorelines (continued) 
- ----- --------------------------------
Outcomes 
Students u;iff be expected to 
I .48 Research inf()rn1ation, from 
various print and electronic 
sources, on the processes of 
ero~ion and deposition that 
re~ulr fro tn wave action and 
water flo\v. (209-5, 311-11) 
1 ncl ude: 
(i) beaches 
(ii) shoal 
(iii) sand bars 
(iv) sea caves 
(v) sea arches 
(vi) sea stacks 
1.49 Provide exan1ples of various 
technologies designed to 
con ta in dan1age due to 
\vaves and tides. ( 1 1 2-3) 
1. 50 Investigate, using print and 
electronic media, recent 
and past even ts (ston ns or 
tides) that have affected 
local shorelines creating 
damage to property and the 
. 
env1ron1nen t. 
I.) 1 Research technologies used 
to prcven t or reduce wave 
action along shorelines 
where hu1nan developinent 
is occurring. I ndude: 
(i) break\vaters 
(ii) jetties/\vharves 
(iii) vegetation 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers could engage students in a Cocktail Parry (see appendix B) as 
an introductory activity. Instead of using a question/answer torn1:1t for 
this activity, teachers could provide cards \vith a picture on one side and 
the effects of erosion and deposition on the other side. 
Pictures and videos of a variety of different types of shorelines could 
further srirnulate discussion regarding the features of shorelines. A class 
trip could be taken to survey a shoreline in a local co1nn1uniry. 
If students live in or by a co1nn1unity that has a harbor that is dredged 
periodically, quest ions related to the origin of the material that is 
dredged could be explored. 
Teachers could nvin students \vi th another con1munity with in the 
Atlantic provinces or on the west coast of Canada in order to corn pare 
and con rrast shore! ines and/ or tidal phenon1ena. 
Teachers could engage students in a Think-Pair-Share strategy (see 
appendix B), by posing the following question: Hovv can coastal 
corn1nuniries n1inin1ize the dan1age to shoreline property due to waves 
and tides? 
Teachers should provide students \vith opportunities to investigate 
technological atteinpts to prevent or reduce da1nage to coastal areas due 
to wave action and rides. 
Wave and ridal action arc the two main E1ctors that inAucnce shorelines. 
Teachers should ensure that sruden rs understand the on-going affect 
these t\vo energy sources have on the shoreline. Exarnples of intense 
wave action, such as those produced during winter storn1s and 
hurricanes, could help illustrate how shorelines can be changed quickly 
over a short period of tirne . 
Teachers should have ~rudents research local and regional exan1ples of 
how people have used technologies to sl<)\V down the effect of wave and 
tidal erosion and depo~ition. Additional technologies to explore could 
include sea \\'all <; , coastline reconflguracion and the use of large boulders 
against wharves. If historical data is available, students could relate \vave 
action, ocean currents , and rides to the local shoreline over a period of 
tune. 
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Interactions at Shorelines (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Priper and Pencil 
• Students will draw the stages in the formation of a seastack. (209-5, 
311-11 ) 
PreseJltrztion 
• Create a 3-D models of structures and technologies used to contain 
damage due to wave and tidal action. ( 112-3, 209-5) 
• Students wi ll create a collage of a variety of technologies used to 
protect shorelines from wave and tidal damage. (I 12-3) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
\,'VATER SYSTEMS ON EAffl H'S SURFACE 
Resources 
www.gov.nI.ca/ edu/ scicncc_rcf/ 1113 in. h trn 
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Oceans, Weather and Climate 
Outcomes 
Studfnts z,uilf he expected to 
l . .::;2 L)~flne hcdt capacity 
1. )3 l)escribe how the heir 
capaci ty of water relates to 
cl i n1ate. 
1. 54 D escribe how con vet. tion 
affects weather 
1.55 Describe how oceans 
1noderate climate 
1. 56 Dis tinguish between the 
etfects of El Ni no and La 
Nina as global cl itnati c 
influences 
50 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers sho uld note that s tudents \vill be farn ili ar with the concept 
of specihc heat cdpaci ry fro1n rhe Cr,1de 7 science p rogrcun . 1eachers 
should ensure that students are able to differentiate benveen heat 
cap acity and specific heat capacity. 
I-1eat capacity is a measure of h o\v lo ng it takes a tnaterial to heat up or 
cool d o\vn. Water has a very high heat capacity, \vhic h means it ta kes 
a rela tively Jong ti1ne to heat up and cool do\\rn . The refore, oceans can 
sto re large arn ounts of heat. Additionally, currents can transport that 
heat to other parts of the \vorld. 
Students \vill be fan1iliar with the concept o f convection from the Grade 
7 science progran1. Teachers should ensure that s tudents understand 
that wann oceans vvi ll h eat the air above thetn resulting in thermals. As 
the warm air ri ses, coole r, denser air replaces it. 
O cean tetnperatures can noticeably affect the clirnate of coastal areas. 
For exan1ple, oceans staying \varn1er rha n bnd m asses through he fall 
and winter n1on ths due to the hi gh heat capac ity of \vater. ( : onversely, 
oceans ren1ain coole r through the spring months and into the sun1111er. 
1 'h is reguLues the ternperature of coasta l areas. It prevents the Luea 
fro 1n being extremely hot in the su1111ne r and extren1ely cold during the 
vvin ter. Teachers could have stud en ts research how oceans affect o ther 
a~pects of coastal clin1ates. 
Teachers should have stud ents identify El Nino a nd La N ina as exan1ples 
of global \veather phenorneno n. -reachers should ensure that students are 
ab le to d escribe the i1npact of these phenon1eno n on world clin1ate and 
weather patterns. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Oceans, Weather and Climate 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Journal 
• Explain, using an exan1ple~ what heat capacity is? (311-9) 
lnterviezu 
• Students will interview each other as to hovv' the heat capacity of 
water influences the weather and clin1are in coastal N ewfoundland 
and Labrador? (311-9) 
Pttper and Pencil 
• Explain how heat capacity plays a part in on-sho re and off-shore 
breezes. (311-9) 
• (~reate a sketch which shovvs the differences between on-shore and 
otT-shore breezes and how they influence locdl climate. (311-9) 
• Students will research how El Ni no and La Nina affect global 
climates. (31 l-9) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
WATER SYSTEMS 01\J EARTH 'S SURFACE 
Resources 
www.gov.nI.ca/ cd u/ science_rd! main. h tm 
... 
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Oceans, Weather and Climate (continued) 
-------------------------
Outcomes 
Students u 1ilf be expfcted to 
1 .57 Recognize how 
L 
52 
Ne,vfou ndland and 
Lahrador's close proxi1nity 
to the Labrador c=urrent and 
the (~ ulf Srrea1n affect our 
c lin1ate. Include: 
(i) frequency of fog 
(ii) tcrnperarure 
Ouctuations \Vithin 
short tirne frames 
Elaborations- Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Tedcherli should ensure students recognize that rapidly changing 
\Neather patterns in Ne\vfoundland and Labrador are influen ced by the 
interacrion of the Labrador current and the Gulf Strea1n. 
Teachers should ensure that srudents see the relationship between the 
te1nperature of ocean currents and the ten1perature of the air ma~ses 
above these currents. Warm surface currents transfer tropical heat to the 
annosphere and colder currents rernove heat frotn the attnosphere. 
When the warn1, n1oi ~t air above the Gulf Stream b lov-.rs over the colder 
\Vater of the Labrador current, it cools and conden~es, producing fog. 
Ten1per,iture Auctuations occur rapid ly in Ne·wfoundland and Labrador 
due to our location b erween \v~un1, tropical winds moving north and 
cold, arctic 'vVinds moving south. Local atmospheric ternperatures 
depend on wh ich of these prevail. 
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Oceans, Weather and Climate (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Presentation 
• Students will research an assigned current from the following list: 
(i) Labrador current 
(ii) Gulf Strearn 
They will prepare a brief presentation on the following: 
1. Why is the island of Newfoundland often considered the 
"foggiest place on Earth"? 
2. How ocean currents affected hun1an settlement patterns? 
(209-4, 210-11) 
journal 
• I-low do the Labrador and Gulf currents affect the climate of our 
province? (311-9) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
W.A.1 ER SYSTEMS ON EARTH 'S SURFACE 
Resources 
www.gov.n I.ca/ cdu/ science_rcf/ main. h t m 
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Water Systems and Species Distributions 
Outcomes 
Students ruill be experted to 
1. 58 Analvze factors that affect 
. 
productivity and species 
d istri bu tio n in freshwater 
and tn.1rine envi1on1nents 
(j 11-8) 
1. 59 Describe species found in 
frc<)hwar~ r environ1ne11 ts. 
1 ncl ude: 
54 
(i) lakes and ponds 
(i i) \vetlands 
(i ii ) rivers and strean1s 
(iv) estuaries 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning andTeaching 
Although students ·will recognize the organi sms in the macro-
env i ron1ne11 t. ~uch as \vorms, trout, and beaver, they should be 1nade 
aware of organisn1s wi th \vhich they rnay be unfan1iliar, such as 
invertebrates and pL1nt species. Categories of species should include: 
invertebrates, vertebrate~ , tnicroorganisrns and plants. 
Teachers could h ,tve student group~ of four take part in a placen1at 
dctiviry. Divide a large sheet of paper (Cor example, ledger paper or flip 
chart paper) into four equal parts \vith a center circle. 
----.•. ~" 
l \ 
. .,. 
t----------------4 -------------
' 1 l 
I I 
'1, I 
' .·· 
··--- _ _.. 
Each student is assigned one of the four blocks. In these blocks, 
students will individually record the answer to this question: List 
the species found in fresh\vater environn1ents. 'Then, the g roup w ill 
collaborJte and agree on a group ans\ver wh ich \.\rill be recorded in the 
center ci rcle. Teachers could then repeat the activity for a saltwater 
. 
env1 ron tnen t. 
Wildlife biologisrs could be invited to eL1borate o n the types of 
organisrns tound in the various enviro nn1ents. 
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WATER SYSl lMS ON EAllTH'S SURFAt ~E 
Water Systems and Species Distributions 
Suggested Assessment Strategies Resources 
wvvw.gov. n I .ca/ e<lu / sciencc_ref/ main. h l m 
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Water Systems and Species Dist ributions (continued) 
-- --------
Outcomes 
Stude7tts u1if f be expected to 
1.60 De~cribe ~pecies fo u nd in 
~alnvater environn1ents. 
Include: 
(i) pelagic zone 
(ii) benthic zone 
~ 
1 .6 l Select appropriate niethods 
and tools for collecting data 
and information and for 
solving probletns (208-8) 
1.62 Interpret patterns and 
trends in data, and infer and 
explain relationships among 
the variables (210-6) 
1.63 Prepare a pn~sentation 
56 
or report on the effect 
of abiotic factors on the 
distribution of species in 
fresl1\.varer and rnarine 
environrnents and evaluate 
proce~ses used in plann ing 
and cornpleting the task. 
(2ll-2,211-4) 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
' feachers shoulJ include the relationships between life found in the zone, 
water temp.erature and the penetration of sunlight \.vhen describing life 
in saltvvarer environments. 
C~atcgories of species should include: invertebrates, vertebrates, 
n1icroorganisn1s and plants. 
(~ore Laboratory Activity: Water Health Test, LAB A - Freshwater 
:lnvi ron n1en t. 
The laboratory outcornes 208-2, 208-8, 210-6, 210-11 , 211-2, 211-4 
.. 
and, in part 306-3 are addressed by completing (~ORE LAB 3-6 "Water 
Health Test, LAB A - Fresh\varer Environment''. 
Teachers should focus on th e abiotic ranges that support life. For 
exa1nple, disso lved oxygen levels should be 5 rng/L or greater, phosphate 
levels should be less than l 0 pg/ L, and pl I should be in the range of 
5 to 8.5. Teachers should ensure that student recogn ize that as factors 
change, the sui tab ii i ty of an ecosystem to support particu lar plants and 
an itnals also changes. 
If tirne and circumstances pennit, teachers could have students conduct 
LAB B - Salt\vater Environn1ent to dete rmine the water quality of a 
. . 
tnanne en vt ron 1nen t. 
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WATCI~ SYSTl:MS ON EAllTH'S SURf-ACE 
Water Systems and Species Distributions (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Paper and Pencil 
• Students will choose one abiotic factor which affects a body of 
water, such as temperature, pollution, up\velling, salinity, or ocean 
currents, and \.vill construct a Aow chart showing how these may 
affect plant and anin1al distribution . 
Exarnple: 
Ocean te n1perature increases ~ocean holds less gas such as oxygen 
~fish may have to move to more oxygen-rich waters ~ local 
fisheries may be affected ( 11 ] -6, 3 11-8, 210-6) 
Paper and Pencil 
• Students will create a chart of positive and negative effects of 1narine 
technologies in the oceans. ( l 13-2) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Resources 
wvvvv.gov. n I.ca/ edu/ scicnce_ref/ ma in. htm 
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Water Systems and Species Distributions (continued) 
Outcomes 
StudfJzts zuill be expected to 
1.64 Identify the effects of abiotic 
E1ctors on plant and ani111al 
distributions in n1arine 
and fresh water ecosystems. 
(208-2, 306-3) Include: 
( i) tern peratu re 
(ii) dissolved oxygen 
(iii) phosphates 
(iv) pl-I 
( v) turbidity 
(vi) pollution 
(vii) upwelling (marine) 
(viii) salinity (1nari ne) 
(ix) ocean currents (n1arine) 
1.65 Predict and interpret trends 
in populations of a rnarine 
species fron1 graphical 
58 
data by interpolating and 
extrapobting data. (210-4, 
210-6) 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Students \viii have: explored and investigated biotic and abiotic fr1ctors 
and their relationships in the ecosysten1s unit in grade 7. The abiotic 
factors rhat create ocean currents and inAuence environ1nentc;; also have 
an in1pact on the types of organisrns that inhabit our waters. Teachers 
could allo\v students to investigate ho\v factors such as salinity, ocean 
currents, pollution and upwelling affect productivity and species 
distribution in marine environrnents and fresh water environn1ents. 
Upwelling is the vertical rnotion of water in the ocean by which 
subsurface \Yater of lo\ver te1nperature and greater dens ity 1noves toward 
the surface of the ocean. Upwell ing occurs n1ost comn1only along the 
vvestern coastlines of continents, but 1nay occur anywhere in the ocean. 
Up\\'elling results \vhen winds blo\ving nearly parallel to a continental 
coastline trJ.nsport the light surface water away frotn the coast. The 
upwelling water contains an abundance of nutrients which support plant 
life near the surface. These plants, in turn, attract ani1nal life. 
Teachers could have stud en ts take part in a Quiz-Quiz Trade (see 
Appendix B) activity to revievv these concepts. 
Teachers could provide stud en ts \vi th population graphs of certain 
species over tin1e to interpolate and extrapolate marine populations. 
Teachers could have students con1pare population graphs with graphs of 
\vater ten1 perature and salinity, and suggest possible re1ationsh ips. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRI CULUM GUIDE 
WAfER SYSTEMS ON EARTH'S SUHFACE 
Water Systems and Species Distributions (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies Resources 
www.gov.nI.ca/ cdu/ ~cicncc_rcf/ ma in .htm 
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Human Impacts on Marine Systems 
----------
-- - - _, _ 
Outcomes 
Studf11ts u1il/ he expected to 
I .66 L)escribe so1ne po~itivc and 
negative effects of 1narine 
technologies on ocean 
species. ( 1 13-2) 
1 .67 [)iscuss ho\v ne\v 
technolog ies have 
contributed to over-fishing 
1 .68 Discuss how the offshore 
oil industry in1pacts rnarine 
cnvirontncn ts 
1 .69 Discuss potential in1pac ts 
aquaculture technologies 
have on n1J rine 
env ironments 
60 
Elaborations- Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
, 
. reachc:rs should a llcnv students to investigate ~evera l technologies to 
detenn ine the potential po~itive or negative effects o n the ocean. These 
techno logies could include the Confederation Bridge between Prince 
Edvvard Island and Ne\v Rrun~\v ick, o il rigs on the east coast, Sable 
Island gas developrnent, Fundy tidal po'A1er, f.ictory/ freezer trawlers, and 
o il tankers. 
Teachers could use th ese exa1nples to illustrate ho\v e nvi ro n1nental risks, 
associated \Vith oceans, arc often balanced bv econon1ic and societal 
, 
needs. 
'Teachers could have students take pan in an Anticipation/Reaction 
C~u ide (see appendix B) concerning the issue of over-fish ing. 
Discuss ion of over fi shing is su re to ill icit n1any factors that a re 
believed to have caused recent declines in stocks. Teachers should lirnit 
discuss io n to th e i1npact of itnproved fishing technology, such as catch 
n1cthods, ii~ h f1nding technology and vessel type. 
1 e achers should lead a discussion on these effects. ~feachers could 
include in their discussion the effects of pollution including o il spills 
and rhe scouring of the ocea n Aoor destroying n1arinc habi tats. The 
introduction of foreig n species that can occur when oil tankers release 
the ir bilge water endangering native habitats and organis1ns. Some 
examples include the green crab in Placentia Bay and the violet tunicate 
in Belleoram. 
Teachers could include in the ir discussio n the effec ts of an accidental 
release of organis n1s into native po pulations, and spread o f diseases. 
For example, teachers could engage students in a d iscussion concerning 
some of the negative in1pact~ that n1ay arise as a result of increased 
organic tnatter frorn rnussel fiirn1s, referred to as d etritus ra in, which c:1n 
accu1nulare on the sea Aoor. 
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Human Impacts on Marine Systems 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
!n tervieu1 
• Students will interview anyone closely connected vvith ocean 
industries, such as: 
( i) fishern1en 
(ii) environtnentalists 
(iii) fi sheries scientists 
(iv) oil and gas industry 
(v) conservation officers 
(vi) people working with aquaculture 
The interview should focus on the individuars perspective on how 
technologies have i1npacted marine environrnents, either pos itively 
or negatively. ( 113-2) 
journal 
• Describe an ocean related technology that you have seen and discuss 
the impact that you think this has on an ocean environn1ent. Some 
exarnples of theses technologies are: 
(i) oil rigs 
(ii) confederation bridge 
(iii) sable gas developn1ent 
(iv) fundy tidal povver 
( v) factory freezer trav.ders 
(vi) oil tankers (113-2) 1-53 
Paper and pencil 
• Select an offshore oil/gas project such as H ibernia or Sable gas. 
Investigate the following: 
• What arc sornc cconotnic benefits and costs of the project? 
• What are the uses of the product in our region ? 
• What are son1e environn1ental considerations of the project? 
(113-2) 
journal 
• How have advances in technology, such as boar design, catching 
rnethods, or fish finding technology, affected fishing in n1arine 
environtnents such as those here in our province. (2 10-4, 210-6) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
VVAl !:f~ SYSTE:MS ON E:ARTH'S SUl~f-ACE 
Resources 
www.gov.nI.ca/ edu/sci(.'.nce_rcl/ main. htm 
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Unit 2 
Optics 
Specific Curriculum Outcomes 
Suggested Time: 25 Hours 
l). ' I I\. ) 
Unit Overview 
Int roduction 
Focus and Context 
Science 
Curriculum Links 
64 
AppliLations using the principles of light have resulted in d~v ice~ that 
h.l\'C' i111provcd scientific techniques and contributed to the quality or 
life. In this unit of study, basic concepts that are introduced include the 
properties of visihle light including the reflection c:lnd refraction or lighr. 
Various reflecting dnd refracting technologie~ \vill also be explored and 
investigated. 
Students should be given opportunities to experience and observe 
the properties of light using hands-on activities. Opportunities and 
activities designed to inve~tigate dnd explore the properties of light 
\vould provide the basis f(H n1ore in-depth experi1nentation \vith 
tnateria ls in order to investigate reflection and refraction of light. 
The focus of this unit is inquiry. A pos~ible context could be the 
\'ariety of eyeryday experiences the students h,tve \Vi th the reOection 
and refraction of light. StuJents encounter reflection when they get up 
in the inorn i ng and use a n1 irror, for exan1ple. Buses and cars have a 
variety of reHecrive devices rhat coulJ be explore<l. Eyeglasses Jnd other 
refracting technologies could be inve~tigated. In addition, students 
should have an1ple opportunity to investigate and study various 
tech nologies that are associated \vith elecLro1nagnetic radiation and to 
explore their positive and negative attributes anJ their impact on our 
\vay of I ife. 
In elernentary grades, students began their fonnal investigation and 
study of light. Sources of light and ho\v light travels are topics explored. 
As well, the ~tudents inves tigated ho\v white light can be separated 
into its co1nposite colors. They also co1npare<l ho\v light interacts in a 
variety of optic1l device') such as kaleidoscopes, periscopes, telescopes 
and rnagnifying glasses. At the high school level, students rnay enroll 
in physics where they will learn about the \vave and particle n1odels 
of light. In addition , they \\·ould be provided with opportunities that 
would enable rhern to explain , qualitatively and quantitatively, the 
phcnun1cna of \ \'d\ c inrcrfcrcncc, dilTrL1ction, reflec tion , rcfrdction and 
the Doppl er-Fi?e._tu effect. 
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Curriculum Outcomes 
STSE 
Students will be expected to 
Nature of Science and Technology 
109-5 describe how techno logic~ develop 
as a ~ystematic trial-and-error process 
chat is con~trained by the properties of 
materi als and the laws of natttrc 
l 09- 10 relate personal act ivities in formal 
and infi.> rmal senings to specific :-.cience 
Ji~ciplincs 
l 09- 13 explain the importance of 
c.. hoo~ing won b that arc scicnrifically o r 
technologically appropriate 
l 10-1 provide examples of ideas and 
theories used in the past to explain natural 
phenomena 
Relationships Between Science and 
Technology 
1 11 - 1 provide examples of scientific 
knowledge thar have resulted in rhe 
development of technologies 
1 l l -3 provide examples of technologies 
that h(lve enabled ~cie ntifi<.. rc-.earch 
Social and Environmental Contexts 
of Science and Technology 
112-8 provide examples ro illustrate that 
scienriflc and technological ac ri vitiL·~ r~1ke 
place in a variery of individual or group 
sett I ngs 
113-2 describe possible positive and 
negati ve dfrcts of a particular scientifi c or 
technological J cvdopmcnr, an<l explain 
how diflcrcnt groups in society may have 
different neeJs and desires in relation to it 
Skills 
Students zoill be exp ected to 
Initiating and Planning 
208- 1 rl'ph rasc questions in a testahlc 
form :rnd dea rly define prauical prohlcms 
208-2 identify questions to investigate 
arising from practical problc1ns anJ issue~ 
208-5 J cflne and <ldimi t que.1., tinns and 
problems to fac il itate invesugation 
208-5 state ,l prediction and a hypothesis 
based on hackground in fo rmation or an 
ohse1Ted pattern of events 
208-6 design an experiment and identify 
major variables 
208-7 formul ate operational defini t ions of 
majo r vari ables and other aspects of their 
. . . 
111vcst1ga t1on~ 
Performing and Recording 
209-2 estimate measurements 
209-3 use instruments effectivcl v and , 
accurately frx collecting data 
209-6 u~e tools and dppararus safely 
Analyzing and Interpreting 
2 10- 1 use or co n~rrnct a cL1ssifi carion key 
210-6 interpre t patterns and trends in 
dat,1, an d in fe r and explain n.: lationships 
among the v.uiables 
2 10- 11 state a conclusion , based on 
cxperimenral data, and explain how 
evidence gathered supports or refutes an 
initial idea 
2 10- 12 id~nri f}· and evaluare potential 
appli cation .... or find ing~ 
2 10- 14 idcnc ity and correc t practical 
problems in the way a prototype or 
con.<i t rucreJ device funcr ions 
2 10- I () identi fy new ques tions and 
problem~ that ,1r i~c from what was learned 
Communication andTeamwork 
2 I 1 - 1 rccei\ e, understand, and act on rh e 
iJca.) of o ther 
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OPTICS 
Knowledge 
Students u1ill be expected to 
308-8 identify and describe propcrti~" of 
vi.<ii b lc light 
308-9 dc~cr ibc rhc bw.) uf rc flccriun uf 
visible light and th eir applications in 
cvcryda y l ifC 
308- 10 describe qualitati vL·ly how visible 
light is refracted 
308- 11 describe different types of 
electro magnetic radiation, incl ud ing 
infrared , ultraviolet, X-ravs, microwaves, , 
and radio \v,wes 
308-12 compare properties of visible 
light to the properties of other types of 
electromagnetic rad i.n ion, incl uding 
infrared , ult raviolet, X-rays, microwaves, 
and radio waves 
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The Nature of Science -- The History of Light 
Outcomes 
Stude11ts iuilf be expectl'd to 
2. 1 Provide cxan1ples of ideas 
and theories of light used in 
the past to explain observed 
properties. (I 10- l) Include: 
66 
(i) Pythagoras, belief 
that I igh t consisted of 
bean1s 
(ii) Michelson's experitnent 
to n1ea~ure the speed of 
ligh t 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
rfhis unit of sruJy could begin wirh a K-W-L activity (see Appendix 
B). By posing son1c 1notivating questions about light and son1~ of it<; 
properties, student-;' conception<; about light could be as'>essed and used 
in the further Jevelopn1cnt of les~on s . Student di~cu , sion cou Id focus 
on the sources of light, what light is, ho\v does it travel, and how fast it 
travels. 
Teachers cou Id use the follo\vi ng questions as guides to generate studen r 
discussion along productive lines: 
• \X!hat Jre so1ne th in gs that produce light? 
• (~an light be produced in different ways? 
• 
• 
• 
(While ()tudents are not expected to kno\v all of the tenns, 
ans\vers could include: 
Natural - biolurninescence, stars, sun, moon 
Electric - incJ.ndescent light bulbs, Aashlighrs and 
electrolurn i nescence (LED) 
Chen1icJ.] - chcn1olun1inesce11cc (glow sricks), f1uorescence 
(i1unrLscent light bu lbs) .1nd phosphorescence (glo\v in die 
d a rk 1natcrial~) 
C:on1 bustion-ba~ed - candles, fire, torches 
Nuclear) 
What i'.\ I igh t n1ade of, \vaves, or particles? 
Hovv docs light travel? Does it need so1nething to travel 
through? If so, what is this "so1nething'' in e1npty space? 
I -lovv fast does I igh t travel? Is it slower or faster than sound? 
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The Nature of Science -- The History of Light 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
}ounuzf 
• The things I know about light are ... (can include sources, what it 
is, how it travels, how fast?) ( 110-1) 
P11per and Pencil 
• Conduct research on Pythagoras' beliefa about light. 
• Conduct research on M ichelson's experirnent that tneasured the 
speed of light ( 110-1) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
OPl ICS 
Resources 
www.gov.nl.ca/eduhcicnce_rd/ main. hlm 
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The Nature of Science -- The History of Light (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students zuilf be expected to 
2.2 Ide ntify the speed of light as 
3 x 108 n1/s. 
2.3 (~otnpare the speed of light 
to the speed of sound using 
thu nder and lightning as an 
exa1nple. 
2.4 Provide exarnples of hov·.: 
scicntihc kno\vlcdgc of lighr 
resulted in the d evelopn1ent 
of early technologies. 
(111 - 1) Include: 
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( i) 
(i i) 
. 
tn 1croscope 
telescope 
--------------------
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning andTeaching 
S1 udcnts n1ay initially h,nT diHiculry recognizing th .H light hc1s d spceJ 
g ive n that it appears instantaneously. The above questions, and ensuing 
discus<>ion, \Votdd set the stage for introductory, explorato ry activities. 
Teachers could ask students to corn pare the speed of light to the speed 
of sound (approx. 330 rn/s at sea level) u si ng thunder and lightning as 
an exa1nple. The point to stress is that light travels extre1nely fast-so 
fast tha t \Ve cannot notice the titne requ ired for light to travel "nonnal" 
distances around us. \Xlh ile sound t ravels fa~t (about 1200 k1n/h), light 
travels 1nuch, rnuch faster (300 000 kn1/s, or abou t 1 000 000 000 k1n / h 
!) [n the case of thunder and ligh tni ng, the light fro1n a distan t lightn ing 
strike reaches us (aln1ost) instantly, but the sound from the lightn ing 
strike (the thu nd er) takes longer to reach us. The greater the tin1e delay 
between seeing the ligh tening flash and h ea ring th e thunder, the g reater 
the distance b et\veen you and the lightning strike. As a rule of thun1b, 
every 3 second~ of ti n1e d elay equals approximate! y I kin of distance. 
T eachers could challenge students to re late the concepts of ti1ne and 
light by asking the question, "f-Iow is looking at light coming frotn stars 
really like loo king at the past?" While a star tnay no longer ex ist , its 
light is still traveling to\vard s us because it \vas so far a\\:ay fro rn us. 
This can be supported \Vith d calculation based on a star of a known 
dista nce (e.g. t=d /v = 1.66 x I 021 tn I 3.00 x 108 n1/s = 5.53 x 1012 
c;econds = 1 75000 years) . 
... 
Teachers could ask ~tudents to generate a list of technologies t hat a re 
based on the properties of light. ~fhis list could include m icroscope, 
te lescope, pe riscope, binocular.) , fi ber op tics, can1era, prescript ion 
con tact len1.,e<; , laser, movie projectors, O\ e rhead projectors , etc. Teachers 
should li 1nit their discussion to the fu n ctions of these d evices at this 
point since a 1nore d etai led d iscussio n of how the rnicroscope and 
telescope Y\'ork will be co, ·ered later in th is unit. 
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OPTICS 
The Nature of Science -- The History of Light (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Pres en ta ti on 
• Conduct research on how the ni icroscope or telescope was 
developed an d present to class. ( 111- 1) 
Per.fa rnzance 
• (~reate a tin1eline that shows the history of the developrnent of the 
n1icroscope or telescope. 
• Create a collage to show the developrnent of the telescope o r 
m icroscope. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Resources 
ww\v.gov. n l.ca/cdu/science_rd/ main. hi rn 
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Pro erties of Visible Light 
Outcomes 
Students iuill he expected to 
2. ') l)ehne lighr d · a forn1 of 
energy rh.u c.111 be detected 
by the hurnan eye. 
2.() Identify and describe 
properties of visible 
70 
light. (308-8) Include 
the tollo\vi ng properties, 
definitions and ex<1111p}e<;: 
(i) travels in a straight 
line (rectilinear 
propagation) e.g. 
shadov\' forrnation 
(ii) reflecrs ( reAect ion) e.g. 
n1irrors (specu lar) and 
dust (diffuse) 
(iii) refract<; (refraction) e.g. 
bent stick effect 
(iv) disperses (dispersion) 
e.g. forrn,u ion of 
a rai nbo\v a. light 
. . 
separates into its 
con<;tituent colors. 
(v) travel<; through a 
vacuun1 (does not 
require a 1nediurn) e.g. 
1 igh t fro m su n and stars 
reachi ng earth th rough 
space 
(vi) travels to diffe rent 
degrees th rough 
transparent, translucent 
and opaque n1ateriJ.ls 
e.g. vvi ndow p.111c, 
frosted window 
-- -- --------
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers could use rhe follo\ving Jernonstrations to explain the 
properties of light: 
1. rectilinear propagation: hold your hand in front of a bea1n 
of light frotn an overheJd projector. Note the sharp details of 
the shado\v of your hand (i.e. ring, knuckles, ere). 
2. reflection: place a h.1nd held n1irror in the bea1n of light. 
Shine rhe reflected bea1n fro1n the n1irror on the back or side 
\Vall. 
3 . refr,1ction: Jill a large beaker or aquariun1 \vid1 \Valer and 
place a popsicle or stir stick in the beaker. Observe from the 
side. 
4 . dispersion: Shine a bean1 of light fron1 a ray box through a 
prisn1 to observe its con~tiruent colors. 
5. t ravel~ through a vacuu1n: use a clear light bulh. The light 
trclvels fro1n rhe rung<;ten \Vire filamenr, through the (almost 
co1nplcte) vacuu1n insiJe the bulb (the vacuurn is evidenced 
by the "pop" the bulb n1akes when it is broken) . 
6. tr~1vel" through objects to different degrees: hold a beaker or 
glass in the bearn of an overhead projector. Con1pare this to 
the an1ount of light that passes through a pair of ~unglas'.es, ~ 
frosted glass, and a door. 
Teachers should highl ight ho\v rhe property rnay or n1ay no t be u nique 
to light. For exa1nple, light undcrgoe~ rectil inear propagation (it does 
not bend around corners), while sound does not (it can easi ly bend 
around corners). H owever, both light and sound reAect. 
After the terrninology has been introduced and variou~ de1nonstrations 
have been conducted, teacher<; could use a (2uiz-Quiz-1rade L1crivi ty (see 
Appendix B) ro provide student~ \Vith opportunity to practice and u~e 
these rern1). 
GRADE. 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CU RR ICULUM GUIDE 
Properties of Visible Light 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Pres en ta ti on 
• Create your o\vn game that includes the properties of light (308-8) 
• Create and perforn1 a song or skit that d escribes th e properties of 
visible I ight. 
Paper and Pencil 
• Describe what a bearn of light looks like and does in a light box 
in tenns of straight line, dispersion (chalk dust o r s1noke), tni rrors 
(reflection), p risrn (refraction). (308-8) 
• Create a table of each or the properties of light having students fi ll 
in exan1ples of each. (308-8) 
Perfo rniance 
• Create a poster or slideshow that describes the properties of visible 
light. 
• C reate a collage of transparent, translucent and opaque everyday 
rnaterials indicating \\l·hich is \vhich. (308-8) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
OPflCS 
Resources 
WWV\'.gov. n I .ca/ ed u/ Sl icnce_rcf/ nu in . h rm 
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Electromagnetic Radiation and Dispersion 
Outcomes 
Students tuill he e:xpected to 
, 7 L, , 
2.8 
2.9 
Identify and e\ aluare 
po ten rial applications of 
\vhat \Vas learned concerning 
refraction . (210- 12) 
lJ~e a p ri~1n to ohserve the 
dispersion of light. 
Define the visihle light 
specrnun. 
2.10 List the constituent colors 
of \vh ite light, i11 order of 
'-
degree of refraction . 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
feachers should refer ro the discussion on di<-.pcrsion at the beginning 
of this unit. Students \viii have son1e experience with the constituent 
colors of wh ite light. Reference can he n1ade to a rainbo\v that 
son1eti1ne~ fonns in the <-.ky, or the rnuch s1naller one that niay appear 
\Vith the use of a sprinkJLr on a Lnvn. Sun catchers often rake advanG1ge 
of this property to create so1ne interesting effects. The addition of 
prin1ary colors to create other c.olor<.> will likely have been a topic 
stuclents covered during art clac:;s. Reference can be made to such 
previously acquited kno\vledge. 
Teachers could have students uc:;e prisn1s to investigate how light 
frorn different sources is refracted and dispersed. Teachers could have 
stuJents observe and experience \vhat happens to light that is dispersed 
in a n1ixture of water and a te\v drops of milk. 
Teachers could use a laser to illustrate the point that vvhite light is made 
fron1 a combination of colours. When white light (e.g. frorn a ray box or 
fL1~hliglit) is c:;hone through a prisn1, a speclru111 of colours is produced. 
\'(!hen a laser light is <;hone through the prisrn, the light is refracted 
(bent) but not dispersed. 0:0 other colours are produced bccau~c a l a~er 
light is one colour only (i.e. is cotnposed of only one \Vavelength of 
light). 
Teacherc:; could provide students \virh the acronyn1 ROY G BIV to help 
rhen1 re1nen1ber the order of light wavelengths that tnake up white light 
based on sn1allest refraction (Red) to greatest refraction (violet) . 
GF\ADE 8 SCI ENCE DRAFl CURRI CULUM GUIDE 
OPTICS 
Electromagnetic Radiation and Dispersion 
Suggested Assessment Strategies Resources 
www. gov. n I. ca/ c>d u/ scicncc_ref/ main.ht m 
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Electromagnetic Radiation and Dispersion (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students u1iff be expected to 
2. 11 Explain the itnportancc of 
u~ing t he_ v1ords frequency 
and \.Yavelength correctly. 
(109- 13) 
2. 12 D ef 1ne frequency. 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
SruJents w ill have encountered the tertn "wave" in a nurnher of d ifferent 
con texts. Teachers could help students dra\v con1parisons between the 
v.uious deflnirio ns or understandin gs they ha\'e for rhe tern1 ·'wave". 
For exam ple, a hand wave represents a repeti tive rnotio n of the hand. A 
\vave through a crowd at a sporting event is represented by a repetitive 
n1otion of the crowd, as the individuals stand and sit at a regular interval 
(the rate at wh ich they stand and sit would be the frequency; freq uency 
being the nun1ber of repetitions divided by the time). A water wave 
is represented by a regular up\vard and downward n1otion of water 
particles. A co111 n1on rnisco nception of students is to believe that the 
particles in a wave travel fonvard \vith the energy transfer. However, this 
is not the c1sc. 'The wave thro ugh a cro\vd at a sporti ng event would 
be a good \vay to illustr.ite th is point as the people simply stand and sit. 
They do not 111ove from one seat to another. Another way to illustrate 
this point is to attach a piece of tape o nto a spring or rope, and have 
students observe the tape as \.\'aves pass through. The tape 1noves up and 
down in a side'v\'avs direction as the wave moves forwards. 
, 
A basic introduction into \vave theory would he appropriate at this level. 
Students may h;ive investigated the characteristics of ocean \vaves which 
they could then co n1pare to light vvaves. The use of oscillating ropes 
and/or s li nkie~ \Votdd enahl e students to have a visual representation of 
son1e of the key features of waves such as vvave speed, wavelength and 
frequency. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CU RRICULUM GU IDE 
OP rics 
Electromagnetic Radiation and Dispersion (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies Resources 
w'vw.gov. n I .ca/ <..:du/ "c iencc-_rd/ rna in.ht n l 
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Electromagnetic Radiation and Dispersion (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students u_1iff be expected to 
2.13 l)~flne \\avekngrh. 
2.14 Relate the d egree of 
refraction for each of 
the constituent colors to 
its wavelength (longest 
wavelength refracts the 
least). 
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Elaborat ions-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
While the tenn "\\'avelcngth" will likely be a ne\v tern1 for students, 
they should be fan1iliar with the tenn "frequency,, . Students tnay 
have encountered this tenn previou'lly, especially in n1athe1natics. For 
ex~1111ple, vv'hat i'I the frequen cy at v~: hich you \vash your hair? Ho\v 
frequently do you go to the dentist for check ups? Teachers could use 
these exan1ples of the com1non use of the \Vord "frequency,, to build on 
sruden rs' prior knowledge and to lead thcn1 to an understanding of the 
te rrn "frequency'' as it applie<; to wave rravd (i.e. how 1nany waves pa~s a 
point in a second). Sc)l11e students rnay also be able to relate wavelength 
to different ocean conditions. For example, a "rolling sea" \Vou ld have 
a long wavelengrh; that is a sea vvhcre the boat slowly moves from one 
peak (crest) to a lo\v point (trough) and then to another peak. However, 
a "choppy sea" vvould have a shorter \vavelength. 
During their investigation of electron1agnetic raJ iation, teachers 
should ensu re that students understand that electrornagnetic waves 
are tran~verse waves and do not require a mediun1 in \vhich to travel. 
Teachers should refer to the Heat unit covered in c;rade 7 where 
studtnts \vould have discussed thennographs which make use of 
infrared V\ aves. Also, sruden ts \Vould have learned about heat transfer 
by radiation, \vhich does not require a n1edium. By rnaking [h i" link, 
teachers can h elp students use their prio r knowledge to 1nore easily 
unde rstand the topics being covered here. 
1eachers should ensure that students recognize the reLttionship benvcen 
wavelength and the colors \Ve <;ee. At this level, a discussion of this 
should be lin1ited to the fact that all \vavelengths of the electromagnetic 
spectrum enter our eye<; . Ho\vever, our b rain can only recognize those 
vvith wavelengths in the visible 'lpectrum (i.e. ROY c; BIV) and this is 
lirnited to th e ph) sical rnake up of our eyes. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICU LUM GUIDE 
OPl ICS 
Electromagnetic Radiation and Dispersion (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Perfor1nt11zce 
• ( ,reate the carroon characters wavelength frequency, and energy. 
D escribe the land, Electromagnetic Spectrum in which they reside. 
Show how some powers can vary in different parts of the land. 
(.308-12) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Resources 
www.gov.11 I.ca/ l'd u/ 'ICil'no:_rd I rn~i n. ht m 
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Electromagnetic Radiation and Dispersion (continued) 
Outcomes 
St11dents Ll'ill be cxpet'ted to 
I I,... 
L.. ) l)escribe the re lation"hip 
between frequency and 
\Vavelengrh. Include: 
(i) high frequency \Vaves 
have short \Vavelengths 
(i i) low frequency\ <lves 
have long \vavclengths 
2. I G C.:01npare properties 
of visible light to the 
properties of other 
78 
types of elecrro1nagnetic 
radi.1tion, including 
infrared, ultraviolet, X-
ravs, n1 icrowave~, and radio 
~ 
\Naves. (308-1 2) 
---------- ----- --
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
' ]cacher~ could u~e d 3 - 4 n1eter piece: of rope ,1ttad1ed to a fixed 
point ar one end to rnodel the char actert"tics of vvave~: an1plirude, 
w.1velengrh, and frequency. Ir should be noted rh.n an1plitudc i.'-> not .. 1 
characteristic \\e use to disringui)h between the different types of \.Yaves 
in the elec tron1 ;.ignet ic spectru 111. I I owe\ er, ~tu<len ts vvi II I ikely iJLn ti fy 
it as a \Vave characteri~tic. By ch .. 1nging one of these characteristics, 
student~ can observe and note hcl\v the others change. 'This \vould 
be a qualitative exploration and ~1pprcciation of the Jiffcn · nce~ and 
~in1ilarities of the Jitferent types of clecrrotnagnetic radiation. 
As a point of interest, teachers could inforn1 students that 
elccrrornagnctic radiation i<> often labeled bastd on either its \vavelength 
or frequency. Fo r exan1ple, r.idio st.1tions are often ident if1ed hy thei r 
frequency (OZ FM has a frequency of 94.7 J\!f Hz on the Avalon 
Peninsula, and 95.9 MHz in central Ne\vfoundland.) Radio dials ~:tllow 
you to tune to the specific fn:quency of rhis electromagnetic r3diat ion. 
The r .. 1diation used hy n1any cordlc5s phones has a frequency of 2.4 
G I-lz, and is abo called rnicro,vave radiation. 
l\1any stud en ts \Vi ll ha\'e heard of the "arious forn1s of elcctron1agnetic 
radiation <>uch as 111icro\vdvcs and r.idio \vaves but \vill not necessarily 
kno\v that there is a connection an1ong rhen1. Teachers should use 
learn ing strateg}, such as Think-Pair-Share or Nurnbered Heads (see 
Appendix B) to help illu~rrate the relationship an1ong the various fonns 
of electrornagneric r.1diation, their sirniLirities and differu1ces. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CU RR ICULUM GU IDE 
OP l lCS 
Electromagnetic Radiation and Dispersion (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Perfor11za1zce 
• C reate the cartoon characters \vavelengrh frequency, and energy . 
l)escribe the land , Electro rnagnetic Spectru n1 in which they res ide. 
Sh o\V ho\v so1ne powers can vary in di fferent parts of the Llnd . 
(308- 12) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICU LUM GUI DE 
Resources 
ww\\'.gov.11 l .ca/edu/~cie11cc_rd/ ma in . ht m 
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The Electromagnetic Spectrum 
Outcomes 
Students will be expected to 
2. 17 Describe the elecrron1agnetic 
spectrun1 in renns of 
\vavelengrh, frequency, and 
energy. Include, in order 
of decreasing wavelength 
(increasing frequency): 
(i) radio waves 
(i i) n1tcrowaves 
(iii) infrared 
(iv) visible light 
(v) ultraviolet 
(vi) x-rays 
2.18 Describe different types 
80 
of electromagnetic 
radiation, including 
infrared, ultraviole t, X-
rays, 111 ic rowaves, and radio 
'Naves. (308-11) 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
'feachers shou ld ensure that students realize that \Vhitc light, when 
refracted hy a prisn1, illustrates the different \vavelengths of visible 
electro1nagnetic radiation. The spectru1n is often indicated as a 
continuum of colors \Vi th the shortest \vaves being at the violet end and 
the longest at the red end. Teachers could have students investigate the 
color con1bi nations when the three prirnary colors of light (red, green 
and blue) are n1ixed. Teachers could ask students why some objects 
have a red color, while others ::ire blue, and still others are white. This 
could be brought back to the wavelengths of light and that when light 
strikes an object it is either absorbed o r reAected. The absorption 
and reflection of electrotnagnetic radiation \Va) discussed in Grade 7 
Science in the discussion of Heat transfer and should be referenced 
here. We only see the w,1velengths th,H are reflected. Thus, a green 
object is absorbing all the othe1 \Vavelengths of light and reAecting the 
wavelength that our brain in terprets as green. 
Students may struggle first vvirh the prevalence of these types of 
electron1agnetic radiation. This n1ay be natural given that the 
inform,nion \Ve tJke in visually plays such a significant role in our li ves~ 
henLe, visible light might be considered to be a significant portion of the 
electromagnetic spectrun1 . To help students realize the magn itude of the 
other cotnponents of the electromagnetic spectru1n, teachers could ask 
students, "As you sit in your chair, what devices could you use to recei ve 
or send info nnation that do not avail of visible light?'' In the response, 
devices such as radios, cell phones, television re1notes, television signals 
(not through wire), wirele"s internet connections, rnight just be a few 
such devices identified. Teachers should ensure thdt students realize 
that all of this radiation is continuously present, however, vve do not 
continually detect it because its wavelength is either too short (eg; 
ultraviolet) o r too long (eg; infrared). We o nly continually detect visible 
light \vith our eyes. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
The Electromagnetic Spectrum 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Pe 1_fiJ n1111" cc 
• C reate the cartoon characters wavelength frequency, and energy. 
Describe the land, Electrotnagnetic Spectrun1 in vvh ich they reside. 
Show ho\v sorne powers can vary in different parts of the land. 
(308-12) 
• Create a posrer or slide sho\.v of the elecrron1agnetic spectrurn 
showing the \vavelength, frequency, anJ energy of the various rypes 
of radiJtion (308-12) 
GRADE 8 SC IENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GU DE 
OP l'ICS 
Resources 
W W\\'.g<)\'. nl.ca/cdu/..,cicnu:_rdl' nu in . ht m 
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The Electromagnetic Spectrum (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students z,oill be expected to 
2. It) Provide exampl~s of 
the use of each type of 
electro1nagnetic radiation. 
Include: 
(i) infrared: n1otion 
sensors 
(ii) radio \Vaves: 
telecon1n1 u n ications 
(iii) n1icro\vJ.ves: cooking 
food 
(iv) ultravio let: su n tanning 
( v) x-rays: 1nedical 
detection 
2.20 Describe possible negative 
and posi rive effects of 
technologies associJ.ted \Vith 
electron1agnetic radiatio n . 
(113-2) 
2.21 Indicate that generally 
higher energy 
electron1agnetic radiation is 
rnore hannfu l to hu1nans. 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teacher~ could have ()tudcnrs invcsrigate the various Ul)e<; of 
elec tro1nagnetic radiation ,1nd identify problen1s or issues related to 
particular kind~. Ultraviolet radiation (UVA rays) getting through the 
atn1osphere and storage of radioactive rnaterials are hut n.vo of n1 c.1ny 
that could be addressed in thi~ section . 
Radio waves have photons 'vi th low energies. Microwaves have a little 
n1ore energy than radio \Vaves. Infrared has still mote energy than vi<;ible 
light, ultra\ iolet, X-rays and gan11na-rays. Teachers are not expected 
to discu\s the tern1 "photons'' but sin1ply present the general order of 
cnerg1e~. 
Exposure to high frequency and ~ho rt wavelength electrornagnetic 
radiation, such as, gan11na ray , i\ generally inore dangerou~. Exposure 
to lo\v frequency and long \\a\ elengrh elecrrornagnetic radiation, such 
as radio \Vaves, i~ generally less dangerous. As a result, colloquially, high 
frequency \Vavt·s are ~orneti n1es referred to as high energy 'vaves and lo\v 
frequency \Vavcs are so1nerin1e<; referred to as lo\v energy \vaves. 
Teacher) coul<l involve students in a discussion of how the unique 
characteristics of Earth's arn10\phere rnake Earth an i nhah itable planet 
fo r hun1ans . Earth's :.un1osphere i~ able to protect us fro1n son1e of the 
n1ore dangerou eleLtron1agnetic radiation present in space, n1aking 
Earth a safe place for hun1ans. Living in space or on another planet can 
expose hurnans ro 1nuch n1ore elc.:crron1agnetic radiation. As discussed in 
c;rade 7 Science, humans are adapted to Earth's conditions. Changes to 
the<;e conditions n1ay con1pron1ise our safety. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAF r CURRICULUM GUIDE 
The Electromagnetic Spectrum (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Perforrnance 
• ( =reate a collage of pict ures sho,ving the uses of various 
electron1agnetic radiations. 
• Create a safety pan1phlct h ighlighting the dangers associated with 
exposures to specific types of h igh energy radiations and how to 
avoid these energies (e.g. UV, x-ray, gamtna) 
GRADE 8 SC IENCE DRAFT CU RR ICULUM GUIDE 
Resources 
www.gov.nI.ca/ cdu/scicncc_rd/ ma in. h rm 
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The Electromagnetic Spectrum (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students u1ifl be expected to 
2.22 Recognize th~n there are 
po~itive and negative 
effects of exposure to 
electron1agnetic radiation. 
11 icl ude: 
84 
(i) x-rays: positive-rnedical 
detection, negative-
over exposure can lead 
to cancer 
(ii) ultraviolet: positive-
used to treat jaundice 
in babies, negative-skin 
cancer 
(iii) radio waves: 
positive-improved 
telecom1n u n ications, 
negative-uncertain of 
long tern1 exposure 
effects 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning andTeaching 
Teachers should ensure that students have opportunity to invest igate 
con1111on technologies that incorporate the use of electrotnagnetic 
radiation and explore their possible positive and negative effects. 
Microwave ovens, X-ray machines, cellular phones, and the nuclear 
industry are sotne cxarnples of tech nologies that could be explored. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
OPTICS 
The Electromagnetic Spectrum (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies Resources 
www.gov.n l.ca/edu/ .;;cicnce_rd/ ma i n.h lm 
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Reflection 
Outcomes 
Students u1i/l be e>..pectfd to 
2.23 Formulate operational 
drflnirions for incidence, 
reAecrion, and the norrnal. 
(208-7) 
2 .24 Dcflne: 
86 
(i) incident light ray 
(ii) reAecred light ray 
(iii) norn1al 
(iv) angle of incidence 
(v) angle of reflection 
(vi) specular reAecrion 
(vii) dilfuse reflection 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers could introduce this section by den1onstrating specular 
rcAecrion using a r;1y box and plane inirror. Teachers could shine two 
or n1ore rays of ligh r onto a 1ni rror and ask students to look for patterns 
or sin1ilarities in vvhat they observe. Observations could be used to 
formulate operational Jefinitions tor the e tenns. Teachers could use the 
Hcx-can1erd to htlp students observe this <le111onstration. 
Teachers could use ,1 tenni<; hall thrown against the floor at diHerent 
angles. Usi ng \vhite b ristle paper on the \Vall, the motion .of the ball can 
be rnapped as it hits the Aoor and bounces up. Alternatively, teachers 
could use a n overhead, soft rubber ball and a st raigh t edge piece of 
wood. Roll the ball at the \Vood at different a ngles. Using the i1nages 
on the board, have students 1nap the tnotion of the ball. Use several 
different incident angles. This deinonstration could be used as an 
introduction to dra\Ning simple ray diagrams. 
Teachers could guide students to fo rn1tdate their own definitions by 
drawing a diagratn on the board showing the n1irror, the incident ray, 
the reflected ray and the norn1al. Teachers can then have students 
propose and discuss their d eflnit ion for e;;ich terni. Regardless of the 
instructional strategy employed, teachers should ensure that students 
understand that the angles of incidence and reflection are estin1ated or 
n1easured vvith respect to the norn1al. 
leachers could have students explore and investjgJ.te the differences 
between specular and diffuse rcAccrion by comparing rh e rcAection frorn 
smooth and crun1pled alu1n inurn foil. 
Teachers could etnploy the Tvvo- n1inute Revie~' strategy (see Appendix 
B) to review these tern1s. 
GRADE 8 SC I E ~~C E DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Reflection 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
jour111zl 
• Students taking the perspective of a science teacher respond to a 
correspondence student by su n1 n1ari1.i ng \\'hat they have learned 
about n1irrors and reAections. (209-j, 2 10- 16) 
Paper and Pencil 
• Produce a sin1ple ray diagran1 that helps to con1pare and contrast 
regular and diffuse reAect ion. (208-7) 
GRADE 8 SCICNCE DRAFT CU RRICULUM GUIDE. 
OP r1cs 
Resources 
w\vw.gm .. 11 I .cli l'du/ .... cience_rd/ nui n. h rm 
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Reflect ion (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students 1piff be expected to 
2.25 Descrihe applications of the 
Lnvs of reAecrion in everyd.1y 
life. (308-9B) Include: 
(i) specular renection 
(ii) diffuse reflection 
2.26 Esti1nate angles of incidence 
and reflection. (209-2) 
2. 27 Recognize that the angle 
of incidence is equ al to the 
angle of reflection. 
2.28 Srate the Laws of Reflection. 
2.29 Recognize that a ray diagran1 
is a useful way to represent 
the bLhaviour of light. 
88 
Elaborations- Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers should 1nakc students ~nvare of applications of specular 
::ind diffuse' reflection. An cx,1n1ple studenrs rnay he E1111ili,1r with is 
the difference between n1atte and glossy paints. Matte paints have a 
higher p roportion of ditfuse reflection resulring in lower luster. Glossy 
paints have a greater proportion of specular reflection resulting in a 
shinier appearance. Glossy paints are generally used in bathroon1s and 
kitchens and n1atte paints used else\vhere. Teachers could show students 
exa111ples of these paint types to help reinforce the concept. Other 
ex~nnples teachers could refer to include: 
• the difleren t <ill rfo.ces used for coun tertops 
• furniture or car wax 
• glazed vs. unglazed ceramics 
• matte YS. glossy fini~h on photographs 
Teachers could also show how our knowledge of specular and diffuse 
reHection has lead to new techno logies, such as the science of stealth 
aircraft. 
After students have been introduced to the tern1inology associated with 
the reflection of light, teachers should have then1 1nove on to investigate 
rhe laws of reflection. 'le .. 1chers could have sn1denrs in ve~tigate reflect ion 
using a ray box and plane 1nirror. To do this, draw a large "T" on a 
piece of paper and place the tn irror, upright, on the top of the "T". 
Shine the bean1 of light fro1n the ray box at the intersection of the 
n1irror and the ''T". Next, place two dots in the n1 iddle of the in c ident 
and reflected light beJn1s. ~rhen, have studenrs rernove the rJy box and 
connect the dots. The lines forn1ed \vill trace the path of the incident 
and reflected light rays and \Vi ll aJJO\V for a C0111pariSOl1 or the incident 
and reflected angles. This could be repeated lor d ifferent incident angles. 
Through this activity or others, teachers should ensure that students 
understand the relationship between the inciden t and reflected angles 
and are ahle to identify each type. Through these experiences and 
discussions of reflected bcan1s, tcdchers should ensure students arc able 
to cstin1~ltc .1nglcs of incidence and rcAcction. At this point, sornc 
students m <ty he able ro predict rhe Law of ReAection at this point. 
The discussion of ray diagrarns should be as brief as possible. Teachers 
shou ld 1nake students avvare that the diagra1n produced in the activity 
above is a simple ray diagran1. Teachers should limit a ny d iscussion 
of ray diagrams as a means of representing the path of a beam of light. 
further elaboration and use of ray diagran1s wi ll occur during the 
discussion of convex and concave in i rrors. 
GRADE 8 SCIE: NCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GU IDE 
Reflection (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
JounZtz! 
• Write a journal entry to show \vhat you have learned about the Laws 
of Reflection. (209-2, 210-1 1) 
Perfonnance 
• List examples of everyday objects that uses a n1irror's regular 
reflection and/ or other reflecting technologies that allow con1n1on 
objects to be ~ce n at various angle~. (diffuse reflection) (308-9B) 
Presentation 
• After practicing ray diagra1ns students in sn1all groups create posters 
representing the various ray d iagra1ns to be d isplayed in the class. 
(210-16) 
Paper and Pencil 
• Esrirna tc and then measure the angle of incidence and reflection 
using a 1nirror at a particular angle in a light box. (208-7, 209-2) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DfiAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
OPTICS 
Resources 
w\vw.gm. nl.ca/ cdu/,cicncl'._rd/ mai tl. ht m 
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Ray Diagrams 
- ----- ---------------- -------
Outcomes 
Students will be expected to 
2.30 LJse niirrors effectivel v and 
, 
accurately fo r inves tig4ning 
the characteristics of irnages 
forn1ed. (209-3) 
2.3 1 Define and delin1it 
que~tion s and problerns to 
E1cil irate in ves tigatio n. 
(208-3) 
2.32 State a conclusion , based 
on experimental data, 
and expLli n hovv evidence 
gathered suppor ts or refu tes 
an in i rial idea. (210-11 ) 
2.33 (~onstruc t ray diagrarns to 
describe the formation of 
an itnage in a p lane niirror. 
Include: 
90 
(i) angle of incidence and 
angle of reflection are 
always equal 
(ii) the irnage and object 
distance are always 
eq U,ll 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
'Teachers ~hould ensure stu de n t~ kno\v ho\v to 1neasu re angles us ing a 
'- L 
pro tracto r. 
Core Lab(Tnvestigation 5.5, p.178-179): 
Teachers should ensure that students arrive at the conclusion tha t the 
angle of incidence (u1d <l nglc of reAccrion arc equal. Abo, th rough 
m e,lsurcn1ents taken, the rcLuionship betvveen ob ject distance anJ in1age 
distan ce sho uld be ob\erved. 
Students m ay ask why the irnage prod uced in a plane 1nirro r appears to 
be behind the rn irror even though the object is in front of the 1nirro r. 
To help student) understanJ , teachers could etnphasize th e relationship 
between ho\v the hurn an eye fonns an in1age and ho\v a ray diagrarn is 
drawn. That is. the human brain extrapo lates the reAected rays fro1n a 
point on an object to a point where they intersect. 'The image is fonned 
at this po in t of intersection , where the brain believes the object to be. 
Teachers could also discus<.; la teral inversio n (the reversing of an in1age) . 
This could be den1 o nstrated hy ho lding printed text in front of a plane 
n1i rror, and observing that the tex t is reverseJ. 
Follcnving the co re lab act ivity, teachers should ensu re that students 
are able to co nstruct ray d iagrarns shovving i1nage forn1a tion in a 
plane 1nirro r. 'fhe ray diagrarn s should clearly illustrate the fo llovving 
pro pertLes: 
• 
• 
• 
the in1agc is the arne distance behind the 1nirror 
the irnage is the sarne size as the object 
the in1age is upright. 
Teachers could extend this to pic of plane rnirrors to situations including 
cornbinatio ns of plane m irrors, such as, three way vvard robes rnirro rs 
(3600 n1irro rs) and fun house n1irro rs. Drawing ray diagrarns to model 
th ese ') it uatio ns i) no r expected. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GU IDE 
Ray Diagrams 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Pe;forn1r1nce 
• Develop a comic st rip rhat explains ho\v images are reflected in 
concave and convex tnirrors. (209-3) 
journal 
• Students raking the perspective of a science reacher respond to a 
correspondence student by stun1narizi ng \Vhat rhey have learned 
about mirrors and reflections. (209<), 2 10- 16) 
Presentation 
• Create a ray diagran1 that helps explain how an optical device made 
with n1irrors work. (209-2) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CU RRICULUM GU IDE 
Resources 
v\'\\r\v.gov. nl .c1/ edu/ scicnce_ rcf/ main.ht 111 
9 1 
t l I 
' ' 
Types of Mirrors 
Outcomes 
Students u1ilf be expected to 
2.34 ( 'on truer a cb sincJtion 
key of mirrors. (2 10-1 ) 
2.35 Describe three types of 
tnirrors. Include: 
(i) plane 
(ii) concave 
(iii) convex 
2.36 Provide examples of each 
type of 1nirror. Include: 
( i) bath roorn 111 i rror 
(plane) 
(ii) 
(iii ) 
inside of a rnetal spoon 
(concave) 
safetv n1i rror on the 
.I 
&ontofaschoolhus 
(convex) 
2 .3 7 Use n1 irrors effectively and 
accurately for invest igat ing 
the characteristics of i n1ages 
fonned. (209-3) 
92 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Students have explored plane n1irrors and the types of irnages they forrn. 
To in rroduce other ty pes of n1i rrors and their uses, teache rs cou ld use a 
plane rnirror positioned at the front of th e class. Ask studen ts, "What 
changes can be a rnade to the n1irror, so that \vhat you see in the rnirror 
is changed?'' 
Sorne alternati\'e san1ple questions arc; 
• How ec1n the mirror's field of vi<;io n be chclnged? 
• How can the n1irror be changed to produce a larger image? 
• How can the n1irror be changed to produce a sn1al ler image? 
Students n1ay refer to their personal experiences with survei llance 
n1irrors, school-bus rnirrors, sorn e vehicle side-v iew rni rrors, and ((circus" 
or distorri ng n1 irro rs. Teachers should ensure that students have the 
o pportunity to observe Aat , con\'cx anJ concJve n1irrors to illustrate the 
different effects J nd use~ or these types of reflections. 
M etal pots and spoons, as \vell as, fabrica ted concave and co nvex 
mirrors , co ulJ be used to compare ,1nd contrast rcHcc(ion~. 
Teachers could either den1onstrare i n1age forrnation in curved n1 i rrors 
using large rni rro rs. leacher , could provide stude nts with hand-held 
n1i rrors, allc)\vi ng then1 to observe rhe properties of the i n1ages frnn1 ed 
when they positio n th e n1 ii ror di fferen rly. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDt: 
Types of Mirrors 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
}ourn11! 
• Give students the three different rnirrors and tell then1 to con1e up 
w ith different effects and uses that they can explain in their journa1. 
(210- 1) 
• ReAect o n where we use mirrors in evcrvd<n ' li fe and the use<; we 
~ 
have for therne. (201-1) 
• Why are surveillance rnirrors , and side vie\v n1irrors on vehicles 
always convex n1irrors? (2 l 0 -1) 
I'erfo nn ttnce 
• c: reate a poster or multi media presentation to describe and give 
exan1ples of plan, concave, and convex mirrors. 
• In groups provide students with fridge 1nagnet<; and they can design 
pictures to represent different objects and i1nages to stick on the 
n1agnets. These can then be switched around to create different 
matching games, so that v isually students n1atch up the type of 
rnirror and the characteristics of the i1nage forn1ed . (209-3) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
OPTICS 
Resources 
'v\ww.gov. nl .ca/ cdu/ scil'ncc_rcf/ mai n. h rm 
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Types of Mirrors (continued) 
Outcomes 
51 udents zvilf be expected to 
2.38 Describe the irnage ~ize and 
. . . . 
unage onentanon u 1ng .. l 
variety of mirrors. In clude: 
(i) plane 
(ii) convex 
(ii i) concave 
2.39 Interpret patterns and 
94 
trends in data, and infer and 
explain relationships a1nong 
the variables. (21 0-6) 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
~reachers shoul<l provide student~ \virh an opportunity to observe in1ages 
in a convex 111 i rror. These observations include; 
• the irnage is ahv,lys upright 
• the irnage is always sn1aller than the object. 
Teachers 5hould en, ure th~n students observe the follo\.ving 
characteristics of an image in a concave mirror, according to the object's 
pos1t1on; 
• it can be sn1aller, 
• i r can be larger, or 
• it can be the san1e size as the object, 
• it is sornctitn es upright, 
• it is son1etin1es inverted. 
Teachers should provide students \Vith an opportunity to observe the 
patterns followed by light reflecting frorn curved rnirrors. 'This could 
be done through teacher den1onstrarion o r student activity, prior to 
introducing ray diagran1s for curved 111 i rrors. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
01_) r1c~ 
Types of Mirrors (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies Resources 
W\Vw.gov. n I. ca/ cdu/ scicncc_rcl/ main. h tm 
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Real and Virtual Images 
Outcomes 
Students zui!L be expected to 
2.40 Define the focJl point, focal 
1 en gt h arid r he pr i n c i p 1 e 
ax ts. 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
' l ~achl' rs could h3vc ~rudents inve~tigatc curved 111irror rcf-lcltion using 
a ray box, convex 1nirror and concave n1irror. 10 do this, teachers could 
have stude nts drJ\V a large ''T,, on a piece of paper and place the convex 
rnirror, uprig ht, on the top of t he ''T'' . Shine a bearn of light fro1n 
the ray box parallel with the '''T". Place two dots in the n1iddle of the 
incident and rL:flected light hcan1~. Ren1ovc the ray box and connect the 
dots. The li ncs forincd will tra<. c the path of the incidc11 t and reflected 
light rays. Repeat this procelis to obtain at least tvvo rnore incident ray/ 
reflected ra y con1binations. Extrapolate each of the reflected rays behind 
the n1irror. Through this Jctiviry students should observe a pattern 
of reHection \vhereby the point of intersect of these lines identifies the 
focal point. Teache rs could repeat the above procedure u~ing a concave 
n1irror. After such an activity, teachers should lead students to develop 
o perational definitions of focal point and principal axis so that students 
a re able to recognize that: 
( i) incident rays parallel to the 1n irror's principll axis are 
reflected th rough the f c)cdl point 
(ii) incident rays going through the focal point are reflected 
parallel to the mirror's principal axis. 
Knowledge of both properties is necessary for constructing ray diagrarns 
showing irnage fonnation. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Real and Virtual Images 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
I'r1per 11nd Pencil 
• Define focal poinL, focal length, and principle ax is. 
Perfonnance 
• Create a song or jingle that explains the differences between focal 
point, focal axis, and principle axis. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
OPTIC~; 
Resources 
WW\\'. gov. n I .ca/ cdu/ ~cicnce_ref/ m~1i n. hrm 
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Real and Virtual Images (continued} 
--------- --· 
Outcomes 
Students iuil I be e.\pected to 
2.4 I State a prediction and 
a hypothesi() based on 
background inforrnation 
or an observed pattern of 
events. (208-5) 
2 .42 [)esign an experi1nent and 
identify major variables. 
(208-6) 
2.43 Use n1irrors effectively and 
accurately for investigating 
the characteristics of in1ages 
fonned. (209-3) 
2.44 [)escribe how three incident 
rays reAcct on curved 
1nirrors. Include: 
(i) rays traveling parallel 
to the princip~d axis 
(ii) rays traveling through 
the focal point. 
(iii) rays incident to the 
mirror at the centre of 
curvature. 
2.4 5 Describe the forn1ation of 
itnages in curved 1nirrors. 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Core Lab: Students could determine the focus of a concave mirror. 
Place an object at 2F, between 2F and F. Draw and locate the image. 
In this I.lb, teachers could first have students observe the in1age of an 
object in a convex 1nirror. The ~tudents should indicate that the i1nage 
is upright and s1naller than the object. Next, students \vill ju~tify what 
they ob~~rved using a ray diagran1. In order to do so, teachers should 
have students dra\v a large " 'f " on a piece of paper. Place the convex 
n1irror, upright, on the top of the "T"'. Students vvill place an object (for 
exan1ple, a paper clip) on the "T'" (principal axis) . Shine a be.1m of light 
fron1 the ray box parallel with the principal axis such that the bean1 of 
light just touches the top of the object. Place two dots in the tniddle 
of the incident (ind reAected light hean1s. Ren1ove the ray box and 
connect the dots fonning lines rhclt rep1esent the incident and reflected 
light ray . Identify the focal point. Repeat this process \vith a hean1 
of light just touching the top of the object in line with the focal point. 
Place rwo <lors in rhe 1ni<ldlc or the incident and rcAected light bean1s. 
Rernove the ray hox and connect the dot · forn1ing lines that represent 
the incident Jnd reflected light rays. Students can now dravv rhe i111age 
using rhe intersection of the two reAecred rays. Finally, students c.1n 
con1pare the ch(.uacteristics of the in1age they have dravvn \Vi th their 
initial observations. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUiDE 
OPTICS 
Real and Virtual Images (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies Resources 
W\vw.gov. n I .ca/c<lu / scie11cc_ref/ ma in. h tm 
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Real and Virtual Images (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students will be expected to 
2 .46 Construct ray diagran1s 
showing the forn1ation of 
images in curved n1irrors. 
Include: 
(i) 
(ii) 
. 
convex 1111 rrors 
concave n1irrors, 
vvhen the object is in 
different positions. 
Inc lude: 
• object between focal point 
and niirror 
• object benveen t<)cal point 
and 2x focal length 
• o b ject beyond 2x focal 
length 
2.47 Describe the characteristics 
of i1nages formed using 
concave and convex mirrors. 
I 11c1 ude: 
(i) size 
(ii) up righ t or inverted 
(ii i) real o r virtual 
2.48 Differentiate between real 
and virtual i1nages. 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
In the second pan of this lab, teachers could require students to observe 
the irnage of an object placed bet\veen the focal point and 2 x focal 
point in a concave mirror. The students should indicate that the irnage 
is inverted and larger than the object. Next, students vvill justify what 
they observed using a ray diagram. In order to do so, teacher~ should 
have students dra'v a la rge "T" on a piece of paper. Place the concave 
n1irror, upright, on rhe top of the "'f". Students will place an object (for 
exa1nple, a paper clip) on the "rf'' (principal ax is) . Shine a beatn of light 
from the ray box paralle l \vith the principal axis such that the bean1 of 
light just touches the top of the object. Place two dots in the middle 
of the incident and reAectcd light bean1s. Rcrnove the ray box and 
connect the dots fanning lines that represent the incident and reflected 
light rays. Identify the focal point. Repeat this process with a beam 
of light just touching the top of the object in line w ith the focal point. 
P lace two do ts in the middle of the incident and reflected light bean1s. 
Re1nove the ray box and connect the dots fo rn1ing lines that represent 
the incident and reflected light rays. Students can 110\V drav1 rhc in1age 
using the intersection or the two rellected rays . Finally, students can 
corn pare the characteristics of the in1age they have drawn with their 
initial obset"Yations. This procedure can then be repeated with the 
object between the focal point and the mirror as \Vell as beyond 2 x focal 
length. 
After working through the core lab activity, students rnay inquire why 
the forn1ation of so tne i111ages on ray diagran1s require the extrapolation 
of reflected light r~ys, \vhile others do nor. This may be a good 
opportun i ry to differentiate between real virtual in1ages. Real images 
can forrn on a screen \vhile virtual i1nages can not. 
Teachers should ensure students are able to: 
• recognize and lahel a ray diagrarn, 
• <lr~nv a ray diagran1 wirh a given ten1plate 
• explain observations of an in1age using a ray diagran1 . 
Teachers should ensure students have sufficient hands-on practice 
using the rni rrors as well as drJ.wing ray diagran1s that they are able to 
locate an in1age and give a general description (using a ray diagram) 
w hen given J.n object's locat ion. 'Teachers should provide studen ts with 
tctnplares which include the principal axis, sketch of 1nirror, and focal 
point for a ll ray d iagrams. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Real and Virtual Images (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Paper and Pfncil 
• C reate a table to highlight and contrast the characteristics of images 
fa nned bv concave and convex rn irrors. 
" 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CU RRICULUM GUIDE 
OPTICS 
Resources 
ww\>\'.gov.n l.ca/e<lu / scicncc_ rcfJ main. ht m 
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Real and Virtual Images (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students zui II be expected to 
2.49 Identify new questions and 
problems concerning light 
reflection that arise from 
'vhat was learned. (210-16) 
2.50 Work cooperatively and 
collaboratively \Vith others 
to plan and safely construct 
an optical device using 
n1irrors. (209-6, 21 1- 1) 
2.51 Identify and correct practical 
prohletns in the way a 
constructed optical device 
function s. (210-14) 
102 
Elaborations- Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
·reachl'rs could chJllenge students to construct a periscope or design and 
build a "class roorn" surveillance systen1 using a nun1ber of srnall, plane 
and/or convex rnirrors. Also, teachers could have students explore how 
the co rnbination of rnirrors is used in fun house applications to produce 
different types of in1ages. These types of problen1-solving activities 
would pern1it the students to discover and use the laws of reflection in a 
given context. 1eachers could have students address these problen1s in a 
general sense or in a very detailed n1anner using ray diagratns to explain 
these rnore cornplex pheno1nena. Teachers could observe the students to 
determine how \veil they assess the problen1 accurately. 
Teachers could have students work in pairs or in sn1all groups to plan, 
design and prohlen1-solve these types of activities. Teachers could have 
students defend their plans/ <lesigns/ n1odels by presenting their id eas to 
other g roup , to the class as a \vhole, or by preparing a derai led poster 
or written report. 'Te1chers could note whether the students share 
responsibilities for difflculties encountered during the activity as an 
ind icator for the attitudinal outcon1e on working collaboratively. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
0P1:cs 
Real and Virtual Images (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies Resources 
www.gov.nI.ca/ ~du/sci ·nu ... _rd/ main. h rm 
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Refraction 
------
Outcomes 
Students lllill he expected to 
2.52 Identif), que~tion<; to 
investigate involving 
refraction ari<iing fron1 
practical problerns and 
issues. (208-2) I ncludc: 
(i) the bent stick effect 
(ii) apparent po~ition of a 
fish under \Vdt r 
2. 53 Describe qualitatively how 
\ i<,ible light is refracted. 
(308-1 O) 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
'fo begin th is topic, teachers could have students recall rhe 
dcn1onstration perfonned at the beginning of the unit using the 
large heaker of water and pop'>icle stick. Alrern~nively, teachers cou Id 
have student~ cornplete an activity in which the position of a coin in 
an opaque cup apparently changes when water is added to the cup. 
Teachers could u ·e their school\ Hrx c1n1cra to pcrforn1 th is activity as .-t 
\vhole cla')S demonstration. 
Teachers should relate \r\'hat has been already covered in the study of 
reflection and virtual i1nages to this topic to ensure students underst ,1nd 
that the location of an object's image is depended upon hovv the hurnan 
brain interprets the light rays entering the eye. That is, the hurnan brain 
does not interpret that these light rays bent or refracted as they traveled 
fron1 \r\'ater to air. As a result, the apparent position of the object is 
different fro1n its actual position. Teachers could use diagrams to 
explain ho\v the<;e examples of refraction occur. At th is point, the details 
of such a diagran1 do not have to be presented (e.g. vvhy the light rays 
bend in the direction they do). This can be presented once refraction 
has been studied a Ii ttle fu rrher. 
Teachers could in traduce the tern1s a~sociated with refraction th rough 
the use of a den1onstration in \vhich a hearn of light fron1 a ray box is 
shone upon a prisrn. Teachers rnay \VJ.nt to carefully adjust the angle at 
\r\'hich the incident ray shines upon the surface of the pris1n so that the 
proble1n of the dispersion of light is rninirnized. The incident rays and 
refracted ray can be n1arked \r\'ith dots and the surface of the prisn1 can 
be traced. Once the ray box is n1oved, the diagrams can be completed 
by appropriately connecting the dots. l'he teacher could then 1neasure 
and corn pare the angles of incidence and refraction. By perfonning 
such a de1nonstration, the teacher can easily present how the angle of 
refraction changes \Vith the incident angle. In order for the entire class 
to n1ore easily vie\v such a detnonstration, teachers n1ay want to use an 
overhead projector or the school's Acx can1cra. 
A laser could he used in place of the ray box as it \vill not cause 
dispersion (thus tanning a pectru1n of colours, each refracted by a 
different an1oun t). 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAF r CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Refraction 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Pt1per and Pencil 
• Explain how the refraction of light causes us to see a stick as being 
bent in water. (308-8) 
• D escribe the effect of light refraction on objects (o r in1ages) seen by 
the hun1an eye and why th is effect occurs. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GU IDE 
Resources 
www.gov.nl.ca/c<l u/scic11ce_rcf/ ma in. ht m 
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Refraction (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students wi lf be expected to 
2.54 l)cflnc rhc process of ligh t 
refraction. Include: 
(i) incident ray 
(ii) refracted ray 
(iii) angle of incidence 
(iv) angle of refraction 
2. 5 5 Indicate that the speed of 
light decreases as it travels 
from one n1edium to 
another of greater density, 
and vice versa. 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers cou Id use d iagran1s, relating to the observa tions n1ade in the 
,1cn vity/dcn 1onst r~nion as they d efine and help students d evelo p an 
understanding of these tenns. 
Light slows dovvn as it travels through other media such as through 
water or glass fron1 air. A possible analogy for refraction is a car 
traveling on the highway. If the car runs onto a sandy shoulder, it will 
veer and slovv down. This n1odels the refracted ligh t that is caused by 
traveling through a denser 1nedi un1. Teachers could roll a wheels and 
axle setup (e.g. from a roy vehicle) fron1 a bare surface onto a rougher 
surface, to sitnulate light traveling fro1n one 1nedjum to another of 
different d ensity. If the wheel anJ axle hits straight on, it w ill slow 
down but does not bend. If the wheels hit at an angle, one wheel \\1ill 
slow do\vn before the other, and the direction of the wheels \vill change. 
This is analogous to the refraction of light as it passes from one rnedium 
to another of differen t d ensitv. 
" 
GRADE: 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Refraction (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Pr1per flnd Pencil 
• (~reatc a rahle or n1ind map to sh<)\V the 1nain characteristics of 
the terrns incident ray, refracted ray, angle of incidence, angle or 
refraction. 
• Explain how the refraction of light causes us to see a stick as being 
bent in \Yater. (308-8) 
Perfornuznre 
• Create a song, rap, poem, or jingle that describes the n1ain 
characteristics of the tern1s incid ent ray, refracted ray, angle of 
inci<lence, angle or refraction. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
or r1cs 
Resources 
W\\\v.go\. n I .ca/ <?d u/sc icnce_rcf/ main. h rm 
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Angles of Incidence and Refraction 
Outcomes 
Students u,ifl be expected to 
2.56 Esti1nate angle~ of incidence 
and refraction. (209-2) 
Include: 
108 
( i) as I igh t rnoves frorn a 
less dense 1nedium to a 
more dense mediutn 
(ii) as light n1oves frotn a 
n1ore dense 1nediu1n to 
a less dense rned i u1n 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers could re\ isit the ray box and pris rn dernonstration con1pleted 
during the i ntroducrion of rhe tern1s as~ociated with refraction. 
'Teachers could change the angle of incidence and have ~rudents observe 
the affect on rhe angle of refraction. Students could 1neasure both the 
angle of incidence and angle of refraction each ti1ne. While they work 
through such an activity, teachers should ensure students observe how 
the difference in a n1ediun1's density affects the relationship benveen 
angle of incidence and angle of refraction. 
Teachers could den1onstrdte by roll ing a ball or n1arble from the floor 
onto a piece of carpet or n1at and, frorn the carper onto the floor at 
different angles. Point out the changes in the direct ion of the ball at the 
boundary between the floor dnd carpet. 
Teachers could no\v revi)it the refraction phenon1ena discussed earlier, 
including the apparent change in the position of a coin in an opaque 
cup or the benr stick etTecr. Teachers can now explain why the incident 
and refracted light rays \Vere drawn as they \Vere. Students should now 
develop a better understand of rhis pheno1nena and predict the apparent 
position of the object in such situations. 
Teacher~ could po int out to students that while the relationship between 
the angles of incidence and refraction is straightfor\vard, the same is not 
the case for refraction . While students are not expected to learn about 
Snell's la\v, teachers could inforn1 ~tudents that there is a rnathernatical 
relationship, called Snell's lav.;, that exists between the angle of incidence 
and the angle of refraction. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
OPTICS 
Angles of Incidence and Refraction 
Suggested Assessment Strategies Resources 
www.gov.n l.ca/c:Ju/scicncc_rd / main. hrm 
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Angles of Incidence and Refraction (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students will be expected to 
2. 57 Identify that a light ray 
tr:J.veling into a n1edium of 
greater density \vill bend 
towards the nonnal, and 
vice versa. 
2.58 Predict the effect of 
transparent n1edia of varying 
densities on the angle of 
refraction of light. (208-5) 
Include: 
(i) vegetable o il 
(ii) water 
(iii) rubbing alcohol 
110 
' Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
rl eachers shouJJ have StuJentS ob~erve and describe hO\V the refracteJ 
light bends at the interface J.nd what happens when the angle of 
incidence is changed. 
Stud en ts will likely observe the case of rotal in rernal reflection in any 
activity den1onstrating refrdction. ' lotal internal reflection can occur 
vvhen light travels fron1 a rnedium of high density to one of low density. 
In this si tuarion, the incident angle becornes great enough that the 
refracted angle reaches 90 degrees. Any larger incident angle will cause 
the light ray to reflect back into the original 1nediun1. Students could 
research uses for such J. phenotnena. Also, ~tudents could be asked V\·hy 
total internal reAcction only occurs when light travels fro1n a n1ediu1n of 
high density to one of low density. 
Teachers could have students do a refraction activity to dernonstrate the 
relationship between the incident angle and the refracted image. 
Every tnaterial or niedium has an index of refraction which is a measure 
of the degree to \vhich light refracts as it travels fron1 air into the 
1naterial. The higher the index of refraction, the greater the arnount 
of refraction which occurs. Determining the degree of refraction for 
a particular substance can be a useful tool in atternpting to identify an 
unknown rnaterial. 
Teachers could have students design and conduct a lab activity that 
looks at how ligh t is refracted through different liquids such as those 
listed. Students could place a pencil in a beaker containing each 
transparent liquid to test predictions about what might happen to the 
appeara nce of the pencil in the n1ediu1n as well as how the appearance 
would change in the different n1edia. 
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Angles of Incidence and Refraction (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Paper and Pencil 
• Diagram the bending of a light ray to\vards the normal as the light 
ray passing fro1n a less den~e to amore dense tned iurn. 
J>e~fonnance 
• C reate a poster, collage, or multi media presentation that shows the 
effects various liquids have on the refraction of light. 
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OP r1cs 
Resources 
\Vww.gov.n I .ca/ edu/ sci~nc~ _  ref/ main. h tm 
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Types of Lenses 
Outcomes 
Students u,if f be expected to 
2. 59 Construct a classification 
key of lenses. (210-1) 
2.60 Describe ffi'O types of lenses. 
Include: 
(i) convex 
(ii) concave 
2.6 l Provide exan1ples of each 
type of lens. Include: 
(i) magnifying glass 
(convex) 
(ii) eye glasses (convex) 
(iii) eye glasses (concave) 
2.62 Describe how lenses correct 
near-sightedness and far-
sightedness. 
2.63 Estimate focal length of a 
convex lens by finding its 
focal point. (209-2) 
2.64 Define focal length. 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
After students have been introduced to the refraction of light and 
so1ne exa1nples, teachers should present lenses as a con1n1on material 
that takes advantage of this property of light. Teachers could have 
students brainstorrn a li~t of everyday technologies tnake use of lenses. 
Magnifying glasses and eyeglasses will likely be two technologies vvith 
\vhich students have sorne experience. Teachers could supply students 
with n1agnifying glas~es so they n1ay observe the effects they have. 
Similarly, teachers could pro\ ide groups of students with a ray box and a 
selection of difleren t lenses so they n1ay observe the effect on light which 
the different types of lenses have. 
Teachers should ensure that stud en ts understand the practical 
applications of convex and concave lenses. A practical application of 
convex and concave lenses \vould include the use of eyeglasses used 
to correct near-sightedness and far-sightedness. A convex lens is used 
to correct far-sightedness. A concave lens is used to correct near-
sightedness. Teachers n1ay choose to wait until later in the unit, after 
ray diagrarns for the refraction of light through lenses has been covered, 
to illustrate how these technologies help to correct near- and far-
sightedness. 
Teachers should provide students with opportunity to explore and 
investigate the focal point and focal length of convex lenses. Teachers 
could have students use a n1agnifying glasses to focus light to a point 
(focal point) and then estimate or rneasure the focal length (i.e. the 
distance frorn the focal point to the lens). 
In convex lenses, for an object that is far away frorn the lens, the focal 
length is approximately equal to the distance that the in1age is fron1 the 
lens. 'feachers could have students perfonn an activity using a )Creen 
(a p iece of \vhite cardboard) and a lens to esti1nate its focal length . In 
this activity, students hrsr select a disrant object - perhaps an object 
outside that is vi~ible through the classroom window. Next, they hold 
the lens and n1ove the screen back and forth on the opposite side of the 
lens from the object until an image, as clear as possible, is forn1ed. The 
distance from the screen to the lens is approximately equal to the focal 
length . Thi~ activity will probab ly vvork best if the roorn is darkened 
(turn off the lights) and select a large distant object. 
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Types of Lenses 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Pe~forrnancc 
• c:reate a poster, collage or m ulti tnedia presentation that describes 
the benefits lenses have had on our society. 
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OP1 ICS 
Resources 
vVW\v.gov. n I .ca/ l'.d u/ SLicncc_rd/ ma in . htm 
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Lenses and Images 
-- -------------------------------
Outcomes 
Studfnts zuill hf expected to 
2.65 Rephra~e que~tion~ relared 
ro refraction and lenses in a 
rcstahle fonn. (208-1) 
2.66 Describe how three incident 
rays refract through convex 
and concave lenses. Include 
the follc)\,ving incident rays: 
114 
(i) trJ.vel ing parallel to the 
pri ncipal axis 
(ii) traveling through the 
optical cen rre 
(iii) traveling th rough the 
focus 
Elaborations- Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers could dcrnonstrare ho\v the three different light rays refract as 
they travel through a conYex lens a~ foJlo,vs; First, dr~nv a strJ.ight line 
on a piece of paper to represent the principle axis. Position the n1 iddle 
of the convex len~ in the n1iddle of the principle axis. Using a ray box, 
shine a bean1 of light parallel to the principle axis. Label the incident 
and refracted r .. 1ys \Vith dot~. The position, at which the refracted light 
ray intersects the principal axis, i<\ the location of the focal point. 'The 
focal length Call 110\V be n1easured. u~c this focal length tO locate an<l 
label a second focal point on the opposi re side of the lens. ·ro iden rify 
a second incident/ refracted light ray pair, shine a bea111 of light through 
the focal point. Again, label the incident and refracted light rays with 
dots. To identify a third incident/refracted light ray pair, shine a bean1 
of light th rough the lenses optical center (the center of the lens). This 
light ray hould not refract. Again, label the incident and refracted 
light rays with dots. Students should corne to the conclusion that for 
a convex lens, the refracted light ray are often refracted to a co1n1non 
point. } Ience this rype of lens is son1etin1es referred to as a converging 
lens (bringing together). 
After refraction th rough convex lenses is den1onstrated and discussed, 
teachers should nexr discuss refraction rhrough concave lenses. Teachers 
could den1on~trate h<)\V the three different light rays refract as they 
travel through a concave lens in the san1e rnanner as described above. 
Students should con1e to the conclusion rhat for a concave lens, the 
refracted light rays are refracted in different direction-. Hence this type 
of lens is so1neti1nes referred to as a diverging lens ( preading apart). 
Teachers could revisit the discussion of near- and far-sightedness frotn 
earlier in the unit. The type of lens used to correct the vision problen1 
depends on whether the human eye lens converges the light ray<i to 
a point in front of or behind the retina. In orher words, it depends 
on whether the lens refracts the light too rnuch (near-sighted), or not 
enough (far-sighted). Thus a near-c.;ighttd eye uses a concave lens, \vhile 
a [1r-sightcd eye uses a convex lens to help correct the problen1. These 
cire easily idcnrined, beecn1se rite concave kns \vill rnake the person's 
eyes and face look sn1aller, \vhile the convex lens makes the eyes look 
larger. Teachers should use J. concrete exatnple such as these to help 
reinforce rhese refraction patterns for the students to help then1 better 
conceptualize the topic. 
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Lenses and Images 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Pc~formance 
• Create a poster, collage, or 1nultirnedia presentation to show the 
refractive properties of convex and concave lenses. Include the 
principle axis, optical centre, and focus. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Resources 
W\vw.gov. nl.cafrduhcicncc_rcf/ main. h1 m 
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Lenses and Images (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students u1ifl be expected to 
2.67 (~onstruct ray diagran1s to 
describe the forn1ation of an 
in1age in a double convex 
lens, \Vhen the object's 
distance changes. Include: 
116 
(i) object bet\veen focal 
point and lens 
(ii) object bet\veen focal 
point and 2x focal 
length 
(i ii) object beyond 2x focal 
length 
Elaborat ions-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
()nee students underst~1nd how light rays refract through a convex lens, 
teachers could dernonstrate ho\\' to cornplete ray diagrams to illu~rrare 
image forrnation. To do rhis, first, dravv a scraighc line on J piece of 
paper to represent the principle axis. Position the n1iddle of the convex 
lens in the rniddle of the principle axis and label the focal points. Place 
an object such as a paper clip, in the desired location. Using a ray box, 
shine a bean1 of light parallel to the principle axis, so that it just touches 
the top of the object. Label the incident and refracted rays \vi th dots. 
To identif)r a second incident/refracted light ray pair, shine a bean1 
of light so that it just touches the top of the object and goes through 
the focal point nearest to it. This will only be possible if the object is 
located beyond the focal point. If the object is located between the focal 
point and the lens, shine a bean1 of liglll so that it first goes through 
the focal point nearest to it and then just touches the top of the object. 
Again, label the incident and refracted light rays with dots. To identify a 
third incident/refracted light ray pair, shine a beam of light so that it just 
touches the top of the object and goes through the lenses optical center 
(the center of the lens). Th is light ray should not refract. Again, label 
the incident and refracted light rays with dots. At the intersection of the 
three refracted rays is the location of the in1age for the top of the object. 
For the situation in which the object is between the focal point and lens, 
the refracted light rays \Vill not intersect. ln this situation, the refracted 
light rays 1nust be extrapolated to the other side of the lens to determine 
the location of the vi rrual i1nage. 
As students con1plete activirie<> in which they observe the refraction of 
light through a convex lens, they will observe that the light refracts twice 
as it travels through the lens; that is, it refracts as it enters the lens and 
again as it leaves the lens. I Io\vever, when completing ray diagrarns 
during probletn ~olving, the incident light ray is drawn to enter the lens 
and refract at the center of the lens. Teachers should explain that this 
is not what actually occurs and that ray diagran1s are approximations 
of the refraction that actually occurs. Ray diagrams are drawn in 
this 1nanner to sirnplify reality. The approxi1nation is very good and 
sufnciently accurate for the information that is to he taken from a ray 
diagram. 
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Lenses and Images (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies Resources 
W\Vw.gov. nl .c..:a/cdu /"icicncl.'_rl'l/ ma i 11.h1 m 
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Lenses and Images (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students u,1ifl Uf e>.pected to 
2.68 c:onsrruct ray diagran1s to 
describe the fo1 n1ation of an 
in1age in a double concave 
lens, when the object's 
dis tance changes. Include: 
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(i) object between focal 
po int and lens 
(ii) object bet\veen focal 
po int and 2x focal 
length 
(ii i) object beyond 2x focal 
length 
Elaborations- Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Once students understand ho\v light rays refract through a concave lens, 
teachers should dernonstrate ho\v to co1nplete ray diagratns to illustrate 
image formation. First, d ravv a straight line on a piece of paper to 
represent the principle axis. Position the 1niddle of the concave lens 
in the rn i<ldle of the principle axis and label the focal po in ts . Place an 
object such as a paper clip, in the desired locJtion. Using a ray box, 
shine a beam of light parallel to the p rinciple axis, so that it just touches 
the top of the object. Label the incident and refracted rays with dots. 
To iden ti(v a second i nciden ti refracted light ray pair, shine a bean1 of 
light so that it just touches the top of the object and is line with the 
focal point on the opposite side of the lens. Again, label the incident 
and refracted light rays with dots. To identify a third incident/refracted 
light ray pair, shine a beam of light so that it just touches the top of the 
object and goes through the lenses optical center (the center of the lens). 
This light ray should not refract. Again, lahel the incident and refracted 
light rays with dots. Since the three refracted light rays \vill d iverge, they 
will need to be extrapolated to the other side of the lens to determine 
the location of the virtual irnage. 
Teachers should discus \Vtth students the cotntnonalitics and differences 
benveen the refraction patterns for these two types of lenses. Through 
such a discussion, teacher) s realize that refraction through one of the 
lens types n1ay pose rnore problen1s for students than the other. If so, 
these proble1n areas 1nay requ ire son1e reinforce1nent. Students n1ay 
realize that only nvo of the three types of incident rays d iscussed are 
necessary to con1plete a ray diagram. Students could be encouraged to 
work co1n111only with the light rays that they ren1en1ber best. 
As in the case for convex lenses, students should observe that the light 
refracts nvice as it travels through a concave lens; that is, it refracts as it 
enters the lens and again as it leaves the lens. 
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Lenses and Images (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies I Resources 
www.gov.nl.ca/eduhcicncc_rd/ n1ai n. ht rn 
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Lenses and Images (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students zuill be expected to 
2.69 l)escribe the general 
characteristics of the in1age 
for all cases. Include: 
(i) distance 
(ii) size 
(iii) . . onentatton 
120 
Elaborations - Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
As in the case for n1irrors, teachers should ensure students are able to: 
• recognize and label a ray diagran1, 
• dr~l\v a ray diagra1n with a given ten1 plate 
• explain observation~ of an irnage using a ray diagratn . 
For concave and convex lenses, teachers should ensure student students 
are able to locate an in1age and give a general description (using a ray 
diagran1) vvhen given an object's location. Teachers should provide 
students with tetnplates which include the principal axis, sketch of lens, 
and focal point for all ray diagrams. 
For this outco1ne, a qualitative description based on observation of 
the ray d iagran1s is suflicienr. In a double con cave lens, the irnage w ill 
ah.vays be sn1aller than the object and upright. W ith a dou b le convex 
lens, the characteristics of the irnage (siLe and orientation) change w ith 
object distance. The primary focus for completing ray d iagran1s should 
be to help students gain an appreciation for the refraction patterns 
th rough the different types of lenses, and how we rake ad van rage 
of these refraction patterns in the developn1en t and use of various 
technologies. 
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Lenses and Images (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Paper and Pencil 
• Create a table to highlight the charJ.cteristics of in1ages fonned by 
concave and convex lenses. 
Pe;jornuznce 
• Create a poster or collage to show the general characteristics of 
images formed by concave and convex lenses. 
Prescnta ti on 
• Create and perform a song or skit that de~cribes the general 
characteristics of i1nages fonn ed by concave and convex lenses. 
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OPTICS 
Resources 
www.gov.nI.ca/ cdu/ \Cicncc_rl.'f/ mai 11. h 1 m 
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Development of Optical Technologies 
Outcomes 
Students zuifl be e>.,pected to 
2. 70 Describe ho\v optical 
technologies have developed 
through systctnatic trial-and-
error proce"ses constrained 
by the optical properties of 
the n1aterials. ( 1 09-5) 
2. 71 Provide exarn ple<; of optical 
technologies that enable 
scientific research and relate 
personal activities associated 
with such tech nologie~. 
I ,...,2 
L... I 
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(I 09-10, 111 -3) Include: 
(i) telescopes (refract ing 
and reflecting) 
(i i) microscopes 
Provide exan1ples related 
to optics that illustrate that 
scientific and technological 
activities take place 
individually and in group 
settings. ( 11 2-8) lnclude: 
(i) c;alileo - telescope 
(i11di\ idual) 
(ii) Nevvton - telescope 
(i11dividt1al) 
(iii) Hubble lelcscope 
(gro up) 
(iv) L,1ser technologies 
(group) 
------ - ------------------
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
The C()RF S~l'SE component of thi~ unit incorporate~ a broad range of 
Gr.tdc 8 science outcon1es. l\.1ort ~pcciflcally, ir t,trgets (in whole or in 
p~u t) 109-5, 109-10, 111-3, and 112-8). The STSE co1nponent, ''Fibre 
()pries" can be found in Appendix A. 
Jn addition to uc.;ing the Core STSE to address this outco1ne, tea hers 
could have student · investigate and describe the deve1opn1ent and 
evolution of an optical technology such as a rnicroscope, telescope, 
reading glasses, or contact 1ensc~ .. 'Jcachers could use this as an 
opportunity to help students understand that technological advances 
ofren follovv the devclop1nenr of scil"ntific understandings. for cxarnpk, 
the developn1ent and use of the vJ.rious optical technologies depended 
on the developn1ent or cl n1aterial that would lend ilself LO the specific 
application (e.g. the developn1ent of contact lenses). 
Teacher~ could haYe tudentc.; re'iearch the historical developn1ent of an 
application of optics. Teacher~ should en~ure students are aware of the 
scien t inc rese,lfch tl1J t occurs bec.1 use of oprical rechnologies JS well 
as the personal activities such as using ,1 telescope or magnifying glass 
are related to the <;tudy of optics. Face sh ields on hockey heln1cts, car 
headlights, Aac.;hlighrs, rnagnifying gL1~<1es, eye gla<:>ses, conract lenses, 
n1icroscopes, telescope~, and can1cras can be used as exa1nples. 
Teachers should ensure srudcnrs arc a\Vdrc of scientific and technological 
activities that involve individuals, such as lens n1akers, and groups, such 
as astronon1y rearns investigating and ~urv eying the universe. Through 
such discus~ ions , students should develop a better appreciation for the 
narnre of ongoing deYelopn1enr of scienrific kno\vledge. For ex,unple, 
the dcvelop1nent of optical tl'.ch nologies is gradually helping us to better 
understand the complexity of our universe. The kno\vledge that we 
have today is hy no means . ragnant, and will li kely change and be extent 
on in the near future. The intc:nnediare student 1nay often <>truggle 
\Vi th these nature of science topics. Thi~ is \vhy the nature of science 
is hest treated on an ongoing Lx1sis. As the student learn<:> about the 
Jeveloprnent of optical technologies, this process can be treated as being 
<lnalogous to rhe developn1enc of kncv~vledge in scienriflc corn rnunity. 
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Development of Optical Technologies 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Portfolio 
• M <l ke a list o r create a sn1dll scrapboo k of va rious reflecting 
tech nologies a nd indica te t heir particular uses. (209-2) 
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OPTICS 
Resources 
www.gov.nl.ca/L:d u/scicncl.'._rd/ main. h rm 
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Unit 3 
Fluids 
Specific Curriculum Outcomes 
Suggested Time: 25 Hours 
~ l l I' { IL_,,,) 
Unit Overview 
Introduction 
Focus and Context 
Science 
Curriculum Links 
126 
Fluids, including air <1nd \V~lter, are ess(:ntial in n1ost industrial 
processes. l~hey fonn the basis of hydraulic and pneutnaric devices 
and n1achines. Students \vill explore rhe properties of Auids, including 
viscosity and density, :ind expbin thern using the particle rhrory. They 
w ill also have an opporruniLy to understand the buoyant forces acting 
on floating, sub1nerged, and sunken object.s. A<:> students conduct their 
investigations, they \viii recognize the practical applications of the 
properties or fluids in the operation or simple m.1chines. 
l~he focus of this unit is on the inquiry process. Students will also have 
the opportunity to design and carry out activities based on fluids. The 
context is the students' kno\vledge and use of fluids and buoyancy. 
Ocean-going vessels and oil rigs \Vottld provide a context to investigate 
why son1e things sink and so1ne things f-lo;ir. 
At the pri1nary level, students have explored the properties of different 
liquids and ohserve ohjects that sink and Boat. ln ele1nentary, students 
were introduced to air as a Aui<l in the conrexc of Aight. At the high 
school level, students will have opportunity co further explo re Auids and 
hydraulics in physics and technology courses. 
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Curriculum Outcomes 
-- ---------
STSE 
Students u1i!/ be expected to 
Nature of Science .and Technology 
109- 10 relate ~K~rsona l act ivi ti c-" in formal 
;111d inform.ii sctr ing-; tn spcLifiL 'iLicnu.' 
clisci p Ii nc~ 
Relationships Between Science and 
Technology 
111-1 provide exJmples of 1,cientiflc 
knowledge that h:wc rc~uhcd in the 
'-
d cvd op m e 11 t or technol ogies 
111-) Jcscribe the science undcrl ving 
, < 
particu Lir technologies designed to ex plore 
natur,il phenomena, extend human 
cap.tbilit ics, o r so lve practical problems 
Social and Environmental Contexts 
of Science and Technology 
1 I 2-7 provid <.: examples of how science 
~md techn ology aff~cr rlici r I ivl's ,rnd thci r 
comm u 111 t y 
~LUI DS 
--- - ------ - -·------------·---
Skills Knowledge 
-------- ------- ·-----+--- - - --------------
Students zuill be expected lo 
Initiating and Planning 
208- 1 rephrase question\ in .l tcstahlc 
form ,rnd ckarl~, ddl1h.' pr.lLLiu1l problems 
208-2 idcnrify yue-;rion\ ro in\'cs tig<tte 
ari1, i11g from pracric1l probkms ;md i,1,1,ucs 
208-6 design an experiment and iden tif) ' 
m,tjor v,lriabk" 
208-8 ,1,~· l c:ct 1ppropriare methods and 
rools fo r colk cring dara and informa tion 
and for ·mlving problems 
Performing and Recording 
209- 1 carr:· out prou.~durcs contro lli ng rhc 
major variable" 
209-_) uo;;c in <; rrumenrs dfocrivelv and 
I 
accurately for collccring dara 
209-6 us<.: rool<; ,md apparatus safrly 
209-7 demonstrate a knowledge of 
\ '<IH i\ 1 L · srandards by usi ng proper 
rcchn ique" For hand ling and disposing of 
lab marcri,1 ls 
Analyzing and Interpreting 
2 10-2 compi le ,rnd. display Jara, by hand 
or com purer, in ,1 variety of formats, 
including <li,1grclms, How charts , t,tblcs, 
bar gr;1phs, line graphs, and scatter plots 
210-6 interpret pa trcrns and rrends in 
J,1ra, and infer and explain relationshi ps 
among che '.i riablcs 
..... 
2 10--. iden tify, and suggest C>..J)lanarions 
, ~<-
for, discrcp.rncie~ in data 
2 J 0-9 calculate rhcorerica l values of a 
va riable 
2 10- 12 idenri~~· ,rnd evaluate potential 
applic,iriun" of findings 
Communication and Teamwork 
21 1-3 work coopcrarivcly wirh re;ltn 
mem bers ro develop anJ carry our a plan , 
and troubles hoot problem~ as they ari~c 
Students zoill be experted to 
.107-6 c<>m pa rc tlH~ vi..,co"ity of various 
liqt1id ... 
_)(P-7 describe factors that can rno<li~~, the 
viscosiry of a liquid 
307-8 describe the rclationsh i p between 
the ma ..... ..,, volume, .rnd density of .... olids, 
lilJUids, ,rnd gases using rhc particle model 
or matter 
307-9 exp b in the effects or clungcs in 
rempcra tu re on the dcnsi ty of sol ids, 
liq uids, and gases and rcl,1 re the rcsu lrs to 
rhc particle model of matter 
307- l 0 describe .'l ituarions in dai ly life: 
where the dcn .'li ty of substances na tur<lll y 
changes or is inrcnrionally altered 
107- 11 ;-in a l y~e quanti tativel y the density 
of various sub,1,tance.'I 
.109- 1 describe qualita tive!) rhe 
rd,nionship between mass and wcighr 
.)09-2 describe rhc movement or object ... in 
tnms of balanc:cd and unbalanced forLCS 
309-3 describe quantita tively the 
rcl.uion ... h ip hetwc:cn force, area, and 
pressure 
309-4 explain qu~1 l ira ri vdy rhc 
relationship between pressure, volume, 
;1nd temperature when liquid and gaseous 
fl uid,1, arc Lu mpn.:sscd or he,nc<l 
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Fluids and Viscosity 
Outcomes 
Students ?Di fl be expected to 
3.1 I den ti fy question.-> to 
investigate arising fron1 
practiLal proble1n and issues 
involving Auids. (208-2) 
3.2 Define fluid 
3.3 c: o1npare solids, liquids 
and gases in terms of shape 
and volutne, and using the 
particle theory of 1natter. 
Include: 
(i) shape 
(ii) volun1e 
(iii) particle arrange1nent 
(iv) particle tnovernen t 
3.4 Idenrify examples of fluids 
in everyday life. Include: 
(i) cornpressed air in tires 
(ii) water 
(iii) syrup 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
'Teachers could use a Word Wall to display the key terrns of the unit. 
This could be used in one o f two vvays; the teacher could place all of the 
\~'ords on the \Vall prior to beginning the unit or add \vords to the list as 
they are introduced. 
Teachers could ask students ro create a K-W-L chart (see Appendix B) 
on students' unders tanding of fluids. 
Teachers should define a fluid <ls any form of matter (substance) that 
Ao\vs. 
Students have already learned in the Heat unit covered in g rade 7 
that there are 3 states of rnatter. Teachers should review the following 
characteristics: 
Solids Liquids c;ases 
Definite shape 
Definite volun1e 
Particles close 
Vibrate in place 
I ndcfl n i te shape 
Def] nite volu n1c 
Particles close 
Free flo'vving 
Indefinite shape 
Indef-in i te vol u n1e 
Particles distant 
Randon1 movernent 
Since liquids and gases do not have a definite shape they are able to flow. 
H ence by definition, liquids and gases are fluids. 
T eachers could have students engage in a N u rnbered Heads strategy (see 
Appendix R) to revie\v the characteristics of solids, liquids, and gases. 
Teachers could ask students to create a foldable to outline the 
characteristics of solids, liquids, and gases. 
Teachers could have srudenrs brainsrorn1 exan1ples of A11ids in everyday 
life. Several exan1ples that could be used include: 
food fl L1 ids (syrup, ho ney, n1olasses, \Vd Ler, or o il.) 
cleaning Aui<ls (sh<1n1poo, liquid detergenrs, ge ls, abrasive 
c rea111s like \ ' i 1n TJ\l) 
bodily fluids (blood, mucus) 
industrial Au ids (oi ls as lubricant, compressed air in rires) 
GRADE 8 SCI ENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Fluids and Viscosity 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
I'11per a11d Pencil 
• (~reate a foldable, o r a \Vindow pane, to represent the arrange1nen t 
and 1nove n1ent of particles in solids, li quiJs and gases. (208-2) 
Journal 
• Describe what h appens to \vater particles as \Vater changes fro1n 
solid (ice) to I iquid to gas (srean1) . Be sure to include the followin g 
vvords in your description: 
(i) shape 
(ii ) voluLne 
(iii) p article a rrangement 
(iv) pa rticle movernent (208-2) 
Perfarn1ance 
• Design and p erfo rm a role play or a dance \vhich shovvs the 
difference in behavior of t he particles in the diffe rent states of 
rnatter. Students should focus on arra ngement and 1nove1nent of 
p articles. (208-2) 
Portfolio 
• List examples of <lifferent rypes of Hu ids founJ in your hon1e and 
specify whether these are liquids (L) or gases (G). c;roup the1n into 
categor ies using the tab le below: 
Food Fluids C leaning Flu ids Bodily Fluids Mechani cal 
Fl uids 
(208-2) 
Interview 
• Inte rv iew 3 people who V\1ork in three different e nvi ronments 
to dcrcrn1ine what Auids arc useJ , or found, in the ir \!Vorkplacc. 
(208-2) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
FLUIDS 
Resources 
www.gov.nI.ca/ cdu/ scicncc_rd/ main. h rm 
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Fluids and Viscosity (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students will be expected to 
.1. 5 Define viscosity 
3.6 Relate the viscosity of a 
liquid to the atnount of 
friction benveen particles. 
3.7 Identify exarnples of 
viscosity in everyday life. 
Include: 
130 
(i) n1otor oil 
(ii) patnts 
(iii) foods 
Elaborations- Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
ivlany students 'v\ ill have hdd first h,u1d experience \Vi th the viscosity of 
a variety of liquids. An infonnal discu~sion of various corn1non liquids 
such a~ shampoo, juice, honey, pancake syrup or dishwashing liquid \viii 
help the teacher derern1ine hov.; fo1niliar ~rudents are with this concept. 
For 1nany student~, viscosity is related to how l'runny'' so1nething is. 
rle,1chers ~hould e1nphasize that the definition of viscosity i~ a 1ncasure 
or a liquid's resistance ro A.o\\. 
Ir is irnpot rant at this point that teachers identify and address any 
rnisconceptions students n1ay have about viscosity. For exan1ple, 
students inay confuse that a Auid that is viscous is one rhar is "runny. '' 
Students have alre,1dy defined friction Jnd have explored ho\v to increase 
or decrease its effects in the unit on forces and si1nple 1nachines in grade 
five. 'Teachers could revie\v the idea of friction as a force that resists 
movcn1ent. ~rhe greater the friction or rubbing of particle~ in any A.uid, 
the highe1 the viscosity. This can result fro1n the size and shape of the 
liq u id parricl e~ as wel I as the attraction between particles. Further 
discussion about the attraction bet\veen particles will take p lace later in 
this unit. 
By providing opportunities for hands-on experiences, students 
should be ~1hle to see ho,v dirferent Ouids helve diHerent flo,v rates or 
vi~cosities. Ho,vever, teacher should also rnake students aware that 
n1any subsr.inces require the proper degree of viscosity to perforrn their 
intended function . For exa1nple, in order for 1notor oils robe effective 
lubricants, they need to have the proper viscosity. Paints require an 
appropriate degree of viscosity in order to spread properly. Peanu t 
butter kepr in the fridge is often too viscous to spread. 
Teachers conld have sruJenrs begin creJt ing ;1 concept mJp, using Aui<ls 
as the central rerrn. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Fluids and Viscosity (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Paper 11 nd Penci I 
• 
• 
Create a co1nic strip depicting the relationship between the viscosity 
and the friction between part icles in <l Auid. (208-2) 
Find exa1nples of d ifferen t types of oils fo und in you r ho1ne. l;or 
eJch type of oil, explain what it is used for and relate its viscosity to 
ir · uses. (I 09- 10, 112-7, 208-2, 210-12) 
jounu1f 
• Explain \vhy son1e foods such as pean ut butter are not kept in the 
refrigerator. \vhile others, such as, 1nargarine are. (208-2) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCC DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDl 
FLUIDS 
Resources 
\\ \\'w.go\. n I.ca/ cd u/ 'lcience_r d/ ma i 11. lu m 
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Comparing Viscocities 
Outcomes 
Students will be expected to 
3.8 Dehne Ao'v\· rare 
3.9 Identify examples of liquids 
with different flow rates. 
Include: 
(i) water 
(ii) dishwashing liquid 
(iii) corn syrup 
3.10 Identify and relate personal 
activities and potential 
applications to fluid 
dynarnics. (109-10, 112-7, 
210-12). Include: 
(i) Pancake batter 
(ii) Motor oil 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning andTeaching 
l-Io'v\' fast a f-luiJ. Ao,vs can be dcrennined by n1casuring irs Ho\v rare. 
This is often u1:1ed to conlpare the viscosity of fluids since viscosity itself 
is a difficulr property ro me,1sure directly. Teachers should define Aow 
rate as the speed at which a Auid Ao\vs fro111 one point to another. 
' Ieachers ~hould choose cxa111pks to show obvious Jiffercnccs in How 
rates. The liquids chosen should include examples of fast (v{ater), 
medium (di~hw<1shing liquid) ctnd slow (corn syrup) flovv rates. Other 
liquids that could be discussed and investigated could include rnolasses, 
pancake syrup, honey, body lotion, liquid hand soap, cooking oil, 
shatnpoo, water, pop, n1ilk and juice. Flo\v rate sensors could be used to 
investigate and rneasure viscosity. 
Teachers should provide students with the opportunity to discuss 
and n1ake connections to practical applications of their knowledge 
of the viscosity of liquids. Everyday experiences using warrn and cold 
liquids allow students to understand that the use of liquids in different 
situations depends on the properties and applicat ion (its use) of the fluid 
itself. 
'leacher~ should encourage sru<lents ro generare a list of fluids used in 
everyday life. Teachers should ensure that pancake batter and rnotor 
oil are two of the exarnples included in this list. Teachers should lead 
students in a discussion relating the viscosity of liquids to their use. For 
exan1ple, the temperature of engine oil would dictate how quickly it 
\vould drain from an engine during an o il change, or vvhy different types 
of n1otor oil are used for different engines and different seasons. 
Teachers could work with the Hon1e Economics teacher to have students 
investigate the viscosity of pancake batter. Teachers could ask stud en ts 
to detcnnine why you are able to pour son1e batters and yet must 
spoon others. Teachers could have students investigate the preparation 
of various types of 1naple syrup and honey products that have various 
v1scos1t1es. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDf:: 
Comparing Viscocities 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
In tervicu1 
• Interview a rnechanic o r another adul t to determine v-.'hy there a re 
so rnany different types of 1notor oils; for exa1nple, why there are 
different oils for di ffe rent engines as well as for different seasons. 
(109- 10, 11 2-7, 210-12) 
Perfonn11nce 
• Using a variety of pancake hatter thicknesses , students \v ill cook, 
share and compare the ir results. (I 09-10, 11 2-7, 210-12) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CU RRICULUM GUIDE 
rLUIDS 
Resources 
www.gov.n I.ca/ cd u/ .scicncc_n.:f/ main. h l m 
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Comparing Viscocities (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students will be expected to 
3.11 (~0 1npare the viscosity of 
various I iqu ids. (307 6) 
3.12 Reph rase questions in a 
testable fonn and clearly 
define practical p roblen1s. 
(208- 1) 
3. l 3 Identify and suggest 
explanation for d iscrepancies 
in d ata (210-7) 
3.] 4 c:ompile and display d ata 
using a bar graph (2 10-2) 
3.15 Design an experiment to 
test the viscosity of various 
co1nn1on fluids and identify 
the inajor variables . (208 6) 
3.16 Carry out procedures 
control I ing the inajor 
variables (209-1) 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
'Teachers should ren1 ind students that viscosity is the 1neasure of a 
liquid's rrsisunce to Aow. Teachers should i11ake l he students EHniliar 
with the correct way ro describe the viscosity of Au ids. Fluids rhat have 
a high viscosity, or Auids that ,ue more viscous, flow slo\vly. Whereas 
fluids that have a low viscosity, or Auid~ that are less viscous, flow freely 
or faster. 
Core Laboratory Activity: The Flow Rate of Liqu ids. 
The bboratorv outco1nes 208-1, 208-6, 209-1, 210-2, 210-7 and, in 
" 
part 307-6 are addressed by completing CORE LAB 7-2B "The Flow 
Rate of Liquids". 
Teachers could use an observational checklist to assess \vhether studen ts 
can iden tify the dependent, independent and control variables in this 
activity. 
Teachers could challenge students to design another method for testing 
the viscosity of liquids than that o u tlined in the textbook. Some 
exan1ples of other types of resting include: using a syringe and a constant 
pressure (w·eight) on the syringe to Jererrnine vvhich liquid en1pries first; 
a splatter test, \vherehy students determine how far a particular liquid 
travels under constant pressure; and a spread test, whereby students 
dravv a sn1all circle (about I I 2 cm) in dian1erer on a whi re sheet of paper 
on which they place one drop of a particular I iquid to see ho\v far the 
liquid spreads in a given an1ount of ti1ne. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CU RRICULUM GUIDE 
Comparing Viscocities (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Paper and Pencil 
• Rank t he following I iq uids in order fro1n lo\vest to highest 
viscosity: 1nolasses, sharnpoo, 'v\'ater, cooking oil, ton1aro juice and 
dishwashing liquid. (307-6) 
Journal 
• Choose any two liquids and describe the difference in tern1s of 
viscosity. (307-6) 
Perforrnance 
• Create a poetn, rap or song ro help you disringuish benveen fluids 
that have a high viscosity and those that have a lo\v viscos ity. 
(307-6) 
• Create your own controlled experiment to compare the viscosities of 
a variety of liquids using the follo\ving rnaterials: 
(i) Inclined plane (exarr1ple: a plank of wood) 
(ii) Masking tape and str~l\vs (to create lane~) 
(iii) Stopwatch 
(iv) A variety of liquids (111otor o il, paint, n10L1sses, \Nater, orange 
juice, ketchup) (307-6, 208-6) 
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'v\'\vw.gov. n I.ca/ edu/sciencc_rcf/ main. hrm 
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Factors that Affect Viscoscity 
Outcomes 
Students zui!L be e)c.pected to 
3. 17 [)escribc facto rs that 
can rnodify the viscosity 
o f a liquid. (307 7) 
Teachers could use a nu1nber 
of exatnples to explain 
the factors affecting the 
. . 
Vl~COS l tv. 
,, 
3.1 8 Explain a liquid 's resistance 
to fio\v in te rn1s of the 
particle theory of niatter. 
Include: 
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(i) strength of attraction 
between particles 
(ii) temperature 
(iii) concentration. 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teacher~ could use a nurnber of exan1ples to explain the factors affecti ng 
the viscosity. 
Teachers could revie\v and highlight the )ections of the Particle T heory 
of Matter that apply in t his d iscussion of visco~ ity. 
( 1) There is a force of attraction between particles that can be either 
strong or weak. The discussion with respect to viscosity should include 
the following two ideas: that there is an attraction of particles within 
one particular liquid itself and that there is an attraction between 
the particles of the liquid and the particles of the object on which it 
is flowing. Essentially the~e are the ideas of cohesion and adhesio n. 
Students are not responsible for knowing these two tenns, however, 
teachers should ensu re that students could identify the two situations 
in which the attr3.ction of particle) takes place. For exan1ple, the 
droplets of rain that appear o n a clothesline after a rai nfall illu~trate both 
adhesion and cohesio n. The fact that water particles re1nain together to 
fo rn1 droplets is an exatn ple of cohes ion and the fact that the droplets 
remain on the clothesline is an exan1 ple of ad hesion. 
(2) Particles are constantly in motion. As they acquire 1nore energy, 
they move faster. The discussion here should highlight the fact that as 
liquids are heated the particles move faster and farther apart. As a result, 
the viscosity decreases because there is less friction and the attractive 
force between particles is reduced. For exan1ple, \vhen honey or wax is 
heated it Rows t~1ste r (viscosity decreases). 
(3) There is en1pty space between the particles. (~oncentration refers 
to the amount of substJ.nce in a given space. If a liquid is concentrated, 
it n1eans that there are 1nore particles in a given space. As a result, the 
viscosity increases because there i) tnorc fric tio n and the attractive force 
benveen particles is inc reased. for exatn ple, skim n1ilk, I o/o tnilk, 2°/b 
niilk, vvhole n1ilk and cream. 
Teachers could engage studen ts in a Jigsaw activity (see Appendix B) 
to review the relationship ben veen the particle theory of matter and 
. . 
VISCOS tty. 
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Factors that Affect Viscoscity 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
journtz! 
• Explain the following state1nent using the tcrn1 viscosity: Ir is better 
to store n101asses in the cupboard rather than the refrigerator when 
vve are using it fo r pancakes. (307-7) 
• Explain the scien tific basis of the expression "slow as cold n1olasses. n 
(307-7) 
Paper a11d Pencil 
• Explain how the viscosity of Purity Syrup (concentrated ) c hanges 
when you n1ix it with water (dilute). (307-7) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CU RRI CULUM GUIDE 
FU 'IDS 
Resources 
www.gov.nI.ca/ cdu/ scicncc_rcf/ m ,1 in. h rm 
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Factors that Affect Viscoscity (continued) 
Outcomes 
Stude11 ts iuill he e~\pected to 
3. 19 Work cooperatively 
with tean1 n1e n1bers to 
design an experin1ent and 
id en ti fy m ajor variables 
in order to inve~ tigate the 
effect of te111perature and 
. . . 
concentranon on v1scos1 ty. 
(208 6, 2 I 1-3) 
3.20 Use a t en1pcrature-
measuring technology 
effectively and accurately 
for collecting data in 
. . 
te n1 perature-v1scos1 ry 
investigations. (209-3) 
3.21 Dc1nonstratc knovvledge 
ofWI-1MIS standards, for 
exarnple, by den1ons trating 
the correct inethods of 
disposal of various o ils. 
(209-7) 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Relative v i~co iry of products of different concentration (ex. rnilk) can 
be co1npared as \veil as the diffe re nce in viscosi ty of a parric u b r liquid 
as the tcn1perature changes. If students choose to inves tiga te oils, or 
sirniLu liquids, teache r\) should set up water baths. Teache rs should 
caution students not to heat oils or other si111ilar liquids in a pot on a 
heating device as it could cause o il or grease fl res . 
Teachers could instruct s tudents to fill ,1 plas tic bottle with v,irious 
liquids. Each plastic bottle should also contain a marble and 1nust be 
able to be SLaled /closed. The closed plastic bottle should then be placed 
in water haths at various te1nperatu res. Students record the ten1pe ra ture 
using the thern1ometer that is in the water bath, and then invert the 
bottle and record the ti1ne it take~ the 1narble to travel to the bottorn. 
Teachers could have students heat pa ncake syrup or molas~es to various 
temperatures J nd repeat the Hovv ra te <lctiviry. Similarly, the viscosity of 
liquids of different concentrations could also be tested u :-, ing the s~unc 
procedure. 
Teachers should ensure that students U\)e good safety prac tices when 
disposing of liquids other than \vater. Teachers could gauge students' 
attitudes to\vards science by observing whether students a~su1ne 
respo nsi bility for th e pro per dispo~al of waste. 
Teachers could use an Anticipation / Reaction Guide strategy (see 
Appendix 13) u si ng diffe re n t exan1ples of oils and their disposal. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Factors that Affect Viscoscity (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
journr1! 
• Explain why so1ne fl uids such as paints and n1oto r oils cannot be 
disposed of by po uring then1 dc)\vn the sink. (209-7) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
FLUIDS 
Resources 
'v\'W\\.gov. n I.ca/ cdu/ sci~nce_rcf/ main. h l m 
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Defining Density 
Outcomes 
Studn1ts zuifl be expected to 
3.22 Describe the relationship 
an1ong the rnass, volume, 
and density of solids, liquids 
and gases using the particle 
1nodel of matter. (307 8) 
3.23 Describe the relationship 
between state of matter 
(sol id, liquid or gas) and 
density using the particle 
tnodel of rnatter. 
3.24 Describe the relationship 
between mass, volume and 
density. 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning andTeaching 
Stu<lents n1ay hdve detennined the volu1ne of regularly shaped solids in 
their n1ath class. Teachers could have students construct regular solids 
fron1 uniforn1 building blocks and rneasure the volume of liquids by 
pouring thern into a calibrated beaker. 
In order to detern1ine density, teachers should probe the idea of how 
to d etermine the volume of irregular shaped objects. Teachers should 
ensure that students are a~'are that they can determine the volu1ne of 
irregular solids by irnn1ersing then1 into a beaker of water and n1casuring 
the volume of the displaced fluid. 
Teachers should give students the opportunity to explore the ratio 
between tnass and volu1ne of a material. Teachers should ensure that 
students realize that this is a constant value. This constant value is called 
density and is a rneasurable property of matter. 
Teachers should ensure students understand the concepts of m ass and 
volun1e prior to defining density. Tec1chers should einpliasize thdt the 
mass-ro-volun1e ration of a 1natcrial is a constant value. 
eachers coulJ use lead and aluminum density blocks to help students 
gain an understanding of the reb.tionships arnong the mass, volume and 
density of solids. 
Sin1 ilarly, teachers could have students investigate how various liquids 
(e.g. oil, salt wJter, disrilled v.'arer) Hoar on one ~1norher. 1eachers should 
give students the opportunity to observe the layering of different liq uids 
as a n1ethod of cotnparing d ensit ies. Hydrorneters could be used to 
inves tigate the densities of a variety of liquids. 
Teachers could have students investigate the difference in density of 
gases by comparing an ai r-fll led balloon to a helium-filled balloon (of 
equal volun1es). 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CU RRI CULUM GUIDE 
Defining Density 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Pcr{orn1ance 
• c;iven a variety of liquids, groups of students can be challenged to 
place then1 in a test tube in ~1n order that will produce the greatest 
nun1ber of layers. Retnember that food coloring can be used tor 
visual separation, depending on the liquid . Students will share their 
best co tnbination with other groups. (307-8) 
journal 
• Explain scientiflcally \vhy it is e:isicr to Roat in the ocean, rather 
than in a pond. (307-8) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CU RRI CULUM GU IDE 
FLUIDS 
Resources 
ww\v.gov. nl .c 1/ed u/ -;c iencc_ rd/ main.htm 
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Determining Density 
Outcomes 
Students u1ill be e>.:pected to 
3 .25 Analyze quantirati\'ely 
the density of various 
substances. (307 11 ) 
3.26 Calculate the densi ty of a 
1naterial, given 1nass and 
volun1e 
3.27 ( ~alculate the n1ass of a 
n1aterial, given densi ry and 
volutne 
3.28 Calculate the volu1ne of a 
1naterial, given density and 
n1ass 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
The formula for density i ~ d = m/V.15omc.: students may be able to 
n1anipulare the equation algeb raically. Fo r ~tudents who <:,rt uggle \vi th 
the algebra, teachers cou Id also teach rhe three forms of the equation to 
calculate n1ass and volun1e, o r use a fo rrnula triangle (V = rn/d and m = 
d x V) 
............. · 
.. 
.. 
d 
... 
,• · . 
. · .. 
.. .. 
.. .. 
'• 
.. . . 
m 
. .
•. 
·  ........... . 
Teachers could use a data table, like the o ne below, to record 
observations and calculations as rhev address this outcon1e . 
.I 
Substance Mas~ (g) Vol u1n e (cn13) Density (g/cm3) 
A 
8 
c 
~\.Teachers should ensure that students understand that the density of a 
fluid is expressed in g/n1L \vhile rhe density of a solid is expressed in 
g/cn13. ( 1 n1L is equal to 1 c1n3) 
Teachers could reinforce this concept by u~ ing a 3-dimensional diagran1 
such as those utilized in n1arhen1atics ( 10 x I 0 x 1 O). 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Determining Density 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Por~{Olio 
• Students v.1ill co1nplete the following table to calculate n1ass, volurne 
and density of common iten1s. (~a1cubtions for each are required. 
Substance Mass(g) Volu rne (cn1 ~ ) Density (g/ctn )) 
Salt 20.00 9.26 
Gold 0.72 19.32 
Wood 8.00 0.66 
(birch) 
(307-1 l) 
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FLUIDS 
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Determining Density (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students u1ill be expected to 
3.29 Use insrrurnenr~ effccti\ely 
and accurately for collecting 
data. (209-3) 
3.30 Select appropriate n1ethods 
and tools, and use thern 
safely, in order to detern1ine 
the volu111e of irregular 
~haped objects by \Vater 
displacen1en t. (208-8, 
209-6) 
3.31 Identify, and suggest 
explanations for, 
discrepancies in data. 
(210-7) 
3.32 Calculate the density of 
various objc.:cts. (210-9) 
Include: 
(i) irregular shaped objects 
(ii) liquids 
(iii) granular objects 
(iv) regular shaped objects 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
(~ore I aboratory Activity: Derennining Densities. 
The laboratory outcotnes 209-2, 209-3, 209-4, 210-6 and, in part 
304-5 are addre~sed by con1pleting C()RE LAB 10-l B ''Oetennining 
Dcnsi ties,,. 
Variations in readings of the variou<.; instrun1ents \viii help students 
understand the need for .1ccu r.ue n1easure1ncnt and how sorne errors can 
be explained \Vhen cotnpared to a norn1. 
Teachers could initiate a discus ·ion of the Nature of Science. 
Th is discussion could include hovv science has advanced with the 
introduction of various tools and the E1ct that observations n1ade are 
only as good a~ the tool used, as \vell as the per~on using it; all i1nportant 
aspects of the Nature of Science. 
Whether stud~nts honestly report and record all observations, even 
\vhen the evidence is unexpected, \vill affect the interpr~tat i on of resu lts. 
This i~ an indicator of the ·tudents valuing accuracy, precision, and 
honesry in scienrific inquiry. Ir is another opportunity for teachers 
to include a discussion of the Nature of Science. Teachers could raise 
the question of \vhether scien ti~ts would ignore results that are not 
consistent \vith \vhat they expected. Based on student responses, the 
teacher could lead rhen1 to under~tand that scientists are real people, just 
like rhetn, and could fabify data, particularly if their job or reputation 
\Vas on the line. 
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Determining Density (continued) 
Suggested Assessment St rategies 
• Identify \vhen you \Vould use the water displacement nlethod for 
detern1ining the volu1n e of irregularly shaped objects. (208-8, 
209-()) 
Pe1forma1Lce 
• Given a graduated cylinder, water, a ruler and a catch tray, n1easure 
the volun1e of a rock and a rectangular pencil eraser. Describe how 
to measure the volun1e of each object. (208-8, 209-G) 
Paper and Pencil 
• Using the water displace1nent method, you determined that the 
volu1ne of a n1arble was 10.5 crn3 . Your lab partner also rneasured 
the volun1e but used a formula for their calculations and found the 
volun1e to be slightly less than yours. Explain. (2 10-7) 
• Using the concepts of volume, d ensity and mass describe how 
Archimedes proved that the King's CH)\Vn \Vas not tndde of pure 
gold (refer to Discovering Science 7 text for the Archin1edes story). 
(208-8, 209-6) 
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FLU IDS 
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\\ ww.gov. n I. ca/ cdu/ sc.icrKe_rd/ main. ht m 
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Changes in Density 
Outcomes 
.Students zDiff ue expected to 
3.33 Explain the effect~ of 
changes in ren1perarure on 
the density of ~olids, liquid~·, 
and gase and relate the 
result to the parrjcle n1odel 
of mJ.tter. (307-9) 
3.34 Identify exa1nples of density 
changes (resulting frorn 
a ten1perature change) in 
everyday life. Include: 
(i) hot a ir balloons 
(ii) warn1 vs. cool tire 
pressure 
(iii) vvater in its three states 
3.35 Describe situations in 
life \vhere the density of 
./ 
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substances naturally changes 
or is int<:ntionally changed. 
Include: 
(i) drying of \vood 
(seasoning of \vood) 
(ii) hot air balloons 
(iij) salt \vater being easier 
to Ho:.H in (307-1 O) 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning andTeaching 
'fhis is a revie\v and possible expansion of the concept covered in the 
grade 7 unit on f 1ear. Teachers could use a variety of lab activities and 
den1onstrarion to a~sisr \Vi th rhe teaching of this outcon1e. 
The exan1ple of den<;ity being influenced by te1nperarure change could 
be de1nonstra red using a balloon, a 1neasuri ng tJ.pe and the freezer 
con1partn1e1H of a refrigerator. ·rcachers could fill a balloon \Vith air and 
tie it off Mea··a1re the circu1nfcrence of the balloon. Place the balloon 
in the freezer and again n1easure the circu1nterence of the bal loon - it 
~hould be less. As density ic:; a rneasu re of the ratio of mass and volume, 
dcnsitv should increase when the air in the balloon is cooled. Th is could , 
be observed by rneasuring the circurnference of the balloon. 
Most substance~ are denser in their solid , rate than in their liquid state; 
\Vater is an exception. When \V .. lter freeze<;, it expands and its density 
decreases (this i · "'·hy ice Aoa rs). Orhenvise, 'Na rer follows the norn1al 
trend; the density of \Vater ("ol id), below the freezing point, increases 
as ternperature gets lower, and water (liquid) becon1es less dense as it is 
heclted. 
I lot air balloons, submarines and scuba gear are a fe\v exa1nples of 
situations that teachers could use to describe how the density of 
so1ne subc:ttances changes or is changed. Teachers could have students 
investigate si tuJ.tion~ in nature \vhere the density of substance change 
naturaJly such as in fish (a ir bladders) and ice. 
'Teachers could use cxan1pks of Aoating ofTshorc drilling rigs and how 
sunken ships, such ,1s fl. hing ho,n<; or the Titanic, could he raised fron1 
the sec1Aoor. 
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Changes in Density 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Portfolio 
• Using knowledge of how ternperature change affects volu1ne and 
density, explain the follo,ving situ.uions: 
(i) A heliun1-filled balloon shrinks when exposed ro cold 
rein peratures 
(ii) Alcohol, in a thermometer, rises when heated 
(iii) Vinyl siding installed during cold \Vcather n1ust have spaces 
between each piece 
(iv) Power lines sag in the su nuner (307-9) 
journal 
• Explain why you should not over-infbte your car tires during the 
hot, su1n 1ner months. (307-9) 
Pe1fornuznce 
• Rese'.lrch rhe use of nitrogen to infLue GH tires. (307 -9) 
Interview 
• Interview any person associated with the building or use of wooden 
watercraft. In vestig.tte: 
1. Why certain types of wood are used 1nore co1nn1only? 
2. Why the wood is dried before using? (309-2, 307-1 O) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURR ICULUM GUIDE 
FLU IDS 
Resources 
WWV\'.gov. nl .ca/ edu/ scicncc_rd / mai n . h rm 
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Balanced and Unbalanced Forces 
Outcomes 
Students zuilf he expected to 
3.36 Describe the 1noven1ent of 
ob jeers in tenns of balanced 
and unbalanced forces. 
(309-2) 
3.37 Define force 
3.38 Define balanced and 
unbalanced fo rces 
3.39 Describe q ual itatively the 
d iflerence between n1ass and 
weight. (309- l ) 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
'Teachers could revisit the concept of fo rce that \Vas introduced in (-;rades 
2 and 5. 
Teachers could engage students in a Quiz-Quiz Trade activity (see 
Appendix B), with balanced and unbalanced forces, using the Inside-
()utside Circle (see Appendix B). The inside circle would rotate 
clock,vise .1nd the outside circle would rotate counter-clockwise. As in 
(~uiz-(~uiz Trade, ~tudent~ should exchange cards after each question. 
Teachers should provide students with exan1ples of balanced and 
u nbalanced forces. Balanced forces are equal and oppos ite forces such as 
those that prevent a wagon frorn rolling do,vn a hi ll. Unbalanced forces 
are unequal such as those that cause an object to fall. 
Teachers could have students co rnpare units of tnass (gran1s, kilograrns) 
with the forces (Newtons) they exert on Earth by us ing spring scales and 
various balances. 
Teachers should ensure that ~tudents kno\v that the rnass of an object 
does not change, but its weight changes depending on the local 
gravitational force. For exarnple, you weigh less on the Jvfoon than on 
Earth; you h.ive not lost any tnass, ho\vever there is less gravitational 
force o n the 1110011. 
Teachers could have students take part in a Think-Pair Share activity 
(see Appendix B) dealing vvirh situations involving n1ass and weight. An 
extension of this could involve students fixi-ng false statemen ts rcgar<ling 
these concepts. 
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Balanced and Unbalanced Forces 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Paper and Pencil 
• Draw a diagram of each of the following three si tuations: 
(i) rock sinking in water 
(ii) heliurn balloon rising 
(iii) bo.n Hoarj11g on water 
l n each diagra1n, use atTO\VS to den1onstrate the forces of buoyancy 
and weight. Longer arrovvs will represen t the greater force, shorter 
arrO\VS will represent the s1na] !er force, and arrows of the sa1ne size 
will represent equal forces. (309-2) 
• [)escribe the difference between n1ass and weight using the te rms 
force n1erer, balance scale, and g ravity. (309-1) 
}ournrzl 
• You have just accepted a new position v.; ith NASA and your first 
rnission involves a two-1nont h stay at their space station on th e 
Moon. Because of 1nass restrictions on the spacecraft, your suitcase 
cannot exceed 20 k ilograms. NASA also requires that the weight 
of your suitcase he measured. Upon arrival at the space station , you 
notice that your suitcase 'Neighs l e~s . Explain . (309- l ) 
• Gjven the following data, explain why the weight of an object varies 
fro1n planet to planet. Which planet has the least a1nount of gravity? 
Explain. 
Planet Weight (Ne,vtons) 
Earth 680 
Mercury 240 
Venus 571 
l\1ars 266 
(309-1) 
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Buoyancy and Buoyant Forces 
-----------
Outcomes 
Students iui!f be expected to 
3.40 Describe the connection 
between weight, buoyancy, 
and sinking or floating. 
(309-2) 
3.41 Define huov<lnt force 
J 
3.42 Apply the concept of 
balanced and unbalanced 
forces to the buoyancy 
and weight of an object 
to explain why it sinks or 
floats. 
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Elaborations - Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers should provide students \Vith the opportunity to discuss 
weight, buoy;incy, sinking or floating hy relating their personal 
observations when swimtning and/or lifting objects in the water. 
Students may already have had the experience of trying to in1n1erse a 
beach ball in 'Nater, but have not been able to explain it scienriflcally. 
The conlitruction of Cartesian Divers could also provide for discussion 
and illustration of unbalanced forces. 1cachcr<> could introduce students 
to sin1plc force vectors \Vh l'. n investigating and representing the various 
forces in play when an object Roat.) or sinks. 
Teachers should ensure that students understand that an object will 
float if its buoyant force, when fully in11nersed, is greater than irs weighr 
(gravitational force); and it will sink if its weight is greater than the 
buoyant force . To illustrate this, teachers could use objects of different 
n1asses and place then1 in \Yater. 
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Buoyancy and Buoyant Forces 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Pcrforrn1n1ce 
• Usi ng a varie ty of comn1on 1nate ri,lls cu t into equally sized blocks, 
inves tiga te n1 ass, vo lume and de nsity. fo r exan1ple, sty rofoan1, 
'vvood, cheese, n1od e ling clay and floral foa n1 . M e :isu re thei r n1.1sses, 
pred ict and detcnnine \vhet her o r no t they V\ ill si nk o r fl oat in 
\Yate r. Results can be recorded in a table, as fo llo,vs: 
Tvpe o f M ass o f Block Predic tio n Observat io n 
M ateria l (g) (Sink or Float ) (S in k or Float) 
(309-2) 
Perforn1t1,r1ce 
• Invest igate a nd d escribe the in tcracrion between buoyan t force, and 
we ight o f diffe rent o bjects. For example, th ree different balls, n1ad e 
o f n1aterials such as Sty rofoa n1, rubber and n1e ra l, can be in11n erseJ 
and re leased in \Yater. After the halls have con1e to rest , exp lai 11 you r 
observatio ns in tenn s of buoyant fo rces in relati o n to the object 's 
~1eight. Resu lts can be st11n1narized in a rahle as bel<)\V: 
W ei<rht Sink or 
(;reare r Fo rce; 
O bject M ass (g) b b uoyancy o r (N) Float? 
g ravity? 
Stvrotoam ba ll 
" 
M eta l ba ll 
Rubbe r ball 
Note: Th is c 1n be rn odificd hy provid ing students \vith o bjec ts 
of different shapes to sho\v the role shape and urface a rea play in 
b uoyancy. (309-2) 
jourJLa! 
• Your younger brot her loves piggy back rid es. Yo u discove r that it 
is much easie r to g ive him a piggy back ride in your c;win1rning 
pool than it is in your living roorn . F.xp la in , using buoyan t fo rces. 
(309-2) 
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Appll ications of Buoyancy 
Outcomes 
Students u1ilf be expect('d to 
3.43 Identify questions to 
investigate arising from 
practical problems involvin g 
d ensity and buoyancy. 
(208-2) 
3.44 List exarnplcs of materials 
that may sink or fl oat, 
depending on the 
application. Include: 
(i) \vooden boats vs. a 
\Yater logged stick 
(ii ) n1etal block vs. 1netal 
boats 
(iii) a sealed, etnpty plastic 
horde vs. a plastic 
bottle full of water 
3.45 Define average density 
3.46 Indicate that an object 
vvill floJt if it is less dense 
than the fluid in which it is 
immersed. 
3.47 Indicate that an object will 
sink if it is d enser than 
the Auid in which it is 
immersed. 
3 .48 Prov ide exa1nples of 
technologies that have been 
d eveloped because of our 
understanding of d ensity 
and buoyancy. ( 11 1- 1) 
Include: 
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(i) perso nal flotat ion 
device~ (ex . life jacket~) 
(i i) subrnarines 
(iii) hot air balloons 
Elaborat ions-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
rreach ers coulJ encourage student thinking about questions to 
investigate using the following to start discussio n: 
- Whv do n1etal boats A.oar \vhen 1neral is more d ense rhan water? , 
-When sw i1n1ning, why do you sink \\' hen you roll yourself into a ball , 
but you Aoat when you lie Aa t o n your back or sto1nach? 
Through exploration and investigation, teachers should ensure that 
students understand that an object's density is one of the factor5> that 
detern1ine why it floats or sin ks . When the object's d ensity is rhe san1e 
as rhe mediurn, an object will neither sink nor Aoat; it is said to be 
neutrally buoyant. 
Teachers could use an Anticipation / Reaction c;uide strategy (see 
Appendix B) using examples of diffe rent materials. 
Personal flotation devices generally operate because they arc tna<le of 
n1ateri als that have a ve ry lo\v density. When a person wears a life jacket, 
the average densi ry of the person and I ife jacket is less than the densi ty 
of the water. As a result, rhe perso n floats. 
Teachers could introduce the relationship between weight of the person 
and the size of the PFD. Teachers could also discuss Vv1 hy a PFD loses its 
buoyancy after a period of years. 
1~hroughout this unit, teachers sho uld provide students with 
opportunities to relate various technologies, such as personal Rotation 
d evices, research submers ibles and div ing equipn1ent, 
based on the princ iples of d ensity and buoyancy. 
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Appllications of Buoyancy 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Perfornurnce 
• Tn groups, investigate the relationship benveen n1ass to volun1e, by 
designing a variety of vessels using n1odeling clay or tin fC)il. Each 
group is responsible for designing and conducting a fair test to 
detern1ine which design holds the n1osr rnass. (208-G, 211-3, 309-2) 
• Choose frorn a variety of materials, such as tinfoil, cardboard, 
, 
n1odeling clay, and plastic to design and construct a boat. Test the 
designs to determine which boat can hold the n1ost n1ass and stay 
aOoaL. (111-1, 208-(), 2] 1-3) 
Paper and pencil 
• You have decided to purchase sorne new canoe paddles for the 
surnmer season. At the sporting goods store, you see several types; 
son1e made of wood and sotne n1ade of n1eta1, hut they have equal 
rnass. c;iven that wooden paddles are less dense than water and the 
n1eral paddles are n1ore dense, which would you buy? Explain (208-
2, 208-6, 211-3, 309-2) 
• You r younger brother has recently received some hath tub toys and 
asks you to explain \i\'hy son1e of the objects float, vvhile others sink. 
Write a response to his question using your knovvledge of densi ry. 
(209-3, 208-6, 21 1-3, 309-2) 
}ourn11l 
• Your teacher has just presented the class vvith a glass of water 
containing one ice cube. Explain why rnost of the ice cube is belo\v 
the surface of the water) yet the ice cube is still Aoating. (309-2) 
Prcsenta ti on 
• 
• 
Research a variety of technologies that use the principles of density 
and buoyancy in their function. So1ne exan1ples are: life jackers, 
sub rnarincs, hot air balloons, research sub1nersibles) and <living 
equipn1ent. Create a visual display that denionstrares ho\v these 
devices take advantage of our kno\vledge of den~ity and buoyancy. 
(I I 1-1) 
I\1aterial, the shape and size of the vessel are all irnportant factors in 
boat and ship construction. Investigate ho\v these factors affect how 
well a boat or ship Aoats. Create a visucll display of your find ings. 
(111- 1, 208-2) 
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Pressure, Hydraulics and Pneumatics 
Outcomes 
St11deJtts zoill be expected to 
3.49 [)escribe quantitatively the 
relationship benveen force, 
area, and pressure. (309-3) 
3.50 Define pressure 
3. 51 L)ef ine the Pascal (Pa) unit 
.1. 52 Define arn1ospheric pressure 
3. 53 CJlculate t he pressure, given 
force a nd area 
3. 54 Calculate the force, given 
pressure a nd area 
3.55 Calculate t he area, given 
pressure a nd force 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
A study of unbalanced forces could aJ<;o lead to an investigation of 
pre~surc i11 Auids (air ,ind w~ner) and solids. Teachers ~hould ensure that 
students have a qualitative understanding of the relationship benveen 
force , area and pre"sure before teaching the quantitative relationships. 
Using the exan1ple of A.at-heeled shoes and high-heeled shoes, teachers 
could lead a discus'iion on the relationship of weight (gravitational force) 
and pressure. 
Teache rs could provide opportunities for designing experin1ents and 
identifying 1najor variables related to relationships an1ong fo rce, area, 
and pressure. 
Teachers could den1onstrate the relationships herween fluid depth and 
pressure, us ing bottles o r cans \Vith holes at varying depths to illustrate 
ho\v the water will leak out when put in the cans. 
Teachers should introduce students to the tenn Pascal when doing 
investigations involving pressure. One Pascal is a very sn1all amount of 
pressure. 
Sorne students rnay be able to n1anipulate the equation algebraically. 
For students \vho struggle \vith the algebra, teachers could also teach the 
three fo n ns of the equation to calculate p ressure, force and area, or use a 
forn1ula triangle ( P =Fl A , F = P x A, and A = F/P) . 
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Pressure, Hydraulics and Pneumatics 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
jounuzl 
• Explain how force, area and pressure interact to n1ake the follow ing 
even ts possible: 
(i) A person wearing snowshoes can walk acros~ a section of 
deep, soft snow \Vithout sinking 
(ii) T'he nozzle on a garden hose can be u ~ed to create a faster or 
slower flow of 'Nater (309-3) 
P11per a11d Pencil 
• Students will co1nplere the table below: 
Force (N) Are3 (n1 .!) Pressure (N/ 1n 2 o r Pa) 
10 2 
5 1000 
50 150 
(309-3) 
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Pressure, Hydraulics and Pneumatics (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students u1il/ be expected to 
3.56 De~cribe the , cience 
underlying hydraulic 
technologies. ( l 1 1-5) 
3.57 l)efine hydraulic system 
3. 5 8 Identify a 1 iquid as an 
incompressible fluid (ie. 
definite volun1e) 
3.59 Define pneun1atic system. 
3.60 Identify a gas as a 
co1npressible fluid (ie. 
indefinite voluine) 
3.61 State Pascars lavv 
3.62 Identi~v examples of 
applications of Pascal's law. 
Include: 
(i) a car lift or hoist 
(ii) an hydraulic jack 
(iii) auton1obile braking 
system 
3.63 Identify questions to 
investigate arising fron1 
practical problen1s and 
. 
issues. 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Investigation of hydraulic systerns and pipeline systen1s would enable the 
students to better understand the relationship atnong force, area, and 
pressure. Teachers could invite profcs<iionals working in the oil industry 
to speak to the class. 
Teachers should provide ~tudents with an opportunity to explore Pascal's 
Law. Teachers could use vvater-fillcd b,1lloons, plastic bottles or syringes 
to illustrate a sin1ple hydraulic system. 
Students niay have observed the autotnobile lift putnp seen in service 
stations, which is a comrnon exarnplc and application of Pascal's Law. A 
fielJ trip to a local service centre \vould pern1it students to see a variety 
of technologie<-1 based on Pascal's Law. 
Other exarnples of this Principle that teachers could explore ind ude 
hydraulic chairs (dentist, hairdresser, and offlce), \.Yater gu ns, Elrm 
machinery and heavy construction eq uip1nent. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CU RRICULUM GUIDE 
FLUIDS 
Pressure, Hydraulics and Pneumatics (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
bztervieu1 
• Interview a rnechanic regarding the in1portance of having hydraulic 
technologies in a garage. These technologies can include a car lift, 
hydraulic jacks, and au ro1nobile brake sysrern s. (111-5) 
Portfolio 
• Using Pascal's La\v, explain how a water gun works. ( 1 l 1-5) 
GRAD E. 8 SC IENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Resources 
w\vw.gov. n l. ca/c<lu/science_n:f/ rnai n. h tm 
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Physical Properties of Gases 
Outcomes 
Students u1ill be expected to 
3.64 Explain qualitatively the 
relationship an1ong pressure, 
volume, and ten1perJ.ture 
when liquid and gaseous 
fluids are cotnpressed or 
heated. (309-4) 
3.65 Indicate that increas ing 
the temperature of a gas 
results in an increase in 
volume (pressure being held 
constant) 
3.66 Indicate that increasing the 
pressure on a gas results 
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in a decrease in volu me 
( te1nperature being held 
constant) 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers shou ld ensure that students perforrn an activity to investigate 
whar happen.\ to fluids when te1nperature, pressure, or volu1ne is altered. 
Pressure sensors (if available) could be used \vi th co1nputer interface 
technology to explore, illustrate and den1onstrate pressure changes. 
These sensors can easily measure changes in gas pressure, and can help 
students tnake an abstract concept n1ore concrete and n1easu rahle. 
Other exatnples that students 1nay be fa1niliar with include: hot ai r 
balloon , con1pressor for tools, hyperbaric chan1ber, car tires, football, 
soccer ball and basketball. 
Teachers could use an Anticipation /Reaction Guide strategy (see 
Append ix B) for these rebtionships. 
Teachers should provide students with examples, such as hot air 
balloons, or gasoline cans on a hot day (the vapour above the liquid 
increases in volu rne). 
Teachers should provide students \Vith exatnples, such as propane tanks, 
carbon dioxide cartridges used in paint ball guns, sp ray paint, whipped 
crean1 in an aerosol can , corn pressed air toys (Air Hogs TM and Nerf TM 
guns) and aerosol hair spray. 
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Physical Properties of Gases 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Portfolio 
• Use a concept 1nap to show the relationship benveen pressure, 
volu1ne and tetnpcrature when liquids and gases are con1pressed or 
heated . (309-4) 
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F- LUIDS 
Resources 
www.gov.n l.c1/ cdu/scicncc_rcf/ main. h 1 m 
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Physical Properties of Gases (continued) 
--------------------
Outcomes 
Students u'i fl be expected to 
3.67 Indicate that increas ing 
ten1perature of a gas 
results in an increase in 
pressure (volume being held 
constant) 
3.68 Interp ret patterns and trends 
in data and in fer and explain 
relationships among the 
variables (210-6) 
3.69 Provide exarnples illustrating 
the relationship an1ong 
pressure, volume and 
ternperature when gaseous 
fluids are con1pressed or 
heated. Include: 
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(i) propane cylinders 
(increase in pressure 
with a d ecrease in 
volun1e at constant 
te rnperature) 
(ii) heat ing an aerosol 
can result in an 
exp losion (increa~e in 
te1n perature resu lting 
. . . 
111 an increase 1n 
pressu re, at constant 
volun1e) 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
rfeachcrs should provide Students \VLth exarnpJes, such as cooking \Vith 3 
pressure cooker. 
Teachers could 3sk students to consider why aero~ol cans have a sy1nbol 
on them \Yarning that they should not be placed near hear/fldn1e . 
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Physical Properties of Gases (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Pr1per and I'fnciL 
• Dr~nv a sketch or cartoon to show ho\v gas volun1es change at 
different ternperatures. Be sure to include the Partic1e Theory of 
Matter. (309-4) 
• Describe ho-vv an increase in tetnperature affects the volurne of an 
inflated balloon . (309-4) 
Paper and Pencil 
• Prepare a graph to show that at a const~tn t ten1perarure, an increase 
in pressure will resu lt in a decrease in vo1ume. (2 10-6) 
• Prepare a graph to show that at a constant volume, an increa~e in 
pressure will result in an increase in ten1perature. (21 0-6) 
• Prepare a graph to sho\v that at a constant pressure, an increase in 
temperature will result in an increase in volun1e. (210-6) 
Note: These graphs do not need to be nun1eric. 
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Unit 4 
Cells, Tissues, Organs and Systems 
Specific Curriculum Outcomes 
Suggested Time: 25 Hours 
Unit Overview 
Introduction 
Focus and Context 
Science 
Curriculum Links 
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ln previous explorations of living things, students have not encountered 
the cell as a basic building block and functional unit of life . At this 
level, these notions are explored in a rigorous fashion to ensure that 
students understand the cell's critical in1portance to all life. These new 
understandings allo\v students to study the human organism fro1n a 
holistic perspective. Students \vill continue to study the different body 
systems but not in 1ninure detail. From activities, students should starr 
to appreciate a correlation benveen healthful living and healthy systen1s. 
This is the first rin1e rhat students dedl \Vith the sysren1s as an inregrarcd 
whole. 
The focus of this unit of study is on decision-making. Using the context 
of healthy/non-healthy life~tyle choices, and how these choices i1npact 
on cells, tissues , organs and systen1s, srudcn rs should appreciate their 
interconnections and use thern to make inforrncd choices when it 
comes to their health. 
l n primary students begin their study of living things by investigating 
the basic needs and characteristics of living things including growth and 
changes. In ele1nentary investigate the basic structure and function of 
several organ sysrerns 
In grade 9 ~tudents will investigate the process of cell d ivision more 
closely \Vithin the context of sexual and asexual reproduction . A 
beginn ing investigation into the cell's generic infonnation wi ll also 
occur. In senior high schooJ, students niight choose a course in b iology 
in which 1nitosis and n1eiosis are described in detail and the structure 
and function of the fen1ale and n1ale 1nan1 malian reproductive systerns 
are analysed and de~cribed . Cell theory is also addressed at this level 
, , 
and n1ajor organell es visible v.:ith the light and electron microscope are 
described and cellular processe~ investigated . 
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Curriculum Outcomes 
STSE 
Students will be expected to 
Nature of Science and Technology 
109-5 describe how rcchnologies develop 
as a sys tematic rrial-and-error process 
th .H is constrai ned by the properties of 
rn ~Heria ls and Lh c laws of ll cHU re 
109- 13 cxplai n the i mporrance of 
choo, i11g word~ that ctre scien tific1l lr or 
technologic1lly appropriate 
1 I 0-2 disri nguish between ideas used in 
the past and theories used today to explain 
natur~d phenomena 
11 0-) illustraLc examples of conflicting 
evidence for .... imibr scientific q11estion<1 
Relationships Between Science and 
Technology 
11 1-1 pro\'ide examples of scientific 
knowledge that have resulted in the 
development of technologies 
111 -5 describe the science underlying 
particular technologies des igned to e.,plore 
natu ral phenomena, extend human 
capabi lities, or solve practical problems 
Social and Environmental Contexts 
of Science and Technology 
112-2 describe how cl community's need <; , 
can lead to developments in science and 
rcchnologv 
<.., 
11 2- 10 proviJe examples of science- and 
technology-ba~ed ca reers in th eir province 
or territory 
1 I 3-8 make i nformeJ decisions about 
:1ppl ical ions of science'. and technology, 
taking into account personal and social 
advantages and disadvantage~ 
1 13-9 make i nformcd dec isions about 
applications of science and tech no logy, 
taki ng inro account cnvi ronm ent<ll and 
soci,11 advanuges and Jisadvant.1gc~ 
1 13- 13 propn ... e J course or action 
on <;ocial i ~sues related to science anJ 
technology, rnking inw account h uman 
and environmental needs 
Skills 
Students zvill be expected to 
Init iating and Planning 
208-1 rephrase questions in a tc,tablc 
form ~111d clearly dcnrw pract ical prohk111s 
208-') <;tare ;1 prediction and a hypothesis 
ba~ed on background in fo rm<Hion or an 
observed pattern of events 
208-6 design an experimen t and i<lcn ti fy 
major variables 
Performing and Recording 
209-1 carry out procedures con trol ling rht: 
major variables 
209-2 estimate measurements 
209-3 use instrument~ effectivcl \' and , 
accurately for collccLing dat,l 
209-4 organize d,tra using a format rhar is 
appropriate ro the task or experimen t 
209-6 use mols and apparatus safely 
Analyzing and Interpreting 
2 10-2 compile and di,plc1y data, br hand 
or computer, in a variety of formats, 
including di,tgr.1111-,, !low charts, Lahles, 
bar graph~, line gr.lph~, and scarrer pints 
2 10-6 interpret patterns and t rends in 
dat.1 , and infer and explain rdation~hips 
among th e variabll'.s 
210-7 identify, and suggc'>t explan:Hions 
fo r, discrepancie~ in data 
Communication and Teamwork 
21 1-3 work cooperatively "virh team 
member<; ro develop and carry out a plan , 
and trouhk-, hoo t problems a.) they arise 
2 1 1-4 e\ aluare individual and group 
procc-;se.., u .... ed in planning, prohkm 
sol ving, decision nuking, and completing 
a task 
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C[LL S, flSSUCS, onGANS Af\Jf) SYS I LMS 
Knowledge 
S~udcnts will be expected to 
304-2 identify the roles of prod ucers, 
consumer~, and Jecomp<>-"lTS in a local 
ecosys tem , C1nd describe bo th their 
diversity and thl'ir in teractio ns 
.104-5 distinguish hr tween plant and 
animal cell~ 
304-6 c...:pL1i n that growth and 
n.:prod uction depend on cell division 
304-7 expL1in structural and functiona l 
rdation~hips between <lnd ~1mong cell s, 
tissues, organs, and systems in the human 
body 
304-8 relate the needs and functions of 
various cel ls and organs to the need<; ;111 d 
functi ons of the human organism .is a 
whole 
304-9 describe the hasic fac tors rhar 
arleCL rhe funnions anJ efficicnc\' of Lhc 
I 
hllm;1n respiratory, circulatory, digcst i\e, 
cxcrl'tory, and nervous systt'm~ 
304-10 describe cxampk s of the 
interdcprndl'.ncc of various system.;; or the 
human body 
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Cells and Living Things 
Outcomes 
Students l,uill be expected to 
4. l Cornpare the early idea 
that living organisn1s \Vere 
tnade of air, fire and water 
with the rnodern cell theory. 
(110-2) 
4.2 Define cell 
4 .3 Describe the four 
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char .icteristics cornmon to 
living things. 1 ndude: 
(i) growth 
(ii) movernen t 
(locornotion) 
(iii) response to stirnuli 
(iv) reproduction 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Thi~ unit is intended to introduce students to the hasic concepts of cells, 
t issues, organs and systerns. It is irnportant to note that these topics are 
covered in significantly greater derail in rhe high school biology courses 
220 I and 3201. While son1e of this rnaterial rnay be repeated in later 
grades, it is important to provide students not pursuing life science 
studies in the high school, opportunities to gain knowledge in this area. 
Teachers could start this unit by c reating a ''Word Wall)) that is added to 
throughout the unit. Choose a wall in the classroom that can be used 
throughout the entire unit. As new concepts are taught in the unit, nevv 
words are introduced; they are written on a card and added to the wall 
(choose colored paper, colored print and ensure it is large enough for 
students to read frorn all areas of the classroon1) . At the end of the unit, 
all of the key tern1s for the unit (pl us some others) should be on the wall 
(do not include the definitions). This teaches the students to recognize, 
becon1e fa1niliar with, and spell the key tenns for the unit. 
Teachers could have students begin a Mind Map (see Appendix B) for 
this topic \Vi th "cells" at the center. Students would add detail to this 
n1ind n1ap as per tnind rnapping guidelines (see Appendix B). A more 
con1plctc definition of cell \vill arise as later outcon1es are addressed. 
Teachers should return to this outco1ne when looking at the cell as a 
living systern. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CU RRI CULUM GUIDE 
Cells and Living Things 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
jounud 
• Explain \vhy early peoples inay have thought that we \Vere tnade up 
of the basic 1naterials such as air, water and fire. ( 110-2) 
Paper and Pencil 
• Why do you think ancient people had different theories and 
explanations regarding the n1ake-up of our bodies than vve have 
today? (110-2) 
GRADE 8 SC IENCE DRAFT CURRI CULUM GUIDE 
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The Microscope 
Outcomes 
Students u1i if be expected to 
4 .4 l)escribe how optical 
rech nologies have developed 
through syste1natic trial and 
e rror processes constrained 
by the optical properties of 
the n1aterials. ( 109-5) 
4. 5 Identify and state the 
functions of rhe niajor 
parts of the con1pound 
m 1croscope. 
(i) eyep iece 
(ii ) objective lenses 
(iii) stage 
(iv) coarse adj ustm ent knob 
( v) f1 n c adj us t 111c11 t k n ob 
(vi) ligh t source/ lan1p 
(vii) iris diaphrag m 
(viii ) base 
(ix) barrel (or tube) 
(x) ann 
(xi) revolving nosepiece 
Elaborations- Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
1'he rn ic roscope is a rguab ly the n1ost i rnportan r tool in the biological 
sciences. To that end, students require n1uch prdctice u~ing 
rnicroscopes. This should include observing prepared slides and 
preparing and observing wet 1no unts. For those students \Vho may 
not be taking biology courses in high school , this 1nay be the only 
opportunity to get an in-depth experience in the use of the tnicroscope. 
Those students going on to Biology 2201 will get a second opportunity 
to have a more detailed lab ac tivity on the con1 pound rn icroscope. 
Teachers should ensure that students are taught the ski lls necessary to 
rnain rain and use the light n1 ic roscope safely and effectively. 
When introducing the inicroscope, teachers could use this as an 
opportuni ty to discuss the Nature of Science. Th is is a good place to 
etnphasize that science is a dynarnic, not a static, process. For e~ample, 
with the inven t ion of new technologie~ come ne\v discoveries in 
science. As the quality and sophistication of our tools (e.g. 1nicroscopes) 
improve, so does the quality of the observations, measuren1ents, etc., 
tha t we can tnake. This leads to the collection of nevi inforrnation . The 
infonnation i~ then used to c reate new theories or modify existing ones. 
'Teachers could have students follow the historical develop1nent of the 
rnicroscope frotn Leetnvenhoek's single lens 1nicroscope to the scanning 
electron n1icroscope. Teachers could have students create a foldabl e 
outlining the history of the mic roscope, its use, and a picture (from the 
internet or other source) of what an object looks like through its lenses. 
A detailed diagra tn, as well as the function of each of the parts of 
the n1icroscope, is available in the Skills section of the textbook. 
Teachers could also provide students \Vi th an unlabelled diagran1 of the 
rnicroscope and have students label their diagram as teachers point out 
and explain each of the parts while refe rring to an .1ctual 1nicroscope. 
Teachers could prepare cards \Vi th the narnes of the parts of the 
n1ic roscope and their functions and have students engage in a Quiz-
Quiz-Trade activity (see Appendix B) to revie\v and re info rce this topics. 
Teachers could ha\'e students create a foldable containing a labeled 
diagran1 of the m ic roscope. T'his fo l<lablc could be c reated with lift Haps 
vvhich prov ide a brief description of the func tions of the parts of the 
. 
rn tcroscope. 
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The Microscope 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
In tervictu 
• lntervievv a lab technician . In preparJtion for this task forn1ulate 5 
questions. rrhese questions l1ll1Sf rebre to the use Jllct the benefit of 
the n1icroscope technology vvhich allows then1 to do their job. 
(109-5) 
Paper and Pencil 
• Use diagrams to predict what epithelial cells, or other types of cells, 
will look Ii ke under different types of 111 icroscopes. ( 1 09-5) 
• Using a picture of a n1icroscope, label and identify the functions of 
each part. (209-3) 
Performance 
• (~reate a brochure to sell a microscope based on how easy it is to use. 
Be sure to give step-by-step instructions on its use. (209-3) 
• Using the format of "Pin-the-tail-on-the-donkey" game, label the 
parts of the rnicroscope (209-3). 
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The Microscope (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students will be expected to 
4.6 Use a light rnicroscope to 
produce a clear irnage of 
cells. (209-3) 
4. 7 Identify and suggest 
explanations for 
discrepancies in data. 
(210-6) 
4.8 ()rganize data using a 
'--- format that is appropriate to 
the task. (209-4) 
4. 9 Estimate 1neasuren1en ts 
of plant cells v iewed w ith 
rnicroscope. (209-2) 
4.10 De1nonstrate p roper care 
in the use and storage of 
the con1pou nd n1 icroscope. 
(209-6) 
4.11 Exatnine the fleld of view 
under low and 1nediu1n 
power. 
4.12 Prepare and observe a \vet 
niount slide. 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Core Laboratory Activity: Setting up and Using a Microscope. 
The laboratory outcornes 209-2, 209-3, 209-4, 210-6 and, in part 
304-5 are addressed by co1npleting C()RE LAB 10-1 B "Setting up and 
Using a l\1icroscope". 
Teachers should ensure that students are able to estirnate the 
approxin1ate size of cells vie\ved \vi th the microscope. Students do 
not need to calculate the size using ratios. Teachers should ensure that 
students are able to focus a con1pound niicroscope using both low and 
niedium po\ver object ives. Teachers could use an observational checklist 
to assess students' ability to do this. 
Teachers could review the proper handling and care of the n1icroscope 
prior to beginni ng the core lab. Teachers could demonstrate the correct 
method of focusing on an object, fro1n lo-vv power to 1nediu1n power, 
using the school's dig ital Aex ca1nera. 
While these outcomes can be achieved using the low and medium 
power lenses, and an ability to use the high power lens is not a requ ired 
outcorne, teachers 1nay \Vish to dernonstrate the use of the high power 
lens. The digital flex ca1nerJ \vould be useful for this purpose. Students 
should not use the high power lens unless they can de1nonstrate effective 
use as inappropriate use of this lens can dan1age the 1nicroscope. 
At this level, it is not necessary ro calculate the fleld of v iew using a 
ratto. 
Teachers should den1onstrate the proper technique of preparing a wet 
mount slide. Teachers could dernonstrare this using the flex can1era. 
l~he Hex c Hnera could also be useJ to ill ustra re rhe sreps necessary ro 
focus, thus observe, the slide under lo-vv and n1edi u1n power. 
Teachers could have students e ngage in a T\vo-Minute Review (see 
Appendix B) in \\·hich students surnmarize the proper n1ethods of using 
and handling a rnicroscope. 
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The Microscope (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Perfonnance 
• Locate the cell wall of a plant cell \vhen vie\\'ed through a I ight 
111 icroscope. 209-3, 304-50) 
• Given rhe field or vie\V, estimate the size of the plant or animal cell 
viewed with your n1icroscope. Use the rneasurernent function on the 
flex can1era ro verify your estimation. (209-2, 209-3). 
• Make drawings/ sketches of the various cells observed \vhen using a 
light n1icroscope. Label the parts you can identify. ( l 09-13, 209-3) 
• Create a brochure to sell a microscope based on how easy it is to use. 
Be sure to give step by step instructions on its use and care. (209-3) 
• Con1pare individual and class data n1easuren1ents using data tables, 
graphs, spreadsheets, etc. (209-4) 
• iV[easure t he width of a strand of hair under lo\v and n1ediu rn 
power. Identify and suggest explanations for discrepancies in your 
two 1neasurements. (2 10-6) 
• Create a poster or sl ideshow that shows the proper use and care of 
the rnicroscope. (209-3) 
• Create a video clip to de1nonstrate the proper technique to prepare a 
wet rnount. (209-3) 
Paper and Pencil 
• Predict what the change \Vil! be in the difference of the field of view 
using a low power and a mediun1 po\ver lens. (209-3) 
Presenttttion 
• Using digital p ictu res create a labeled poster to den1onstratc the 
proper techniq ue to prepare a wet n1ount. Describe your poster to 
the class. (209-3) 
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Cells and Cell Structure 
Outcomes 
Students u1ill be expected to 
4. 13 Illustrate and e'\pL1i n that 
the cell is a living 1.,y<.,tern 
that exh ihit<; the tollo\vi ng 
characteristics of 1 ife. (304-
4) Include: 
(i) grovvth 
(ii) n1ovemen t/locon1otion 
(iii) response to stirn u li 
(iv) reproduction 
4.14 Explain t hat it is irnportan t 
to use p roper tenns when 
con1paring plant and ani1nal 
cells. (109- 1 3) 
4.15 Exarni ne and explain 
the role of the follo\vi ng 
organelles: 
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( i) cell wal I 
(i) cell 1ne1n hrane 
(ii) chloroplast 
(iii) cytoplasm 
(iv) nucleus 
(v) vacuo le 
(vii) tnitochondria 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning andTeaching 
Teachers could have student~ inve~rigate cellular grovvth and 
reproduction by having the1n gern1inate radish, or sin1iLu seed<., and 
then observe the grovvth of root tips. If adequate rnaterials are available, 
cross-sections of the root tips could be prepared and ~tai ned to observe 
evidence of cellular growth and reproduction . (Jon1111ercial slides are also 
availabk in vvhich some cells arc identified in the process of 1nitosis. 
Teachers could have student~ use san1ples of parameciun1 and arnocba 
to explore ,1nd investigate n1oven1ent in cells. Use of the flex ec1n1era/ 
rnicroscope \Vi 11 facil irate \.vhole group observation of cell . To i llusrrate 
the characteristic of stin1tdus/re ponse, teachers could vary the arnount 
of light to observe the organisn1's response ro the presence of light. 
While other char~1cteristics of life can be discussed at this tirne, teachers 
should li1nit discussion to grovvrh, n1ove1nent, stirnulus/response and 
reproduction. ()ther characteristics of life will be studied in Biology 
2201 . 
A study of these organelles i~ adequate at this level. Other cell organelles 
will be studied in rnore derail in Biology 2201. 
Teachers could have students engage in a Qu iz-Quiz-'Trade activity (see 
Appendix B) to revie\v and rei nfrHce these tern1s. 
Teachers could have stud en ts prepare a n1en1ory garne with the words 
on one set of cards and the roles on another set of cards. The object is to 
n1atch the organdie \Vith its function. 
• 
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Cells and Cell Structure 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Perforrnance 
• W rite a poen1 and /or song about cells and how they exhibit 
characteristics of life.( l 10-2, 304-4) 
• Create a cartoon or a series of cartoons/ sketches that illustrate the 
baliic characteristics of life. ( 110-2, 304-4) 
• Using teacher prepared cards (with organelles and definitions) , find 
the partner who has the niatch to your card. You and your parrner 
will then find the appropriate pi cture for your organelle fro tn the 
variety of pictures which the teacher h:is posted around the rootn. 
( 109-13) 
• C reate a skit w herebv the classroo1n \Valls becorne cell walls. Take on 
./ 
the role of an organelle and explain your function in the cell. (109-
13, 21 1-3) 
Presentation 
• Prepare a play with gro up metnbers playing the vario us parts of a 
particular cell and explain their function. ( 109-13) 
• C reate a poen1 , song or rap that explains the roles of various 
organelles. ( 1 09-13) 
• C reate a 1nnen1onic device to ren1ernber the parts of the cel l. Share 
th is with th e class. ( I 09- 13) 
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Cells and Cell Structure {continued) 
Outcomes 
5tudents 1oill he expected to 
4. 16 Label organelles on diagra1ns 
of typical plant and anirnal 
cell<;. 
4.17 State the cell theory 
4. 18 \Vork cooperatively \Vith 
team me1n ber to develop 
and construct m odels of 
cells. (21 1-3) 
4. 19 Evaluate individual and 
group p rocesses used in 
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con tructi ng models of cells. 
(2 11-4) 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
lc~1chers could have <;tudents creare a tol<lahle illustr~iring the plant and 
ani tnal cell~ and their parts. 
This is intended as an introduction to cell theory. Concepts such as 
abiogenesi<; ,1nd biogenesis and the developn1ent of the cell theory are 
dealt \vi th in Biology 2201 
Students often believe that celb a re t\vo-dirnensional as they . orneti n1es 
appear under the rnicroscope. 1 hree-dirnensional dr~nvings or tnodels 
\vill help to correct this n1isconception. Teachers should use the three-
din1en<;ional ccll 1nodel<i to 3ssist students V\ ith the development and 
understanding of this concept. 
Teachers could have stu<len ts n1odel the three dimensional nature of 
anin1al cells by filling a plastic b.1g (cell 1nen1brane) wi rh geldtin, and 
putting in various fruit or vegetable<; for cell parts when the gelatin is 
partially et. 'This plastic bag could then be put inside a plastic see-
rhrough sanc·hvich container \\·hich represent<; the cell wal l. Both of 
these rnodelc; could be stacked to c;how the differences between plant 
and ani1nal tissue. 1 he diHerent groups of containers could be stacked 
to n1 odel organs. Note: Teachers could ass ign different cells to student 
groups so that these could later be used to niodel ti)sucs and/or organs. 
Teachers could al<;o have students produce an edible cell. Use a light-
colou rcJ AavorcJ jt:llo (lemon) to represent the cytoplasn1 and various 
candies to represent the organel ks. Once the cells have set and been 
exan1ined, students could eat their creatio ns. 
Teachers could have student) use 1nodeling clay, dioran1as, or paper 
niache to n1odel thei r cells. 
Teachers could involve students in the creation of a rubric to evaluate 
their 1nodd~. Note: Th is , hould be done prior to the construction of 
their rnodel s. 
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Cells and Cell Structure (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Pe1.fo nnance 
• Create a 3-D n1odel of an anin1al and/or a plant cell illustrating the 
cell \Vall, cell men1brane, nucleus, cytoplasm, vacuoles, chloroplasts 
and initochondria. 109 - 13, 211-3, 211-4) 
• Make drawings/ sketches of the various eel ls observed \vhen using a 
light tnicroscope. Label the parts they c1n identify. (109-13, 209-3) 
• Using the format of •' Pin-the-tail-on-the-donkey" gatne, label the 
parts of the cell ( 1 09- 13). 
• Survey people in your co1nn1unity to detern1ine vvhy they think 
ancient people had different theories and explanations regarding the 
rnakc-up of our bodies than we have today. 
• C reate a cartoon that illustrates the evolution of the cell theory. 
(l 10-2) 
• C: reate a 3-D n1odel of a plant & anitnal cell using gelatin and 
candies to illustrate the organelles and differences between the types 
of cells. (211-3, 304-5) 
• (~reate a skit whereby the classroom walls becon1e cell vvalls and 
they n1u.st take on the role of an organelle explain ing what their 
functions are in the . ~ell. (109-13, 211-3) 
• Create a 3-D model of an anirnal and/or a plant cell illustrating the 
cell wall, ceJl mernbrane, nucleus , cytoplasrn, vacuoles, chloroplasts 
and m itochondria. (109 -13, 211-4, 2 11-3) 
• Produce a travel brochure, wall rnural, a poster o r a series of 
fo ldables that describes a plant or anin1al cell as if it vve re an 
an1 usen1en t park. (2 l ] -3) 
Paper and Pencil 
• Why do you th ink ancient peop le had d iffe rent theories and 
explanations regarding the tnake- up of our bodies than vve have 
today. (I 10-2) 
}ournrzl 
• Cells a re the basic units of structure and function of all living 
things. Explain what this rncans to you. ( 110-2) 
Pe1formance 
• Use a class generated checklist to evaluate individual and group 
processes used in the construction of the cell n1odel<i. (211-4) 
GRADE 8 SCl!.:NCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUI DE 
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Plant and Animal Cells -- Characteristics 
Outcomes 
Students luiff be expected to 
4.20 Di~tinguish betvveen typical 
plant and ani rnal celb. 
(304-5) 
4.21 Produce laheled drawings of 
each type of cel l. 
4.22 List three differences 
between plant and anin1al 
cells. Include: 
176 
(i) plant cells have 
chloroplasts 
(ii) plant cells have cell 
\valls, the refore they 
have a regular shape 
(iii) plant cells have fewer, 
and larger, vacuole 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
'Teacher<; could have students create a K-\X'-L chart prior to beginning 
this topic. Student<., could share their charts with others and J. cL1s" K-
W-L (see Appendix B) could he created and revisited after this topic has 
been covered. 
Teachers could have students engage in a Compare and Contrast 
Activity to revic\v this topic in a variety of \vays. 
Teachers could give students a piece of chart paper or son1e other la rge 
piece of paper. They can construct a \ !ENN diagrarn, labeling one oval 
"plant cell'', the other oval "anin1al cell" and the point \vhere the two 
overlap \Votdd be \vhere organelles the cells have in com1non vvould be 
placed. In groups of 3 or 4, tudents would then place the narnes of the 
organelles into the appropriate space on their diagram. 
Teachers could use a Think-Pair Share (see Appendix B) strategy in 
which students d ivide a piece of paper down the center, writing the 
word "Cornpare'' on one side and ''Contrast" on the other. Under 
the ''Corn pan:" colun1n, they would write how the cells are the sarne 
and under the H(~ontrast" colurnn, they would write ho\v the cells are 
ditferen t. Teachers could then have studen rs explain/ describe rhei r 
diagr .. un/chart \Vith their partner, correcting J.nd addi ng in forrnation 
as necessary. As a sun1n1ary, the teacher could lead the class in c reat ing 
"Con1pare" and ''Contrast" diagrarn/charr using the class results. 
'Thin layers of on ion or lettuce could be prepared to ohserve cell 
structures. 'lcachers should ensure that students are able to (i) identify 
and differentiate bet\veen cell \valls and cell rnernbranes, and (ii) identify 
the nucleus in the given san1ples. ~feachers could use cornn1crcially 
prepared anirnal ~]ides to cornpare and contrast with plant cells. 
Teachers should en<;ure that students follovv appropriate safety guidelines 
\vhen \Vorking with living organisn1s. leachers should be aware that 
students shou ld not harvest live h tunan cells in th is activity (eg. (~heek 
scraping) . 
Teachers should also ensure that students de, clop the skills necessary to 
n1ainrai n and use the light n1icroscope effect ively J.nd safely. 
GRADE: 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURn!CULUM GUIDE 
Plant and Animal Cells -- Characteristics 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Prrfo rrnrl nee 
• Draw pictures or nlake m odels of plant and anirnal cells. (304-5) 
• Locate the cell wall o f a plant cell w hen viewed through a light 
111 ic roscope. (209-3, 304-5) 
• C reate a 3-0 n1odel of a plant & anin1al cell using gelatin and 
candies to illustrate the organelles and differences bet\\'een the types 
of cells. (21 1-3, 304-5) 
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Plant and Animal Cells -- Characteristics (continued) 
Outcomes 
Stu den ts u1ill be expected to 
4.23 Expbin that growth and 
reproduction depend on cell 
division . (304-6) 
4.24 Explain that n1itosis is the 
process of division of cells. 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers could use con1n1ercial slides or 1nodel~ to illustrate the process 
of cell division. leachers could also access con1puter si111ularions of rhi~ 
process. 
Teachers should not provide students ' vith a derailed study of the stages 
of 111itosis at this level. This topic \vill be dealt with in greater derail in 
Grade 9 Science and Biology 3201. 
'lcachcrs should note that it is sufficient, at this level, to provide students 
\vith an exatnple of cell division for growth (eg. skin cells divide to 
produce more skin cells to heal a cut or injury) as well as an example 
that illustrates cell division for reproduction (eg. a bacteria cell divides to 
become two cells) . 
Although teac hers should not instruct students about meiosis at this 
level, students should not have the misconception that all cell division 
occurs by 1nitosis . Teachers should note that n1itosis occurs in body 
(somatic) cells, and that n1eiosis, not niitosis , occurs in sex cells 
(garnetes). 
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Plant and Animal Cells -- Characteristics (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Pe1tcif and P11per 
• If one c.e- ll divides into two ne\v cells every fo ur to fi ve hours, 
approximately how 111any cells wo uld one expect to find in 3 days? 
(304-6) 
• C~iven the volume of a particular cell is 10-3 crn3, est in1ate and 
detennine the volume of all the daughter cells after one day, given 
that the cells divide every t\\'O hours. (304-6) 
J 
• Ho\v would you explain the gro\vth of an organistn? (304-6, 304-7) 
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Cells, Tissues, Organs and Organ Systems 
Outcomes 
Students u1ilf be expected to 
4.2 5 Relate the needs and 
functions of various ce1 Is 
and organs to the needs 
and functions of the hun1an 
organisrn as a \vholc. 
(304-8) 
4.26 Explain that cells and 
o rganisn1s require the san1e 
basic necessities of life. 
Include: 
(i) oxygen 
(ii) nutrients 
(iii) waste ren1oval 
4.27 Explain structural and 
functional relationships 
benveen and arnong cells, 
tissues, organs, and sy ten1s 
in the hun1an bodv. (304-7) 
" 
4 .28 describe these levels of 
organization found in living 
things. 
(i) cells 
(ii) nssues 
(iii) organs 
(iv) organ systerns 
( \') . org.H11s1ns 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Throughout this section teacher~ should ensure that students have 
the chance to explore and carry out investigations that lead to a better 
understanding of the interdependence and interconnectedne ' S of 
the various ~yste1ns of the hun1an body a~ \veil as the structural and 
functional relationships bet \veen and arnong the cells, tissues, organs 
and systems. Students should hegin to understand ho\v oxygen (()2), 
carbon dioxide ((~02), nutrient~ and \Vaste products are procured, 
produced and/ or transported by the various syste1ns in the body. 
Teachers could have students create a class K-W-L chart (see Appendix 
B) before starting this topic. 
Tissues, organs, organ systems, and organis1ns are all rnade up of 
cells. Most cells require nutrients and oxygen and produce \vastes 
which n1ust be ren1oved. Teacher~ should ensure that students con1e 
to understand the relationship bet\veen breathing (inhaling 02 and 
exhaling C()2) and the cells' needs regarding these gases. The energy for 
cellular activity originates in the food eaten and digested by the hun1an 
organisrn. Cellular processes create waste n1,lterial that n1ust be rernoved 
by the organistn. 
Teachers could den1onstrate the results of cellular respiration using yeast 
and sugared \.Yater to illustrate the production of heat and (~02. This 
could be related to hu1nans having a constant body temperature and the 
need to get rid of the C02 produced during cellular respiration as well 
as requiring food (~ugar) and air (oxygen) to allo\v cellular respiration to 
take place. 
Teachers could sho\V a v~iriety or prepared cells using the Oex can1era 
and a tnicroscope to illustrate the variety of cells in a person. The shape 
and function of a variety of cells could be highlighted. A prepared 
cross-section of ni uscle tissue could illustrate ho\v stria ted 1nuscle cells 
\Vork in unison to form a voluntary tnu~cle. Jv1uscles or organs, such 
as the heart, cou ld be observed and studied through soft\vare o r videos. 
Students could investigate 01 gan ~yste1ns such as those that n1ake up 
the digestive systern or the circulatory sy~ten1 to sho\v how they \vork in 
uni\on. Model cells n1ade in th e previous ~ection could he stacked to 
fonn tis()ucs and organs in order to den1onstrate hc)\,y these are reLued. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Cells, Tissues, Organs and Organ Systems 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Paper and Pe1zcil 
• Explain ho\v the needs of a cell are related to the functions of major 
body process as a whole. (304-8) 
• How would you explain the growth of an organ ism? (304-6, 304-7) 
PcrfonnrDzce 
• Pretend you are an oxygen molecule. Create a story that describes 
your journey from the ti1ne you are in haled unti 1 you are exhaled. 
Your story should include how yon tneet up with a food tnolecule in 
a cell to becon1e a C02 molecule. (304-8, 304-/) 
• Create a song or a poen1 about the difte rent levels of cell ular 
organization using the terms cells, tissues, 01gans, organ syste1ns and 
organisms. (304-7) 
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Cells, Tissues, Organs and Systems -- Relat ionships 
Outcomes 
Stude11 ts u1ill be expectfd to 
4.29 l)iagram the relationships 
betvveen cells, ti ·sues, 
organs, organ systems and 
organisms in a flow chart. 
4 .30 Evaluate individual and 
grou p processes used in 
presenting the roles of the 
n1a1n organ systetns. 
(2 11-4) 
182 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers could also use a "building analogy" to represent these levels 
of organ iza tion. For example, in a 1nulti-level hou~e, the bricks could 
represent the cell I\, walls of brick represcn t the ti ssues, roon1s represent 
the organs, the levels (floors) represent the systen1s \vhile the house/ 
building represents the organis1n. 
Teachers should ensure that students work together to research the rnain 
organ systen1s. Students should prepare so1ne fonn o f presentation 
to comn1unicare the role of the organ systen1 and the tnain organs 
involved . 
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Cells, Tissues, Organs and Systems -- Relationships 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
P11per tl nd Pencil 
• C reate a concept map to den1onstrate your kncnvledge of cellular 
organization . (304-7) 
• (~reate a ruhric, with teacher gu idance, to assess the organ systen1s 
Po\verpoint presentations. (211-4) 
Presentation 
• In groups, explore one organ systern using a teacher created 
Webquest. Each group will present their research as 3 Po\verpoint 
presen tat ion. (21 1-4) 
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Cells, Tissues, Organs and Systems -- Relationships (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students will be expected to 
4.31 Identify the n1ai n function 
184 
, 
of the follo,ving organ 
systemc; in keeping 
organic;tnl) alive. 
(i) c irculatory 
(ii) respiratory 
(iii) digestive 
(iv) excretory 
(v) nervous 
(vi) n1uscular 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
leachers ~hou!J note th~H th is is not in tended to be a detailed studv 
of the v.1rious hody systen1s. It i' i1nportant to address this c;eLtion 
holi~tically and not d\vell on rerrninology and the mernorization of 
anaton1ical detaib. 
Teachers should li1nit their instruction to the n1ain organs involved in 
the syste1n as \veil as their function. r~or exan1ple: 
i) CircuLnory sysre1n consist~ of the heart, arteries, veins and 
cap ii la ries. T'he function of the circulatory sys tern is to 
transport blood, nutrients (chen1icals needed f<n survival), 
gases and \Vastes . 
ii) Respiratory syste1n consists of the nasal cavity, trachea, and 
lungs. The function of the respiratory systern is to control 
breathing, and exchange gasses in lungs and tissues. 
iii) Digestive systetn consi~ts of the mouth, esophagus, ston1ach, 
~n1all in te<;ti ne, large in res tine, liver, gall bladder, and 
pancreas. The function of the digestive sysrctn is to take in 
an<l break do\vn food, absorb nutrients, and eli1ninare solid 
iv) 
v) 
vi) 
\Va<; re. 
Excretory systetn consists of the lungs, kidneys, and urinary 
bladder. rrhe function of the excretory systen1 is to rcrnovc 
liquid and gas \Vcl~te~ fron1 the body. 
Nervous systern consist of the brain, spinal cord, nerves, and 
sense organs. The function of the nervous syste1n is to detect 
changes in the en\'ironn1ent and signals these changes to the 
body which then curie out a response . 
.i\1uscular svstern consi 'ts of 1nuscles attached to bones 
, 
throughout the body. l'he function of the muscular sy~re111 is 
to \vork \vith the hones to n1ove body parts. 
Nore: rleachcrs should nor elaborate too 1nuch on the individual parts 
of these sy~rerns bec1use rhey are covered in depth in Biology 220 I and 
3201 . 
Teacher~ could u~e the ''Nurnhered I leads Together" strategy (see 
append ix B) to revie\v this topic. 
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Cells, Tissues, Organs and Systems -- Relationships (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Pe1j ormance 
• Pretend you are an oxygen n1olecu le. C reate a sto ry that describes 
your journey from the time you are inhaled until you are exhaled. 
Your story should include how yo u incet up with a food n1olecule in 
a cell to becon1e a C02 inolecule. (304-8, 304-7) 
• C reate a poetn, song, or rap that describes the rnain functions of an 
organ sysretn . 
• Create a colldge to describe the nlain functions of an organ systetn. 
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Maintaining Healthy Organ Systems 
Outcomes 
Students will be expected to 
4.32 D escribe the ba~ic factors 
th,n affect the functions 
and efficiencv of rhe human 
res pi ratorv, ci rcu latorv, ,, ,, 
n1uscu lar, d igestive, 
excretory, and nervous 
systetns. (304-9) 
4.33 Explain the ro les that diet, 
nutrition, exercise and 
stress have on the sysre1ns 
men rioned above. 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers could u<;e the K-W-L <\trategy (see Appendix B) to identify 
rni~conceptions that students n1ar have \vhich \vill need to be addressed. 
Prior to starting this topic, teachers could also use an Anticipation/ 
Reaction c;uide (see appendix B) in which students are given a nun1ber 
of staten1ents regarding the effect of diet, exercise and stress on human 
body syste1ns. 
Teachers should give students the opportunity to explore positive and 
negative factors, such as nutrition, exercise and other life~tyles, that 
afTecr rhe function and efficiency of rhe h u111an respiratory, circulatory, 
digestive, excretory, and nervous systems. Teachers should encourage 
students to explore and learn \vhat practices or lifesryles contribute to 
healthy and unhealthy systerns. 
Teachers could have students work in pairs or srnall groups to investigate 
and exp lore how certain 1 i festyles positively o r negatively affect body 
systen1s. For exa1nplc, students could investigate how certain foods 
and/or di ets affect the function and perforn1ance of several body systen1s 
such as the ci rculato ry and digestive systetns. Teachers could then have 
students co111n1unicare their findings in rhe forn1 of a presentation, a 
1nu lti-n1edia report or a \vri rren report. 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
Maintaining Healthy Organ Systems 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Paper rind Pencil 
• In a report, describe how one of the following factors affects the 
various systen1s of th e body: (304-9) 
• 
• 
• 
nutntton 
exercise 
stress 
Perfornzanre 
• Using ne\vspapers and 111agazines, create a collage that prornotes 
healthy body systerns. ( 110-5, 304-9) 
GRADE 8 SCIENCE DRAFT CURRICULUM GUIDE 
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Maintaining Healthy Organ Systems (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students lDill be expected to 
4.34 f)ebate lifestyle cho ices such 
as diet choices, sn1oking, 
dri nking alcohol, o r 
sedentary 1 ifestyle and their 
effects on body systetns. 
4.35 Illustrate exatnples of 
conflicting evidence relared 
to how we should n1aintain 
and/ o r treat body system s. 
(110-5) 
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Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
By providing 3 variety of learning experiences designed to highlight 
posi rive and neg::Hive factors affec ting the systen1s of our bodies, teachers 
could lead students to\vard an appreciation of the personal and social 
consequences involving their overall health. Representatives from the 
Canadian Lung Association or the Canadian Cancer Society could be 
invited to class to give a presentation about their organization and their 
cause. Note whether or not students 1 isten to the point of view of others 
as this is an ind icuion of an attitudinal science outcome. 
Teachers could have students create a journal ent ry related to this topic 
using the "What? So What? No\v What?" format (see Append ix B). 
For the purpose of classroo1n discussion, teachers could present students 
wi rh conflict i11g evidence on the use of controversial treatments and 
therapies to repair an<l heal body systems. Teachers cou ld give students 
the opportun ity to debate the chosen treatn1ent. This tnay illustrate 
rhe fact that sci en ti fie knt)\V led ve is tentative a n<l su bJ. ect to revie\v in b 
light of ne\v evidence. So111e suggestions for potentially controversial 
treatments n1 ight include laser eye treat1n ent, breast implants and 
procedures to help overweight people lose weight. 
Teachers could use the "Structured Controversy" strategy (in appendix 
B) to engage students in a discussion of this topic. 
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Maintaining Healthy Organ Systems (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
PreseJZtation 
• In a report, describe how one of the follo\vi ng factors affects the 
various systems of the body: (304-9) 
• nutrition 
• exercise 
• stress 
Perforn1ance 
• Using newspapers and 1nagazi nes, create a collage that promotes 
heal thy body systems. ( 110-5, 304-9) 
• Structured Controversy Strategy: students are assigned to a group 
of 4. W ithin the grou ps, the students are divided into dyads (or 
pairs). Each dyad is assigned an opposing position o n the topic. 
Each dyad plans their position and presents it to the other group 
men1bers. Then, as a group of four, they argue their positions and 
reach a decision on the topic. Each group of 4 is required to reach a 
consensus on the topic and subn1it a group report. 
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Unhealthy Organ Systems -- Assist ive Technology 
Outcomes 
Students iui!l be expected to 
4.36 Describe the science 
underlying various 
technologies used to assi<;t or 
replace unhealthy organs or 
systems. Include: (111-5) 
( i ) i n s u l i n p u 111 p 
(ii) artificial heart 
4.37 Provide examples of 
scientiflc kno¥vledge 
that have resulted in the 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
1cachc:rs should ensure that <\tu<lents note the technologies that have 
been designed to a~sist darn aged orga.11s and/ or yste1ns. Exan1 pies to 
investigate include the insulin pun1p that regulates insulin levels in 
rhe blood and drtificial hearts thdt pump blood throughout the body. 
'Teachers should ensure that students relate the underlying science 
concepts to the technologies being investigated. Cochlear in1plants, 
artificial lirnbs controlled by electrical in1pulses fron1 nerves, aniflci~1l 
heart valves, resp irato rs, dialysis tnachine, and pace makers are other 
examples that could be explored and discussed. 
The CC)RE STSE cornponent of this unit incorporates a broad range of 
Grade 8 science outcomes. l\..1ore specifically, it targets (in whole or in 
part) 1 l l - 1, 1 11 -5, 112-2, 113-9 and 113-3) . The STSE component, 
development of technologies ''Artificial Organs'' can be found in Appendix A. 
(111-1) 
4.38 Describe how a cotnrnunity's 
needs can lead to 
developlnents in science and 
tech no logy ( 1 12-2) 
4.39 Make inforn1ed decisions 
about applications of science 
and technology, taking in to 
account environn1ental 
and social ad van rages and 
disadvantages (113-9) 
4.40 Propose a course of action 
on social issues related to 
science and tech no logy, 
taking into account hu1nan 
and environtnental needs 
(113-13) 
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Unhealthy Organ Systems -- Assistive Technology 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Pe1.formance 
• ( : reJte a collage of technologies involved in assisting darnaged 
organs or body systen1s. ( 1 11-5) 
Presentation 
• Working in s1nall groups, gather ;:ind organize infonnation on 
an aspect related to the tech no logical ad vancernents used to t reat 
various organ/systen1 problen1s. Share your knov.rledge with the 
class in the forn1 of a prepared report, poster, brochure, power-point 
presentation, etc. (111-5) 
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Organ Systems -- Interdependence 
Outcomes 
St11 dents will be expected to 
4.4 1 l)esign and carry o ut an 
experunent to co1npare 
and contrast heart rate 
and breathing rJ.te in an 
individual during various 
levels of activity, and 
identify and control the 
ina jor variables. (208-6, 
209-1 ) 
4.42 R.ephrase questions into 
testable form about the 
factors that affect physical 
fitness an<l h ealth. (208-1) 
4.43 State a hypothesis based on 
background information 
or an observed pattern of 
events. (208-5) 
4.44 Carry out procedures 
controlling the n1ajor 
variables. (209-1) 
4.45 Identify and suggest 
explanations for 
discrepancies in data. (2 1 0-
G) 
4.46 Con1pile J.nd display data 
using tables and graphs. 
(2 10-2) 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Core Laboratory Activity: The Effect of Activity on I-leart Rate and 
Breathing Rate. 
T'he lahoratorv outcomes 208- 1, 208-5, 208-6, 209- 1, 2 t 0-2, 2 t 0-6, 
" 
210-7 and, in part, 304-10 are addressed hy co1npleting C() RE LAB 
12-1 B "The Eftect of Exercise on J-ieart Rate and Breathing Rate'' . 
As they cornplete thi s activity, teachers should help studen ts recognize 
the interdependence of various body systen1s. Teachers could lead 
students to discuss such questions as "Does lifes tyle have an effect on 
physical fitn~ss?" to " I-l ow Joes an athlete's heart rate compare to that 
of a non-athlete?'' Teachers could have students collect additional data 
from rnembers of their fa1nilies indicati ng those who are s1nokers, over 
weight, etc. The class data could then be used to stimulate further 
discussion. 
If avai lable, teachers could have students use con1puter-interface 
eq uipn1en t to measure heart rate and breathing rate. 
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Organ Systems -- Interdependence 
Suggested Assessment Strategies Resources 
www.go\'.n l.ca/ cdu/ scicnce_rd/ main . h tm 
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Organ Systems -- Interdependence (continued) 
Outcomes 
Students u1ilL be expected to 
4.47 Suggest explanations for 
vJ. ri:uions in the heart rate 
and the breathing rate of an 
individual d u ring various 
levels of activity \vhen the 
experin1ent is repeated. 
(210-7) 
4.48 L)escribe three exan1ples 
of the interdependence 
of various svsterns of the 
194 
./ 
hun1an body. (304-1 O) 
Include: 
(i) circulatory/ respiratory 
(ii) digestive/circulatory 
(ii i) nervous/n1uscular 
Elaborat ions-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
~f eachers cou ld have sruden t repeat their experi tnen t at another ti 1ne 
or day. In th is \Vay, the data collected fron1 both or all experi rnents 
can be compared and any variat ions in this data can be discussed and 
explained by the student~ . Opportun ities for cross-curricular plan ning 
and integration are avai lable here w ith physical education and/or heal th 
curricula. 
Teachers should provide students vvith the opportun ity to investigate 
and learn about the interdependence and interactions of several body 
systen1s. Teachers ~hould have students actively investigate the various 
pairs of syste1ns in o rder to best understand and appreciate their 
interactions. Teachers could also have students investigate circulatory/ 
muscular, digestive/excretory o r nervous/circulatory pairs. 
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Organ Systems -- Interdependence (continued) 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
Perforrnance 
• Create a storybook for primary students showing the 
interdependence of one of the fo ] lowing pairs of body systerns: 
i) circulatory I respiratory 
ii) digestive I circulatory 
iii) nervous I rnuscular 
• Note: A further extension of this activity could involve students 
reading these books to prin1ary students. T'his activity could also 
be used as a cross-curricular activity with L::inguage Arts, Art and 
Health. (304-1 O) 
P1zper and Pencil 
• Studenrs will crec:ite a flo"v chart or use a mind map to shovv rhe 
interdependence of these body systems. (304-10) 
• In1agine that you are a drop of blood in a hu1nan body. Describe 
your adventures using the circulatory and respiratory systerns. 
(304-1 O) 
• Imagine that you are a slice of pizza at a Birthday party. Describe 
your journey through the digestive and circulatory syste1n. (304- 1 O) 
• In1agine that you have just stepped on a nail. Describe the journey 
of a nerve in1pulse using the nervous and rnuscular syste1ns. 
(304- ] 0) 
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C[ l I_~, T ISSUCS, OHGANS AND SYS lTMS 
Resources 
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Organ Systems -- Associated Careers and Technology 
Outcomes 
Students iuill be expected to 
4.49 Provide exa1nples of careers 
that are associated \vi th the 
health of hody systen1s. 
( I 12- 1 0) 
4.50 Make infonned decis ions 
about applications of 
science and technology 
196 
that are associated with 
human body systerns taking 
into account personal 
and social ad van rages and 
disadvantages. ( 113-8) 
Elaborations-Strategies for Learning and Teaching 
Teachers should encourage <;tuden ts to provide exarnples of careers that 
deal directly or indirectly \Vi th the health of hody sy terns such a<; lab 
and x-ray technicians, physiotherapists, nutritionists, coaches, doctors, 
and public health nurses. People in these careers could he invited 
to class to share \.vhat they do Jnd ho\v it involves the body syste1ns 
investigated in this unit of study. The expression of interest in science-
and technology-related careers is an indication of a positive attitudinal 
outcorne. 
Teachers could address this outcon1e using a decision-making rnodel. 
Developments in science and technology, related to our health and the 
health of various body systerns, could be addressed by asking students 
to i1nagine life \\.ithout sports and f-ltness equipment. "Which body 
syste1ns would be affected?" and "What would be the consequences?" are 
quest ions that could lead to discussions regarding developments related 
to health issues. 
Discussion and reflection regarding \vhat ·we know about various 
I ifesryles and thei r effects on body sys terns (such as deciding to exercise 
or stop smoking based o n scientific research) would provide a better 
opportunity for students to n1ake inforn1ed personal decisions regarding 
their O\vn heal th. Teachers could have students investigate risk analysis 
rnodels used by insurance co rnpanies and advertisernents for various 
fitness niachines. Other possibilities for research and discussion coul<l 
be the use of sunscreen, food additives, steroids, as 'Nell as health-related 
issues that arise in ne\vspapers and magazines. 
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Organ Systems -- Associated Careers and Technology 
Suggested Assessment Strategies 
• C~rcatc a poster depicting a cdrecr in the hcahh field. 'fheir posrcr 
should inc1ude: ( 1 12-1 O) 
• Educational requirernen ts 
• Salary 
• Job description 
• Visuals 
• Research and debate one of the following topics: ( 113-8) 
• The Dept. of E<lucation's nutrition policy 
• Increasing Physical Education classes in schools 
• 1'he graduation requi re1nent of two Phys. Ed credits 
• Banning the sale of energy drinks to those under 18 years of 
age 
• Should adults be allowed to sn1oke in th e presence of 
children? 
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